
NORWICH PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA

Thursday, June 27th, 2019, Tracy Hall-Meeting Room NOTE START TIME 7 pm

Regular Meeting:

1. ApproveAgenda

2. Meeting 0bjectives:
a. Comment on TRORC Regional Plan Draft
b. Discuss calendar of Town Plan feedback events
c. Review AT & T Wireless Communication Equipment Project under 30 VSA 9248ad. Vice Chair election

3. Comments from the Public

4. Comment on TRORC Regional Plan Draft

5, Discuss calendar of Town Plan feedback events, including postcard mailing

6. Opportunity to comment on AT&T Utility Pole proposal

7. Vice Chair election

8. Review and approve Minutes 5-23-19

L Review Quarterly Report to Selectboard

10. Discuss survey proposalfrom Ciccotelli

11. Announcements, Reports, Updates & Correspondence
a. Conespondence
b. Announcements
c. Updates

d. Reports

12. Other Business

13, Future Meeting Schedule & Agendas

14. Comments from the Public

Future Meetings:

Thursday, July 25, 7pm Regular Meeting
Thursday, Aug 22, 7pm Regular Meeting
Thursday, Sept 26, 7pm Regular Meeting



NORWICH PLANNING COMMISSION
DRAFT

Meeting Minutes

Thursday, May 23, 2019, Tracy Hall

Members Present: Jaci Allen (Chair), Jeff Goodrich (V-Chair), Melissa Hon¡r¡iÞ (Clerk), Ernie Ciccotelli,
Leah Romano, Brian Loeb (by phone), Steve Thoms, Jeff Lubell
Members Not Present: Susan Brink,
Public: Linda Gray
Staff: Rod Francis

Jaci Allen, Chair, called the meeting to order at 7:01 PM.

1. ApproveAgenda
a. Goodrich moved and Thoms seconded that item 8 (election of office holders) be moved to item 5

Motionfailed:3 -4-1b. Lubell moved and Thoms seconded to approve the agenda as published. Motion caried: 7 - 1

2. Meeting Objectives:

a. Review report from Dartmouth students on accessory dwelling units
b. Work through Town Plan chapter links
c. Review calendar of June-August Town Plan feedback events

Elect Officeholders: Chair, Vice Chair, Clerk

3. Comments from the Public - none

4. Report from Dartmouth students on accessory dwelling units (ADUs)
Emily Schneider and Paulimo Rao presented on their research on ADUs in Non¡¡ich

5. Discuss composite of feedback gathered on Town Plan and work through chapter links (Francis)
Francis explained the objective of this exercise was to compare and contrast feedback gained from small
group meetings across working groups with two things:

i) Policies, objectives and actions from 2018 chapters (as edited for relevance)
ii) Feedback gathered from other subject area experts

The objective is to highlight common issues (across chapters) and any contradictions that may arise

Housing

1. Possible interest in responses such as Tiny house communities to address a
specific group or need as a solution the housing crisis (i,e. Veterans)? (i.e. Upper
Valley Housing Coalition "lrene Cottage" etc,)
There is a housing crisis (lack of appropriate housing available to suit the
financial capacity and needs of many different households)
Energy efficient housing (EEWG recommends a code enforcement approach)
Supply of (more) affordable and suitably located housing depends on resolving
the question of connecting to neighboring towns waste-water treatment systems
and/or changes to VT septic waste-water permitting procedures

Economic Development
5. Cell phone service

2.

3.

4.
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6. Lack ofsewercapacity (see 3 above)
7. Labor market is directly impacted byJack of affordable housing (see above)
8. Viable taxi/ride share service
9. Could the town facilitate the local and VT permitting process for businesses start-

up or expansion?
10. Tax increment financing
11. Diversify economy away from dependence on Dartmouth College and DHMC

Utilities, Facilities and Services
12. Housing challenges (see above)
13. Sewer capacity (see above)
14, Merge the fire district (responsible water supply and hydrants in the

village area)with the town
15, Update the Capital

ïransportation
16. Many (local)

Land

mitig

night

17. The costof
18. Advanced Transit

increase downtown

to be near a bus

19. Habitats
Wetlands

nes

mrng

condition
versus unpaved be looked at
to hours including Saturday, to

nover r. A bike rack is

urces

ESr0n

mission gave explicit support for improving/extending
streetscape by increasing road width)

, including the postcard mailing (soliciting

ing list at library
(kids over 8) for childcare to facilitate parent involvement in

6

c.

d.

e.

f.

g,

h,

i.

lnvite

forum

meeting during the lunch hour on town plan topics
comment

Smallgroup initial meetings (documenting outreach to date)
Postcard-Must go out by July-Brian and Leah will work on it

i. Press release for June-3 events in June
Education "the sooner the beffel'-Second Thursday of June (Thoms to lead)
Bv next Fridav (5/31) - Each work group please suggest the format of your small group and
preferred date-can be broad -RqflAntileah

7. Review and approve Minutes of 4-25-19
a. Lubellmoved and Thoms seconded to approve the minutes of April 25,2019 as amended. Motion

CarriedT-0-1

for
Leah

is the
i. Possible

plan

housi
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L Elect Officeholders: Chair, Vice Chair and Clerk
a, Chair: Two nominations from the floor i)Allen, ii) Ciccotelli

i. Honruitz moved and Romano seconded motion to nominate Allen for position of Chair
MotionpassesS-3

b. Vice-Chair Two nominations from the floor i) Honritz, ii) and Ciccotelli
i. Vote deferred to next meeting

c. Clerk

By consensus it was agreed to return to the mode of having the Planning Director act as Clerk

10. Other Business - None

11, Future Meeting Schedule & Agendas
a. Officer Election (continued)
b. TRORC: Town Plan preparation, conformance with statute, discussion of services available, revíew

of chapters
c. Outreach events calendar
d. Postcard survey
e. Final input from subject area expefts

.;ii,ll',-

,tffi:t

Meeting Adjourned at 10:11 PM.

Respectfully submitted,

Rod Francis

Future Meetin
Thu
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Planning Commission Q1 2019 Report to the Selectboard

6-24-19

Commissioners: Jaci Allen, Chair, Jeff Goodrich, Susan Brink, Melissa Honsitz, Jeff Lubell, Steve Thoms, Leah
Romano, Brian Loeb, Ernie Ciccotelli

At!9¡Oabte fgusing Sub-committee (AHSC): Creigh Moffatt, Paul Manganiello; Kathleen Shepherd, Ratph Hybets,
Jeff Lubell (PC Member), Jeff Goodrich (PC Member), Brian Loeb (pC Member)

Committee/Commission/Appointee Charge (including subcommittees and workgroups): Preparing a town plan,
and preparing zoning and subdivision regulations based on the town plan. The commission also studies other
planning issues and makes recommendations to the Selectboard.

current Projects (including work by subcommittees) with proposed deadrines

Town Plan Rewrite

Beginning in April, Commission members have been meeting with a series of stakeholders and subject
matter experts to gather input on key issues related to draft of Town Plan chapters and Action ltems.
A draft of the Energy Chapter was submitted to TRORC and initial feedback has been received.
Another round of edits, graphs, and charts are in progress.

Town Plan chapter work groups are scheduling a series of public forums and workshops on key topics.
The first public forum was held on Childcare on June 13th, ln addition to commission members, Tom
Candon from MCS School Board, Sarah Kohbloski from the Couch Foundation, Beth Reynolds from the
Nonuich Public Library, and Brie Swenson from the Norwich Rec department were also present to hear
parents' concerns and recommendations for improving childcare availability in Noruich.
A current roster of past and future Town Plan input meetings is attached to this report. A postcard
survey for additional input will be included in the mid-July tax bills.
The PC has developed a reading list with background information on Town Plan chapters. Thanks to
Roger Arnold, these titles will be available at the Non¡¡ich Public Library. The Nonruich Bookstore has
also identified relevant titles they have onsite, These lists will be available on the town website,
A web page has been set up on the Town website with information on the Town Plan, including an
overview of the Town Plan process, calendar of events, and background reading list.

Affordable Housing

Based on input provided during 2018 Affordable Housing Lístening Sessions, the Affordable Housing
Sub-committee has completed an affordable housing strategy draft. Additional public meetings for
comment will be scheduled shortly.

RegionalPlan

A draft of the TRORC regional plan has been received for comment. PC members attended the June
26th Selectboard meeting to discuss recommendations in preparation for a joint letter to the regional
planning commission.
The comment letter will be finalized at the July 1Otn Selectboard meeting and submitted by the July 11h
deadline.

o

a

a

o

a

a

a

a

L



Gommunity Rating System (CRS)

CRS recognizes communities that are doing more than the minimum National Flood lnsurance program
(NFIP) requirements to help their citizens prevent or reduce flood losses.
TROIq has been engaged to support implementation of the Community Rating System (CRS) to
qualify for an additional 5% reimbursement from the State in the event of another flood disaster. (17 .5o/o

total)

Future Projects:

. Provided comments to TRORC on revisions to the Regional plan.

. Conduct public events and workshops to gather input on key questions related to the Town Plan. July-
August-September

o Gather public input on draft of the Affordable Housing Strategy. July-August-Septembero Work with TRORC on the CRS qualification process.

Support Needed from the Selectboard:

Ongoing communication and collaboration on key matters

a

a

a
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Norwich Town Plan Rewrite

lnput Sessions as of 6124119
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Drafr Furure Lancl use Chaprer - zlts TE-rcé ¿+{ftN 6Aç V-æ*IOÑ

4. New buildings should maximize allowable density

@.Whereunusualnatura1features,soillimitations,orspecialresouIceS
(inclLrcling high vah-re agricultr"rre land) are identified, use of cluster development concepts
is encouraged to protect such resources from unnecessâry development.

5. \rVhere a4iaeent sttbdivisi.,ans are planed; they nust p*evide fer eermen epe* spree

6.

i"
plå€*ing-srbdirÉi*i€Ës-

7. Existing postal facilities, and sirnilar governmental offices, should must be retained in
Hamlet Areas and not be relocated into Rt¡ral Areas-

INSERT RTJRAL AND FOREST BASED AREA LAI\IGUAGB PLACEHOLDER]

16 Industrial Areas
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Background

Indusfrial parks and districts are a wav to encourage econornic growth and higl'l-wage bus,inesses
to locate in the Resion without adverselv affecting r¡eighbsríng land uses. Industrial uses cari
produce off-site impacts, such as noise. thaû ca¡r be rnitieated if these businessps are located irx
areas designated specificall]¡ for industrial development andjob g¡owfh. Cor$rnonly. Indlrstrial
Areas are located where therc is direct access to transpofiation via major roads and/or rail" three-
phase power. and other rnunicipal infrastn¡cture. These areas may include other commercial

uses are Growth
Areas in the TR

Industrial Area Policies

1. Industriai development and uses are the prirnary use within an lndustrial Area. provicled
e and int not have an

the area.

2. In addition to industrial development. commercial development (excluding principal
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Draft Future Land Use Chapter -20L9

4. Principal retail establishments shall not be located in Industrial Areas. but secondary
ret4il may be.

Mxed-Use Areas

Background

Given the regional need for increased housing and local needs for commercial establishments
that are not best suited to core areas due to their imoacts.low value. or large use of land, a
Mixed-Use Area can suppl]¡ needed space for such alon&ltate.highways without creating sprawl.

Mixed-Use .{rea Policies

1. Light industrial develooment may be appropriate. provided that the scale and intensity of
the development does not have an undue adverse impact on the surrounding area.

2. Multi-fa{nily housing at several units per acre is appropriate in this area.

3. Commercial uses that include land intensive uses. lumberyards. repair services.
warehouses. kennels. and indoor recreation are apbropriate in this area.

4. Principal retail shall not be permitted in this area.
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Lands that are in close proximity to interstate interchanges are viewed as p!_ime areas for
development by some due principally to their ease of public access and favorable site conditions.
In this Region. interstate interchanses are located in the towns of Bradford. Fafulee. Hartford.
Hartland. Newbury. Norwich. Sharon. Randolph. Royalton. and Thetford. However. not all of
these interchanges are desienated as Interchange Areas as land use areas in this Plan.

Despite the benefits of interstate travel and the fact that the interchanges are important transfer
points for traffic entering and exiting the Region. there are pote_ntial pitfalls to develop_ing these
areas. Increased traffic congestion and safety issues resulting from interchange developments
can unacceptably decrease the level of service of roadways. .

One example, the Quechee interchange (I-89, Exit L), contains acres of developable land located
within a mile of the intersection of two interstate highways. This places this interchange at a high
degree of vulnerability. Local development decisions made without adequate regard to
preserving mobility will degrade the functionality of the public investments. An illustration of
this consequence is on Interstate 89 at Exit 20, a strip of commercial development in nearby
West Lebanon, NH, where access on and off the interstate for traveler services has been
negatively impacted due to traffic and over development. .

Draft - 5/9/19
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Other typical problems associated with improper traffic management and development at
interchanges include:

1. The creation of numerous curb cuts (new driveways) surrounding the interchange to
access new development that are permitted incrementally on a case-by-case basis without
due regard to an overall plan for the area;

2. The eventual existence of high traffic generators in the immediate vicinity, which cause.
degradation of roadway intersections, the need for signalization, lower travel speeds, and
extensive queuing.of vehicles;

3. Inadequate planning for pedestrian accesses betweèn developments and loss of significant
farm land or access to such land;

4. Erosion of cultural, social, and economic values of the traditional town center or village
settlement due to a dislocation or redistribution of key uses into ttre area; and

5. Fragmentation of land parcels in such a manner as to preclude future access or interior
roads to properties more removed from the right-of-wayi and

6. Unnecessary loss of scenic qualities resulting from insensitive land development.

devele^ment due -rfuieþally tethek ease ef ptrblie

inæ
*er¡s

+herefere
f€r devetepmenq net *ìe ir€+o

tnærenangeq Lanclg at interchanges in Bradford. Fairlee, Newbury" Norwich. Sharon, and
Hartford (White Rive¡ Junction) are considered part of an existing Regional Center, Mixed Use
Area or Village Settlentent and are therefore not identified as separate Interchange Areas land
üs'sareâs in this Plan. Lands at interchanges in Bradford. Newbury and Royalton (in part) are
located within Industrial Areas. Lands at interchanges in Thetford and Hartland are in Rural
Areas. The interchanges in B+adfe¡* ÞIerlåuqr; l¡es,v¡4 Quechee, Randolph, and Royaltory¿nd
Thetferåare physically separate from a

Regional Growth Area, being in some cases two or three miles away. Because lan¿¡*se+eliey
this Plan and state planning policy affirm Regional Qrowth ¡\reas as the principal areas for
service, retail, civic, and institutional uses, it is in the interest of the Region for these areas to
continue to serve these vital functions. Conversely, Interchange Area development, with its
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different focus, should not be promoted to the detriment of Regional Growth Areas or the public

investments made therern.

TRORC respects the right of municipalities to plan for growth in these areas. At the same time,

@i$$ioilTRoRCbelievesthatgiventheconsiderablepublicinvestmentinthe
interstate highway system and Begional Growth {reas, and the significant public exposure to

such areas, these interchanges also need to be evaluated from a regional perspective. Land

around interchanges and along highways leading to them are powerfirl magnets for non-

residential uses, this often competes with and erodes Regional Growth ¡\reas; the proximity of
large parking lots adjacent to high-volume highways is an attractive force to consumers and

businesses.

Interchange Area Policies - General

The followine policies apply to all desienated tnterchange Areas:

l. Land use activities and public or quasi-public investments planned for Interchange Areas

that have the eff'ect of eroding the socioeconomic vitality of downtowns are incompatible

with thiç,Pla¡,

å#eas

2. Land uses planned for Interchange Areas shou¡d grust be of a type, scale, and design that

complement rather than compete with uses that e*ist in@

Á#eæ Reeional Growth Ateas. Unless otherwise noted in the followine Interchange

Specific Policies. appropriate uses include residential. highway-oriented lodging and

service facilities, trucking terminals, tigùt industrial. offices. truck-dependent

manufacturing, and park-and-ride commuter lots. No use should impose a burden on the

financial.capacity of a town or the state to accommodate the growth caused by the

project.

3. Development planned for _Interchange Areas Ce¡¡elepmæt must be constructed to:

i. Complement the design principles and standards reflected in this Plan;

ii. Promote the most appropriate land uses as determined through a locally sponsored

plaruring process involving affected landowners, municipalities, and *e+egienåt
@;

iii. Minimize visual impacts from roadwa)¡s throueür screenins and landscapins and

¡qaintain a high standard of scenic amenities for visually sensitive areas with due

regard to impacts on neighboring land uses and highway users; and

@
v. Encourage planned unit developments.

4. Master plans for each Interchange Area should be completed. @
¡{gs+es¡ Such Plans should be conducted locally
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as part of each local planning commission's ongoing planning program in cooperation
with landowners, @issien TRORC, and other affected parties. Work
should focus on creating an integrated sitc plan and design plan that serves as a means of
addressing the potential conflicts or problems noted above. Elements that the Plan should
include are:

i. Access management controls;

ii. Pedestrian amenities;

iii. Transit accessi

iv. Parking;

v. Energy efficiency;

vi. Utilities/publicservices;

vii. Outdoor lighting standards;

viii. Landscaping and screening;

ix. Signage; and

x. Open space conservation.

5. Master Plans shoutd must serve as the foundation for the identification of the highest and
best use of these areas and should provide a framework for future development.
Incremental and uncoordinated development inconsistent with Master Plans for each of
the Interchange Areas is discouraged.

6. Development concepts thatsher*ld must be utilized for Interchange Areas include:

i. A circulation system that is conducive to pedestrian, bicycle, and other non-
vehicular travel modes;

ii. A density or lot coverage area that is higher than surrounding rural settlement
areas;

iii. Use of planned unit development concepts, such as compact development that is
offset by open space;

iv. A design that incorporates public spaces and promotes social interactions;

v. A mixture of uses including non-residential and community facilities, and
possibly residential;

vi. Central focal points or public spaces serving the entire area;

vii. A pattem and scale of development that complements traditional patterns and uses
. in Regional Growth Areas; and

viii. Provision for park-and-ride commuter parking lots, transit access. and travel
information services.

7.
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8. Municipalities with Interchange A¡eas are encouraged to promote creation and adoption
of an Official Map, per 24 VSA $4421, to provide a legal means of creating an
interconnected network of streets, walkways, ¿ind other public facilities or amenities on
land designated as interchange development areas. Concepts employed in Master Plans
and the Official Map should employ traditional streetscape pattems and designs deemed
compatible with existing Regional Growth Areas.

9. Principal retail establishments must be located in Reeional Growth Areas to minimize the

blighting effects of sprawl and strip development alons major highwal/s. to protect the
vitality of our villages and downtowns. and to maintain rural character.

11 Interchange Area Policies - Specific

The characteristics of each of the thitreen three
Interchange Areas designated in this Plan are not identical. While all of the Interchange Areas
serve as transfer points between the interstate (limited-access roads) and state highways
(connectors to villages and outlying countryside), the physical and economic landscapes for
these areas is different. Some areas are largely undeveloped open spaces without public
infrastructure, especially sewer or water. Other areas Íìre situated at or near prominent vistas or
scenic areas and are visually sensitive to certain types of development. Yet other interchanges
are experiencing new commercial or industrial development on what is or was farmland. Some

interchanges are relatively flat and have greater potential to accommodate appropriate
development eetrpared+e than others that are steep or have other physical development
constraints such as aquifers and wetlands- Lastly, local community planning desires and attitudes
suggest that not all land use goals and policies should be universally applied.

It is the finding of TRORC that in order for this Plan to address each Interchange Area
specifically, supplemental geals+nd policies have been developed for each of theç interstate
interchanges

.@
. The policies in each Interchange Area section belew

apply specifically to that interchange indicated.
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2.
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+i_

Seiffi

The southbound interchange is a sprawling conìmercial area with access roads intersecting the
on- and off-ramps.
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27 Quechee (Hartford) Interchange (I-89, Exit 1)

Exit 1 of Interstate 89 accesses U.S. Route 4 and connects travelers and commerce west to
Woodstock, Killington, Rutland, and beyond, and east to White River Junction and Interstate 91.
Route 4 is one of the few easlwest highways spanning the narrower width of the state ànd
thereforecarriessteadyvolumesoftraffic.Thisinterchangeis1ocated@
r.niles from municipal sewer and water service; the residential wastewate( system located to the
west in Quechee is a shared leachfield system. The on- and off-ramps for the northbound and
southbound lanes are located +hafÊsa+le 0.5 miles apart. There are two different scenarios
present at either end, with the northbound interchange leaving few opportunities for development
due to the close proximity of 3O-percent slopes and the interstate.
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rWhite River Junction-the Regional Center, a Vermont Designated Downtown, and a
Designated Growth Center-is located 3.5 miles to the east. Development at this interchange
should be of a type that does not displace the development and investment that has occurred in
the Regional Çenter or in Ouechee Villaee. In order to mitigate against the impacts of strip
development and sprawl. and to ensure the vitality of Hartford's Regional Center. Town Center.
Village Center. and Hamlet Area. this interchange is not an appropriate location for agrev*
€enseFplincipal retail establjú .

Quechee Interchange Policies

l. lntensive development that increases tratlic volumes must not be permitted on the open
lands accessed by Stagecoach Road: it would degrade the operation and safety of the
interstate 89 and U.S. Route 4.

2. Development around the southbound interchange must be planned based around access

points that do not degrade the functionality of U.S. Route 4 or the I-89 on- and off-ramps.

3. The types of land developrnent appropriate for this interchange include offices,light
industrial. residential, appropriately scaled traveler-oriented uses, and other similar uses

that are not intended to draw on regional populations.

4. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
bligürting effects of sprawl and strip development along major highways, to protect the
vitalitÍ of our villages and downtowns. and to maintain rural character.

Randolph Interchange (I-89, Exit 4)

The Exit 4 interchange on I¡nterstate 89 is located in Randolph, 3 miles from the revitalized
historic downtown and commercial district and I mile from historic Randolph Center, home of
Vermont Technical College (VTC). Exit 4 accesses Route 66, a two-lane connector road that
runs in an east/west direction between the Village of Randolph, Randolph Center, East
Randolph, and Route 14. This area is predominately open land, including farmland and
woodland. The interchange area is particularly well-known for panoramic and distant scenic
vistas, particularly the mountain views to the west. There are several structures at the
interchange, including a gas station and convenience store, a fast-food restaurant, professional
offices, an auto service repair garage, a state highway facility, an industrial/office complex, and
several single-family residences.
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Presently there is no existing municipal water supply provided to the area, although there are
water supply systems on the westem edge of the area (Fish Hill) and eastern edge near VTC. An
existing sewer line passes through the area and conveys wastewater from VTC down Route 66 to
the municipal treatment facility. Annual average daily traffic (AADT) on Route 66 is estimated
to increase with or without new development in the area.

Since 1998 the Town of Randolph has explored opportunities for development at the Exit 4
Interchange. The Randolph Town Plan reflects many of these efforts. dividing the Interchanee
Area into four quadrants and incomorating desien and use standards for each quadrant into its
land use regulations.
Verrnent te en?rere eppertunities fer develepment at the txit I krterehange, r\ frrd eereeptual
kræteÊ pttæl. erlÉ¡kúed Frr;it +ãryùneeri'it aú D

ies+vere

Key components include the following:

1. Provide space for the development of business parks with design guidelines to protect
scenic values;

2. Provide open space for the conservation of wetlands, streams, steep slopes, other natural
resources, and visual quality;

3. Limit or deny new curb cuts to maintain the carrying capacity of Route 66;

4. Provide space and opportunities for transitionaVsenior housing;

5. Provide for an improved park-and-ride commuter lot/Welcome Center; and

6. Consider land for an agriculturaUculnral museum perhaps to be affiliated with other
uses.

eeur years t*er; *te gxit I

in€

evêtuate devetspÍnerìt prepo

te ¿¡stin" areaef env Further. the
extensive studlconducted by the community over the past 18 years deterrnined that retail
development at the interchange was eeneludeC+s unsuitable for a combination of reasons,
including traffîc impacts on Route 66, visual sensitivity, and conflicts with downtown
businesses. Moreover, standalone retail development at any scale or size was found to be
incompatible with the community's values. However, there was one exception. Accessory uses
of a retail nature were
found acceptable
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Randolph Interchange Policies

1. The development of large-scale retail develeprnen#ef+he at the Randolph interchange-
including shopping centers, malls, auto dealerships, and big-box stores-is inconsistent
with this Plan.

2. Small-scale retail uses secondar)¡ or subordinate to primary uses and non-traditional to
downtown Randolph or its village areas may be acceptable uses subject to in-depth
review and evaluation by the community.

3. Any project planned for the interchange shoCd must employ high design and

construction standards that will ensure that development does and not unduly impair the
scenic resources of the area.

4. New development should be sited in areas that are not highly scenic, visible, or
environmentally sensitive.

5. Future development at the interchange that requires improvements to Route 66, including
traffic signals,+nd turning lanes, or roundabouts, *êêds-te must be carefully evaluated.
These should only be authorized where it is determined such a publie privatelLfunded
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investment will not unreasonably endanger or interfere with the function, efficiency,
safety, or use of this route.

6. New development shæld must coordinate with existing development on shared access or
retrofit access point locations to improve safety.

7. The types of land development appropriate for this interchange include offices. lieht
industrial. residential, appropriately scaled traveler-oriented uses, and other similar uses
that are not intended to draw on regional populations.

8. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
bliehting effects of sprawl and strip development along major higùways. to protect the
vitality of our villages and downtowns. and to maintain rural character.
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L2 Royalton Interchange (I-89, Exit 3)
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Exit 3 on llrterstate 89 in Royalton accesses Route 107, which runs in an east/west direction,
connecting to Bethel and Stockbridge and Routes 100 and 14. Route 107 is classified as a minor
arterial road. It is a heavily traveled road and forms paxt gf a major transportation corridor
between I-89 and Rutland and points west. Forecasts reveal that traffic volume will continue to
grow over the next 20 years.

Following the completion of I-89 35 years ago, several parcels of land near the interchange area
have been developed. Primarily these changes in land use have been from rural residential and
agricultural uses to industrial or coflrmercial uses, but still much of the area remains
undeveloped, consisting of farm and forestland. Several areas contribute to highly scenic vistas,
particularlyfromI-89andRoute107.Duetoitsprominentlocation,@
new development at Exit 3 will continue. Solid transportation planning, coupled with sound land
use planning principles, can minimize land use and traffic conflicts that have plagued many other
Interchange Areas.

In 1999, the Town of Royalton conducted an extensive planning project in which the +rns

is6 the Royalton
Planning Commission found the following valties to be important to the area:

1. Provide space for future business growth, but only when it doesn't detract from
Royalton's two villages;

2. Promote new development when plans are carefully laid out for safe access onto Routes
L4 and,107;

3. Protect sensitive resource and scenic areas and encourage good design for new projects;
and

4. Preserve the canying capacity of Route 107 as a minor arterial road.
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Given these values and an analysis of development suitability, nine future land use designations
were recommended and depicted on a map. These included areas for industry, service and office
type uses, residences, agriculture, and limited development. Goals and recommendations wcrc
listed to help guide the community on the highest and best uses for each sub-area. TRORC

(September 2000), which has since been inco.rporated into the Royalton Town P.lpn. as the
planningpoliciesdevelopedbytheTownofRoyaltonforthisarea@

'
@

nåfi¡*a}sfeas

Royalton Interchange Policies

1. The t)pes of land development appropriate for this interchange include offices. light
industrial. residential. appropriately scaled traveler-oriented uses. and other similar uses

that are not intended to draw on regional populations.

2. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
blighting effects of sprawl and strip development along major highwa.'¡s. to protect the
vitality of our villages and downtowns. and to maintain rural character.
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LAND USE

A. Background lssues

For almost two decades the TRO Region has

been in a post-growth period following a time of
rapid economic growth and profound changes to
its landscape, spanning 30 years Og7o-zooo).
During that time planning focused on mitigating
the impacts of growth. While managing the

impacts of uncontrolled growth remains an

important part of the TRORC Regional Plan, the
key issues that must be considered when planning

for the Region's future have changed.

As the Region looks to the future, it will need to
adapt land use policy to the changing business

environment by supporting existing businesses,

encouraging entrepreneurial development,

investing in our existing downtowns, improving
infrastructure (particularly within our villages

and downtowns), and strengthening those things
that make Vermont unique (such as the arts,

and our forest-related, agricultural, and other
value-added products). The impact of broadband,

and online sales is changing the way we access

West Fs&'treel @ John Knox

entertainment, commute to work, buy goods,

and even receive services. The generation of
renewable energy and the coming electriûcation
of our transportation and heat systems will
engender new services and facilities.

With all of this change, we still hope to meet

one of the fundamental guiding goals of state

land use law, which is to further the traditional
pattern of development so as to maintain the
historic settlement pattern of compact village and

urban centers separated by rural countryside.

While this model is greatþ responsible for
sustaining Vermont's rural character, it has

its challenges as this pattern was built when
Vermont's countryside had an agrarian lifestyle
where residents did not travel much and did not
have cars and commute. For many, the luxury of
having a home in a rural setting is whywe choose

to live here. But our choice to live in more rural
areas means that we must use cars and trucks
to get to work, access goods and services, and

be part of our communities. When we plan for
our future, we will need to consider where we



live and how it does, or does not, support our
economy, reduce energy use, encourage a sense of
communify, and protect our natural resources.

As our Region's population ages, the appeal of
owning a house in the country can change. For
many, the cost and effort it takes to maintain a

larger home or to travel to locations that offer
goods and seryices can be a burden. We must
recognize that, as we move forward, planning will
need to provide a greater diversity ofhousing in
areas that are affordable, walkable, and vibrant.

Our community cores and roads were built along,
and sometimes in, streams, wetlands, and rivers
because these are flat areas. This was practical
in some ways, but ignored the fact that these are
also areas prone to flooding, sometimes with
disastrous results. As we have continued to build
and create more impervious surfaces, and the
climate has shifted to one with more extreme
rains, the specter of flooding now must be taken
into account as we look at our compact centers
and where they can safely grow.

Our forests are an important component of
our Region. They represent a significant store
of natural resources, are a driver for economic
activity, and provide us with a backdrop that is
distinctly rural. However, the landscape shift
of open lands reverting to forest over the last
century has ended, and we are now starting to
lose forest again as a state, with r,5oo acres a year
being converted to development or open land.
We continue to fragment the forest we do have
with subdivisions, reducing the natural functions
oflarge, contiguous sections offorested land that
are vital to many plant and animal species. In
planning for the future, we need to consider the
places where we have already impacted forest
integritybeyond repair and the places where good
forests remain.

These bacþround issues have been considered
as part of the development of this Plan. We
continue to strive to move planning forward, to
adapt to changes in the Region, and to support
our communities while remaining consistent with
Vermont's land use goals.

Goals and Policies: Overall Land Use

The land use goals withín thís section represent the foundatíon of the planníng and. deuelopment
for the Regíon. These goals are íntended to be applíed throughout the Region.

1. Development patterns and their related transportation systems promote public health and
reduce energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.

2. Energy-efâcient and affordable housing choices are expanded.

3. Land use planning and regulation maintains our quality of life, environment, and economy.
4. Intertsive development occurs only where adequate public services and facilities are currently

available or planned.

5. The health of residents is improved by investing in clean water, soil, and air, and safe and
walkable neighborhoods.

6. The patterns of development in the TRO Region remain consistent and compatible with the
goals ofV.S.A. Title 24, Chapter n7,g4goz.

G,ouIs
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Goals and Policies: Overall Land Use

The land use policies applA throughout the Region. Subsequent sectíons on indíuiduals types of
Iand use areas haue policies specifi.c to each of them.

1. Any public investment in public and private housing for the elderl¡ disabled, and low- or
moderate-income families shall be directed into Regional Centers, Town Centers, and Village
Settlements, or areas within one mile of these along state highways and transit routes, and away
from unsettled rural areas where no seryices exist.

2. Principal retail establishments must be located only in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
blighting effects of sprawl and strip development along major highways, to protect the vitality of
our villages and downtowns, and to maintain rural character.

3. Development of federal or state governmental ofñces distant from and outside Regional Growth
Areas contributes to increased trafÊc, scattered development, and costly public seryices. Such a
pattern of development is incompatible with the goals and policies of this Plan.

Policie.s

B. Future Land Use Areas
For the purposes of this Plan, six types and four
subtypes ofFuture Land Use Areas have been

established and identiûed. These Areas have

characteristics that identify them within the
Region. They are designed to accommodate future
growth based on the capacity of infrastructure
and suitable land without threatening critical
resources or creating sprawl. These Areas are:

. Regional Growth Areas
. Regional Center
. Town Centers
. Village Settlements
. Hamlet Areas

. Industrial Areas

. Mixed-Use Areas

. InterchangeAreas

. RuralAreas

. Forest-Based Resource Areas

The Region's Land Use Areas are depicted on
Map 4, the Future Land Use Areas map that
is included in this Plan. The Regional Center,
Town Centers, Village Settlements, Forest-Based
Resource Areas, Mixed-Use Areas, Industrial
Areas, and Interchange Areas are identiûed by
boundaries. Hamlet Areas are identiûed by center
points; when making land use decisions using the
policies in this Plan, HamletA¡eas must include
the locally recognized extent of the hamlet as it

is designated in the appropriate town plan. Rural
Areas are the remaining lands in the Region.

RegionalGrowth Areas

Growth throughout the Region must be balanced
with a respect for the traditional patterns of
development that make our Region distinct (these

patterns are supported by Vermont's planning
goals) and the need to adapt to an ever-changing
world. To sustain both rural and more developed
core areas, major growth or investments must
be channeled into existing settlement centers

or development immediately adjacent to such
centers.

Regional Gror¡rth Areas represent areas of
concentrated mixed use at varying scales and with
differing mixes of uses. These areas are either
served by public facilities (such as sewer, water,
and public transit) or are potential locations
for future infrastructure investments that will
encourage growth and vitality. Depending on
their scale and location, these areas generally
include a diverse mix of services, businesses, and
housing opportunities for our citizens.

Acknowledging that Regional Growth Areas
range from urban to rural, the Regional Plan

differentiates these areas into the four subtypes
mentioned above and detailed below.

2019 DRAFTTwo Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional nlan I Land Use I Cn 3: Page 29 
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Growth Centers, Downtown
Designation, and Village Center

Designation

ln 1997, Vermont enacted the Historic
Downtown Development Act (24VSA

Chapter 764) to recognize local efforts to
revitalize traditional villages and downtowns.

Under the law, towns may apply to the
Vermont Downtown Development Board

for clesignation as a clowntown, village
center, or growth center. lf designated,

commercial property owners in downtowns
and villages are eligible for state tax credits

for rehabilitation of historic structures,
facade improvements, and building code

improvements; if the tax credits cannot be
used by the property owner, they may be

sold to banks. ln addition to tax credits,
designated villagcs and downtowns receive

priority consideration in Vermont's Municipal
Planning Grant Program and the federal

funding programs guided by Vermont's HUD
(U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development) Consolidated Plan, including
the Vermont Community Development

Program.

It is the intent of TRORC to preserve and
encourage development of the Region's

downtowns and village centers; to encourage
investment in housing, historic preservation,

and transportation (including parking
facilities); and to reflect traditional settlement

patterns. Furthermore, TRORC believes that
dynamic planning programs focused on

downtowns and villages will strengthen the
vitality of our community centers and protect

the rural landscape.

f-
I

I
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ReE ionalCenter

Regional Centers are a region's largest urban

areas, where develoPment is highlY concentrated

with a diverse mix of uses. TheY are areas

use area

where public sewer and water utüities exist'

trunrpårtution infrastmcture is capable of

handling significant volumes of commuting and

.o*-"r"iul traffr c, a public transportation- system

n."J¿"t options, and there are intermodal

opportunities present' In order to achieve the

level ofdensity appropriate for a Regional Center'

buildings are often multi-story' with mixed uses

- futUJ"rutry in the core ofthe area' People use

RJgional Centers for their variety of employment

and business opportunities' governmental and

i*ii"*f functions, hospitals' schools' and cultural

and civic activities' White River Junction is

ih" orrty Regional Center in our Region' Our

only State Designated Growth Centers and a

Designated Downtowns are included in this land White RíÐet Jwncfionl @ Keuin Geiger

Policies: Regional Centers

two-famiþ and multi-family
support mixture of single famiþ

1.

2

the highest densities ln the Region.
facilities, and

servrces offrces wholesale business, industry, transPort
Commercial land uses,

regional needs and markets shall be located tn

communitY facilities and programs that serve

.)

4.

5.

6

7

8

9

Polieies
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Town Centers

Town Centers are less urban than Regional

Centers but also contain a concentrated mix of

uses at a high level of density' They are those

areas where central public utilities for water

and sewer are available and where there exists a

central location for commercial activities' schools'

and cultural and civic activities for the town and

the surrounding communities' In our Region'

Designated Downtowns, Designated Villages' and

a Delignated Growth Centers are included in this

land use area. Town Centers are found in Bethel'

Bradford, Chelsea, Fairlee, Norwich' Randolph'

Rochester, South Royalton, Wells River' Wilder'

and Woodstock.

Woodstock Vílløgefr:o'nr. Mt' Taml @ John Knox

Policies:Town Centers

mixture of single-familY two-famiþ and multi-famiþ structures
1. Town Centers shall support a

capacitY and community
the highest densities possible grven existing sewer and water

t
character.

2. commercial uses (including principal retail establishments)' services' offrces' wholesale

business, industry, transport facilities, ;ä.;;**tty faciÍities and services are appropriate to

locate in these areas'

3. Intense growth is approptiate in Town centers when a complete complement of public services

such as water, se*eì, and highways is available' To accommodate additional development'

continued maintenance or expansion of such facilities must occur'

4.Localcapitalplanningpro.qllmsTlp}blfoinvestmentstrategiesmustencoulagerenovationof

""itti"gï"ifdittgt "nd 
in-ûlling within Town Centers'

5. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the

btighting effects of sprawl and strþ d*;i;p*;;laloig mu¡othighways' to protect the vitality of

ã"i"iir"î* un¿ áo#ntowns, and to maintain rural character'

6.Conversionoflargerolderhomes(particularþthosewithhistoricmerit)tonewer'more
economical uses, such as offices urr¿ -ott-orrit housing, is consistent with this Plan' see the

Historic Resources section for more information'

T. New development shall be planned to be reasonably compatible with existing development'

preserve buildings of historic, architeciural, ãt 
""gí"""¡ng 

signifrcance' and not unduly impact

the character ofthe area'

S.Postalfacilitiesandsimilargovernmentalofficesshouldbelocatedwhereotherpublicservices
are available or planned.

significant consideration to mul
HighwaY investments within Town Centers must gwe

9.
include pedestrian circulation, traffic calming,

transportation, and
and streetscaPrng.

ti-modal

P rlieir'.s
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Village Settlements

Village Settlements are the most Regional Growth
A¡eas in the TRO Region. Village Settlements
normally consist of a mix of uses at medium to
high densities. Density in Village Settlements
varies based on the availability of municipal
water and sewer. Those Village Settlements that
do not have water or sewer are prime candidates
for future infrastructure investments. Unlike
Regional Centers and Town Centers, Village
Settlements are not regional markets or trade
centers and typically serve a local clientele. The
Region's Village Settlements are core areas in
Barnard, Braintree, Bridgewater, East Corinth,
East Randolph, East Thetford, East Topsham,
Granville, Hancock, Hartford Village, Hartland
Four Corners, Hartland Three Corners, Newbury,
North Hartland, Pittsfield, Plymouth Union
(Plymouth), Pond Village (Brookfi eld), Post Mills

(Thetford), Quechee, Randolph Center, Royalton
Village, Sharon, South Pomfret, South Strafford,
South Woodstock, Stockbridge, Strafford,
Taftsville, Thetford Center, Thetford Hill,
Tunbridge, Tyson (Plymouth), Vershire, West
Fairlee, and West Woodstock.

Bridgewatet" Centerl @ John Knox

Policies: Vi llage Settlements

1. Village Settlements should support a mixture of single-family, two-family, and multifamily
structures at the highest densities possible given existing sewer and water capacþ. Village
Settlements that have neither public water nor sewer should plan for that the maximum
densities that can be supported by the soils present, in order to avoid ground and surface water
contamination while also keeping the area denser than surrounding rural areas.

2. Conversion of larger older homes (particularþ those with historic merit) to newer, more
economical uses, such as offices and multi-unit housing, is consistent with this Plan. See the
Historic Resources sectión for more information.

3. Principal retail establishments, services, tourist businesses, lodging, public facilities, and
business and industrial enterprises of a scale and design that fit the context of the area are
appropriate for this area.

4. Local capital planning programs and public investment strategies must support renovation of
existing buildings and in-ûlling within Village Settlement Areas.

5. New development must not place undue burdens on municipal or regional facilities, utilities,
and services, including transportation systems.

6. New development shall be planned to be reasonably compatible with existing development,
preserve buildings of historic, architectural, or engineering significance, and not unduly impact
the character ofthe area.

7. Long-range planning for the provision of public services in these areas to accommodate future
growth is encouraged.

B. Planned and existing services should be coordinated so that the future expansion of services can
be more accurately evaluated.

9. Highway investments within Village Settlements must include pedestrian circulation, traffic
calming, and streetscaping.

Policl'es
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Hamlet Areas

Hamlet Areas were signiûcantly more prevalent
throughout the communities in the TRO Region
in the past. Presentþ those Hamlets that
remain consist of groupings of buildings that
are generally residential in nature. Hamlets

are significantly smaller in scale than Village

Settlements. They historicaþ have served as

the location for single-famiþ homes, with a few
stores and businesses supported primarily by
local residents. Hamlets are not regional markets

or trade centers. These areas generally do not
contain a community water supply or sewer

system. Minor community facilities and services

sometimes are located in these areas. Hamlet
Areas in the Region are Bridgewater Center,

Bridgewater Corners, Corinth, East Barnard,

East Bethel, East Braintree, East Brookfield,
East Granville, Gaysville (Stockbridge), Locust

Creek, North Pomfret, North Thetford, North
Tunbridge, Stockbridge Central School, Thetford
Hill, Vershire, Vershire Center, Waits River
(Topsham), West Braintree, West Bridgewater,

West Brookfield, West Hartford, West Newbury,
West'Topsham, and areas immediately adjoining
such areas.

Policies: Hamlet Areas

1. The density of development in Hamlet Areas must reflect the existing settlement patterns,
physical land capability, and availability of utilities for expansion. Hamlet Areas should support
primarily single- and two-family homes and residential-scale small business enterprises
(including principal retail establishments) that fit the context of the immediate area and are
meant primarily to sewe local markets

2. Major traffic thoroughfares through Hamlet Areas must be planned with traffic calming
elements.

3. Newbuildings should maximize allowable densþ. Where unusual natural features, soil
limitations, or special resources (including high value agriculture land) are identified, use
ofcluster development concepts is encouraged to protect such resources from unnecessary
development.

4. Existing postal facilities, and similar governmental ofñces, must be retained in Hamlet Areas
and not be relocated into Rural Areas.

Itolicie.s

I I
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lndustrial Areas

Industrial parks and districts are a way to
encourage economic growth and high-wage
businesses to locate in the Region without
adversely affecting neighboring land uses.

Industrial uses can produce off-site impacts,
such as noise, that can be mitigated if these

businesses are located in areas designated
specifi cally for industrial development and job
growth. Commonly, Industrial Areas are located
where there is direct access to transportation
via major roads and/or rail, three-phase power,

and other municipal infrastructure. These areas

Mixed-Use A¡'eas

Given the regional need for increased housing
and local needs for commercial establishments
that are not best suited to core areas due to their
impacts, low value, or large use of land, a Mixed-
Use Area can supply needed space for such along
state highways without creating sprawl.

may include other commercial uses, provided
that those uses are not more appropriate within
Regional Growth Areas. There are Industrial
Areas identified in seven communities in the TRO
Region.

Policies: lndustrial Areas

1. Industrial development and uses are the primary use within an Industrial Area, provided that
the scale and intensþ of the development does not have an undue adverse impact on the
surrounding area.

2. In addition to industrial development, commercial development (excluding principal retail
establishments), services, and offices may be appropriate, provided these are not the dominant
uses.

3. Traffic and pedestrian safety must be a strong consideration in the design of development
within Industrial Ateas, particularly those areas with a large trucking component.

4. Principal retail establishments shall not be located in Industrial Areas, but secondary retail may
be.

Policies

Pol icies: $Vn äxed-å,Jsæ Areãs

1. Light industrial development may be appropriate, provided that the scale and intensity of the
development does not have an undue adverse impact on the surrounding area.

2. Multi-famiþ housing at several units per acre or greater is appropriate in this area.

3. Commercial uses that include land intensive uses, lumberyards, repair services, warehouses,
kennels, and indoor recreation are appropriate in this area.

4. Principal retail shall not be permitted in this area.

Polícíes
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lnterchange Areas

Lands that are in close proximity to interstate
interchanges are viewed as prime areas for
development by some due principally to their ease

ofpublic access and favorable site conditions. In
this Region, interstate interchanges are located
in the towns of Bradford, Fairlee, Hartford,
Hartland, Newbury, Norwich, Sharon, Randolph,
Royalton, and Thetford. However, not ali of these
interchanges are designated as Interchange Areas

as land use areas in this Plan.

Despite the benefits of interstate travel and
the fact that the interchanges are important
transfer points for trafñc entering and exiting the
Region, there are potential pittãlls to developing

these areas. Increased traffic congestion
and safety issues resulting from interchange
developments can unacceptably decrease the
level of service of roadways. One example, the

Quechee interchange (I-89, Exit r), contains
acres of developable land located within a mile
of the intersection of two interstate highways.

This places this interchange at a high degree

of vulnerability. Local development decisions
made without adequate regard to preserving
mobilitywill degrade the functionality of the
public investments. An illustration of this
consequence is on Interstate 89 at Exit zo, a
strip of commercial development in nearby
West Lebanon, NH, where access on and offthe
interstate for traveler services has been negatively
impacted due to traffic and over development.

Other þpical problems associated with improper
trafñc management and development at
interchanges include:

1. The creation of numerous curb cuts (new

driveways) surrounding the interchange to
access new development that are permitted
incrementally on a case-by-case basis
without due regard to an overall plan for
the area;

2. The eventual existence of high traffic
generators in the immediate vicinity, which
cause degradation of roadway intersections,
the need for signalization, lower travel

speeds, and extensive queuing ofvehicles;

3. Inadequate planning for pedestrian

accesses belweel tlevelupurenl.s and lusu uf
signiûcant farm land or access to such land;

4. Erosion of cultural, social, and economic
values of the traditional town center or
village settlement due to a dislocation or
redistribution ofkey uses into the area; and

S. Fragmentation of land parcels in such a

manner as to preclude future access or
interior roads to properties more removed
from the right-of-way; and

6. Unnecessary loss of scenic qualities

resulting from insensitive land
development.

Lands at interchanges in Bradford, Fairlee,

Newbury, Norwich, Sharon, and Hartford (White

River Junction) are considered part ofan existing
Regional Center, Mixed Use Area or Village
Settlement and are therefore not identiûed as

separate Interchange Areas in this Plan. Lands at
interchanges in Bradford, Newbury and Royalton
(in part) are located within Industrial Areas.

Lands at interchanges in Thetford and Hartland
are in Rural Areas. The interchanges in Quechee,
Randolph, and Royalton, are physically separate

from a Regional Growth Area, being in some

cases two or three miles away. Because this Plan

and state planning policy affirm Regional Growth
Areas as the principal areas for service, retail,
civic, and institutional uses, it is in the interest
ofthe Region for these areas to continue to serve

these vital functions. Conversely, Interchange

Area development, with its different focus, should
not be promoted to the detriment of Regional

Growth Areas or the public investments made

therein.

TRORC respects the right of municipalities to
plan for growth in these areas. At the same time,
TRORC believes that given the considerable
public investment in the interstate highway
system and Regional Growth Areas, and the
significant public exposure to such areas, these

interchanges also need to be evaluated from a
regional perspective. Land around interchanges
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and along highways leading to them are powerful
magnets for non-residential uses, this often
competes with and erodes Regional Growth
Areas; the proximity of large parking lots adjacent
to high-volume highways is an attractive force to
consumers and businesses.

Policies: lnterchange Areas - General

The follotaing policies apply to all designated Interchange Areas:

1. r. Land use activities and public or quasi-public investments planned for Interchange Areas
that have the effect of eroding the socioeconomic vitality of downtowns are incompatible
with this Plan. Land uses planned for Interchange Areas must be of a ty¡re, scale, and design
that complement rather than compete with uses that exist in Regional Growth Areas. Unless
otherwise noted in the following Interchange Speciûc Policies, appropriate uses include
residential, highway-oriented lodging and service facilities, trucking terminals, light industrial,
ofifrces, truck-dependent manufacturing, and park-and-ride commuter lots. No use should
impose a burden on the ûnancial capacity of a town or the state to accommodate the growth
caused by the project.

z. Development planned for Interchange Areas must be constructed to:
a. Complement the design principles and standards reflected in this Plan;
b. Promote the most appropriate land uses as determined through a locally sponsored

planning process involving affected landowners, municipalities, and TRORC;
c. Minimize visual impacts from roadways through screening and landscaping and

maintain a high standard of scenic amenities for visuaþ sensitive areas with due regard
to impacts on neighboring land uses and highway users; and

d. Encourage planned unit developments.

g. Master plans for each Interchange Area should be completed. Such Plans should be conducted
locaþ as part of each local planning commission's ongoing planning program in cooperation
with landowners, TRORC, and other affected parties. Work should focus on creating an
integrated site plan and design plan that serves as a means of addressing the potential conflicts
or problems noted above. Elements that the Plan should include are:

a. Access management controls;
b. Pedestrianamenities;
c. Transit access;

d. Parking;
e. Energyefficiency;
f. Utilities/publicservices;
g. Outdoor lighting standards;
h. Landscaping and screening;
i. Signage; and
j. Open space conservation.

4. Master Plans must serve as the foundation for the identification of the highest and best use
of these areas and should provide a framework for future development. Incremental and
uncoordinated development inconsistent with Master Plans for each of the Interchange Areas is
discouraged.

I'olicies

Goo.ls, polícíes, and recommendatíons continued on next page
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Policies: lnterchange Areas - General

S. Development concepts that must be utilized for Interchange Areas include:

a. A circulation system that is conducive to pedestrian, bicycle, and other non-vehicular
travel modes;

b. A density or lot coverage area that is higher than surrounding rural settlement areas;
c. Use of planned unit development concepts, such as compact development that is offset

by open space;
d. A design that incorporates public spaces and promotes social interactions;
e. A mixture of uses including non-residential and community facilities, and possibly

residential;
f. Central focal points or public spaces serving the entire ârea;
g. A pattern and scale of development that complements traditional patterns and uses in

Regional Growth Areas; and
h. Provision for park-and-ride commuter parking lots, transit access, and travel

information services.

6. Municipalities with Interchange Areas are encouraged to promote creation and adoption of an
Official Map, per z4 VSA g44zl, to provide a legal means of creating an interconnected network
of streets, walkways, and other public facilities or amenities on land designated as interchange
development areas. Concepts employed in Master Plans and the Ofñcial Map should employ
traditional streetscape patterns and designs deemed compatible with existing Regional Growth
Areas.

7. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
blighting effects of sprawl ancl strip development along major highways, to protect the vitality of
ourvillages and downtowns, and to maintain rural character.

Polfcies

lnterchanEe Area Policies - Specific

The characteristics of each ofthe three

Interchange Areas designated in this Plan are

not identical. While all of the Interchange A¡eas

serve as transfer points between the interstate
(limited-access roads) and state highways
(connectors to villages and outlying countryside),
the physical and economic landscapes for
these areas is different. Some areas are largely
undeveloped open spaces without public
infrastructure, especiaþ sewer or water. Other
areas are situated at or near prominent vistas or
scenic areas and are visually sensitive to certain
types ofdevelopment. Yet other interchanges

are experiencing new commercial or industrial
development on what is or was farmland.
Some interchanges are relatively flat and have
greater potential to accommodate appropriate
development than others that are steep or have

other physical development constraints such as

aquifers and wetlands. Lastly, local community
planning desires and attitudes suggest that not all
land use goals and policies should be universaþ
applied.

It is the finding of TRORC that in order for
this Plan to address each Interchange Area

specifically, supplemental policies have

been developed for each ofthese interstate
interchanges The policies in each Interchange
Area section apply speciûcaþ to that interchange

indicated.

Quechee (I{arfford} Imterchøng e (I - 89,
Exåt t)
Exit r of Interstate 89 accesses U.S. Route

4 antl cumrecLs Lravelers antl curnnrerce

west to Woodstock, Killington, Rutland, and

beyond, and east to \¡Vhite River Junction and

Interstate 9r. Route 4 is one of the few east/

west highways spanning the narrower width of
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the state and therefore carries steady volumes
of traffic. This interchange is located t.5 miles
from municipal sewer and water service; the
residential wastewater system located to the
west in Quechee is a shared leachfield system.

The on- and off-ramps for the northbound and
southbound lanes are located o.5 miles apart.
There are two different scenarios present at either
end, with the northbound interchange leaving few
opportunities for development due to the close
proximþ of 3o-percent slopes and the interstate.

The southbound interchange is a sprawling
commercial area with access roads intersecting
the on- and off-ramps.

Randolph lnterchange (l-89, Exit 4)

The Exit 4 interchange on Interstate 89 is
located in Randolph, 3 miles from the revitalized
historic downtown and commercial district and
r mile from historic Randolph Center, home of
Vermont Technical College CVIC). Exit 4 accesses

Route 66, a two-lane connector road that runs
in an east/west direction between the Village
of Randolph, Randolph Center, East Randolph,
and Route 14. This area is predominately open
land, including farmland and woodland. The

interchange area is particularþ well-known for
panoramic and distant scenic vistas, particularly
the mountain views to the west. There are
several structures at the interchange, including
a gas station and convenience store, a fast-

White River Junction-the Regional Center,
a Vermont Designated Downtown, and a
Designated Growth Center is located 3.5 miles
to the east. Development at this interchange

should be ofa type that does not displace the
development and investment that has occurred

in the Regional Center or in Quechee Village.

In order to mitigate against the impacts of strip
development and sprawl, and to ensure the
vitality of Hartford's Regional Center, Town
Center, Village Center, and Hamlet Area, this
interchange is not an appropriate location for
principal retail establishments.

food restaurant, professional offices, an auto
service repair garage, a state highway facility,
an industrial/office complex, and several single-
family residences.

Presently there is no existing municipal water
supply provided to the area, although there are

water supply systems on the western edge of the
area (Fish Hill) and eastern edge near VTC. An
existing sewer line passes through the area and

conveys wastewater from VTC down Route 66 to
the municipal treatment facilþ. Annual average

daily traffic (AADT) on Route 66 is estimated to
increase with or without new development in the

area.

Since r99B the Tovyn of Randolph has explored

Policies: Quechee lntercha nge

1. Intensive development that increases traffic volumes must not be permitted on the open lands
accessed by Stagecoach Road; it would degrade the operation and safety ofthe interstate 89 and
U.S. Route 4.

2. Development around the southbound interchange must be planned based around access points
that do not degrade the functionality of U.S. Route 4 or the I-89 on- and off-ramps.

3. The types of land development appropriate for this interchange include offices, light industrial,
residential, appropriately scaled traveler-oriented uses, and other similar uses that are not
intended to draw on regional populations.

4. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
blighting effects of sprawl and strip development along major highways, to protect the vitality of
our villages and downtowns, and to maintain rural character.

PoIicìes
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opportunities for development at the Exit 4
Interchange. The Randolph Town Plan reflects
many of tlcsc efforts, dividing thc Intcrchmgc
Area into four quadrants and incorporating
design and use standards for each quadrant into
its land use regulations. Key components include
the following:

1. Provide space for the development of
business parks with design guidelines to
protect scenic values;

2. Provide open space for the conservation
of wetlands, streams, steep slopes, other
natural resources, and visual quality;

3. Limit or deny new curb cuts to maintain the
carrying capacþ of Route 66;

4. Provide space and opportunities for

transitionalf senior housing;

5. Provide for an improved park-and-ride
commutcr lot/Wclcomc Ccntcr; and

6. Considerland for an agricultural/cultural
museum perhaps to be aff,liated with other
uses.

Further, the extensive study conducted by the
community over the past 18 years determined
that retail development at the interchange
was unsuitable for a combination of reasons,

including traffic impacts on Route 66, visual
sensitivity, and conflicts with downtown
businesses. Moreover, standalone retail
development at any scale or size was found to
be incompatible with the community's values.

However, there was one exception. Accessory
uses of a retail nature were found acceptable.

Policies: Randolph lnterchange

1. The development of large-scale retail at the Randolph interchange-including shopping centers,
malls, auto dealerships, and big-box stores-is inconsistent with this Plan.

2. Small-scale retail uses secondary or subordinate to primary uses and non-traditional to
downtown Randolph or its village areas may be acceptable uses subject to in-depth review and
evaluation by the community.

3. Any project planned for the interchange must employ design and construction standards that
will ensure that development does not unduly impair the scenic resources of the area.

4. New development should be sited in areas that are not highly scenic, visible, or environmentaþ
sensitive.

5. Future development at the interchange that requires improvements to Route 66, including
traffic signals, turning lanes, or roundabouts, must be carefully evaluated. These should only
be authorized where it is determined such a privately funded investment will not unreasonably
endanger or interfere with the function, efftciency, safety, or use of this route.

6. New development must coordinate with existing development on shared access or retroût
access point locations to improve safety.

7. The types of land development appropriate for this interchange include ofÊces, light industrial,
residential, appropriately scaled traveler-oriented uses, and other similar uses that are not
intended to draw on regional populations.

B. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
blighting effects of sprawl and strip development along major highways, to protect the vitality of
our villages and downtowns, and to maintain rural character.

Ì'olfeles
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R.ogoltom [ln,texcho;nge (I-89, Exåt S)
Exit 3 on Interstate 89 in Royalton accesses

Route ro7, which runs in an east/west direction,
connecting to Bethel and Stockbridge and Routes

roo and 14. Route ro7 is classified as a minor
arterial road. It is a heavily traveled road and
forms part of a major transportation corridor
between I-89 and Rutland and points west.
Forecasts reveal that trafñc volume will continue
to grow over the next 20 years.

Following the completion of I-89 35 years ago,

several parcels ofland near the interchange area

have been developed. Primarily these changes

in land use have been from rural residential and
agricultural uses to industrial or commercial uses,

but still much of the area remains undeveloped,
consisting offarm and forestland. Several areas

contribute to highly scenic vistas, particularþ
from I-89 and Route ro7. Due to its prominent
location, it is likely that new development at Exit

3 will continue. Solid transportation planning,
coupled with sound land use planning principles,
can minimize land use and traffic conflicts that
have plagued many other Interchange Areas.

In t999, the Tou'n of Royalton conducted an

extensive planning project in which the Royalton

Planning Commission found the following values
to be important to the area:

1. Provide space for future business growth,

but only when it doesn't detract from
Royalton's two villages;

2. Promote new development when plans

are carefully laid out for safe access onto
Routes t4andrc7;

3. Protect sensitive resource and scenic

areas and encourage good design for new
projects; and

4. Preserve the carrying capacity of Route ro7
as a minor arterial road.

Given these values and an analysis of
development suitability, nine future land use

designations were recommended and depicted
on a map. These included areas for industry,
service and office tlTe uses, residences,

agriculture, and limited development. Goals

and recommendations were listed to help guide
the community on the highest and best uses for
each sub-area. TRORC accepts the findings and
conclusions contained in the Bcrt3 Planníng and
Deuelopment Study (September 2ooo), which
has since been incorporated into the Royalton
Town Plan, as the planning policies developed by
the Town of Royalton for this area.

Policies: Royalton lntercha nge

1. The types of land development appropriate for this interchange include ofifices, light industrial,
residential, appropriately scaled traveler-oriented uses, and other similar uses that are not
intended to draw on regional populations.

2. Principal retail establishments must be located in Regional Growth Areas to minimize the
blighting effects of sprawl and strip development along major highways, to protect the vitality of
our villages and downtowns, and to maintain rural character.

Polfcies
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Historicaþ, a significant
amount of the Region's
growth over the past forty
years has taken place in the
Rural Areas, primarily in the
form of scattered residential
development that has crept
up hillsides. out into fields,

and deeper into forests. As

residents locate their homes

farther from Regional Growth
Areas, commercial businesses

Rural Areas

The vast majority of land in the region lies outside

any of the Regional Growth Areas identified in
this Plan but is still not remote forest. These

Rural Areas make up 5r% of the region and are

where many of us live, where most of our local
food is grown, and form the principal visual
backdrop along most roads. While we each may

have a picture in our minds of what "rural" is, for
this plan "rural", and hence Rural Areas, means

lands that consist of a low-density mixed pattern
of land uses, primarily homes, interspersed
with scattered small-scale businesses, resource-

dependent or land-intensive commercial
operations, outdoor recreation, and natural

resource uses. The land is

predominantþ covered by
forest, active agricultural
land, or fallow agricultural
lands transitioning back to
forest. Rural lands are largely
remote and undeveloped,
or developed enough to
constitute an existing
settlementl. Development

within these Rural Areas has

been largely constrained by
on site limitations, including
soil composition, slope, and

elevation; ease ofaccess to
highways; lot size minimums,
and distance to communþ
services.

that serve those populations seek to locate closer

to them, moving out of or away from traditional
busincss ccntor$. This puttcrn of grt-rwth in
the Region is our version of sprawl and places

land development pressures on Rural Areas,

particularly in those communities that are nearest

to major highways and serve larger populations.

This development has brought new life back into
many towns, but these land use changes have also

gnawed away at rural landscapes despite local
planning efforts and public investment strategies

that give priority to new projects within deûned
growth areas. This incremental change is largely
due to no regulation through Act 2So of small-
scale subdivisions, low regulation of residential
development in those towns with zoning, and

a general desire for "development" at the local
level as this is seen as helping a town in terms
of tax revenue or increased vitality. This in no

way means that all residential development in
Rural Areas is bad, but such development comes

with costs, too. New homes increase a tor¡rn's tax
base but the residents may require better road

maintenance. Building on what were once farm
fields offers farmers needed income but impairs
the future of local farming. Higher property
values increase a town's grand list but may also

drive up taxes on current residents.

It is in the interest of the region and in
conformance with state our towns'plans that
scattered development not continue unabated so

that the present land use features within Rural
Areas can be maintained and remain dominant.
State planning goals, to which the Regional Plan

must be consistent, direct plans to "maintain the
historic settlement pattern of compact village and

urban centers separated by rural countryside .

. . (and that) intensive residential development

shall be encouraged primarily in areas related to
communþ centers and that strip development

along highways should be discouraged." Rural
Areas in the Region can provide substantial
amounts of new opportunities to both reuse

existing structures and to locate new homes,

home occupations, and small businesses. These

ReEource-
based
commerctal u5e5
are such thtnqs
a9 gAwmtll5,

quarneS, and
sand?vts.
ovldaor
fecreatton,
nufeSerteS,
and aqrtcvltvral
?rodvct
?racee5.nq.
These are
deVe,ndent on
res)ufceE at lhe
Stle or camnq
from Rural AreaE
or forest-
based ReEource
Areas an¿ may

nclude retaú
ol Vroàucts
?rodvced on
stte.
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lands often may be the cheapest land to put an

affordable home on. But, there are tradeoffs and
the overall effect of unplanned growth in certain
locations and at a certain scale in Rural Areas is
in the process of transforming the landscape from
something recognizable as "rural" in Vermont
into something that is not. Rural Areas are not
simply suburbs waiting to be created; they are a

valued land use to Vermonters in their own right,
and can remain that way for a long time if we are

careful in how we develop them.

Not all land within Rural Areas is similar, nor
should it be treated the same when planning for
development. Some land is steep, wet, prime
agricultural soil, of special habitat value, adjacent
to waterways, or subject to flooding, and should
largely remain undeveloped for these reasons.

However, these aspects are very site specifc and
are dealt with on a policy basis elsewhere in this
Plan. This section of the Plan addresses those
uses desired for Rural Areas in general and that
complement the more developed parts of the
region.

One of the main land uses in the Rural Areas
is agriculture, either in cropland or in pasture.

These open lands are part ofthe aesthetic appeal
ofthe region, underlie an agrarian culture,
and form the basis for a signiûcant part of our
economy. Forestry is another important use,

though most larger forests are in the Forest-based

ResourceArea. Agriculture and forestryandthe
land they depend on are addressed both in this
chapter and in the Working Landscape chapter.

Regional land use policy elsewhere in this Plan
focuses most business uses within or close to
Regional Gror,vth Areas. Rural Areas, however,
can accommodate certain non-residential uses

in ways that serve to maintain the vitality of
more developed areas and that do not unduly
compromise one of the principal objectives
for these Areas-to retain rural character. For
example, the Rural Areas are where many of
the region's homes are, so naturaliy many home

occupations are found there as well. Home

occupations are allowed by
right in local regulations in
Vermont anywhere homes

are allowed and are a way for
people to earn a living with
minimal land use impact.
They must use less of the
building than the home uses

and can have a variety of
small commercial operations.

Home enterprises are

typicaþ larger operations

that are still on a residential
lot, but are allowed in many
town zoning bylaws with
some limitations on the
number of people that can work there and on
impacts such as traffic. Contractor's yards are

a common home enterprise. With appropriate
review, Rural Areas can provide these land uses a

good location.

Rural Areas have many older structures such as

large farmhouses or barns that lend themselves
to adaptive reuses that can both preserve these
visual assets and provide employment. Inns,
small industrial operations, and multi-family
dwellings are examples of uses that can keep

these structures from becoming obsolete while
not creating a major visual change to the rural
landscape.

While commercial enterprises in the Rural
Areas are smaller and scattered, there are two
somewhat intensive commercial uses that make

sense to locate in Rural Areas. These are either
based on resources found there or are land-
intensive commercial uses. Resource-based

commercial uses provide economic benefits

andjobs that support the rural landscape, and
they are uses that would largely detract from
developed Regional Growth Areas if located

within them. Such uses have a traditional rural
role in Rural Areas.

Commercial land-intensive uses that are not
dependent on natural resources do not make

Land-ntensNe
commerctal u5e9
are comme,rc]tal
o?erahCIn5
lhat rely on
larqe amounts
ol ndoor or
out¿oor etoraqe
a5 the damtnant
use oî 5?ace,
and nclude
eales lots and
warehouSeS.
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the best use of the limited amount of land in
Regional Grol,vth Areas that have sewer and/or
public wutcr supply. Locuting thcsc immcdiutcly
adjacent (within a quarter mile) to Regional

Growth Areas along major roads can serve to
protect the desired aspects of both rural and more

urbunizetl ureuu.

1. Development shall be at a scale that is less dense than adjacent Regional Growth Areas.

2. Except along paved roads, development density greater than one principal structure per two
acres is not appropriate to maintain rural character, but lot sizes are encouraged to be smaller
than this in subdivisions so as to preserve a larger portion of the remaining lot as undeveloped
and still meet overall densþ goals.

3. New individual multi-unit residential buildings containing five units or less are appropriate
along Class 3 or better roads, but larger ones are not, excepting inns, outdoor recreation, and
other lodging.

4. Adaptive reuses, such as small light industrial operations or multiple housing units, are
encouraged in older existing large structures as towns desire, but care must be taken to not lead
to development too intensive for the rural character.

S. Development of resource-based commercial uses is appropriate in these areas, with safeguards
to protect neighbors from undue adverse impacts from noise, dust, and other nuisances (see

also Section G in Chapter VI for more on extraction policies).

6. In Rural Areas that abut state highways and that are no greater than a quarter mile to Regional
Growth Areas, land-intensive uses may be appropriate, provided that they do not have an
adverse impact on the character of the adjacent Regional Growth Area, and mitigate the
impacts of spraw-l and strip development.

7. Projects subject to Act z5o must be planned and sited to satisfii the following:

a. Utilize compact development design and locate new development or lots near or
adjacent to existing road infrastructure and away from productive fields or forests
to conserve the maximum feasible amount of usable farm, pasture land, or managed
woodland;

b. Locate non-agricultural buildings next to or within the forest edge (if any), instead of in
open ûelds, to enable new construction to be screened by natural landscape features;

c. Minimize buildings, utilities, or structures blocking or interrupting scenic vistas as

viewed from a public highway;
d. Take reasonable steps to protect historic features, wetlands, stream buffers, forest

blocks, wildlife crossing areas, necessary wüdlife habitat, and habitat connectors: and
e. Give consideration to burying power and phone lines, if cost effective, when new roads

are being constructed.
B. Use of planned unit developments or conservation subdivision design schemes is strongly

encouraged as a means of providing rural development that concentrates development on part
of a parcel in order to preserve larger lots that are more useful for farming, forestry, or wildlife
habitat. Towns should consider incentives such as density bonuses.

Goals, palícies, and recommendations conttnued on next page

Goals, Policies and Recommendations: Rural Areas

1. Agriculture continues to form an important visual, economic, and cultural part of the landscape

2. Rural lands provide a place for people's homes and small businesses.

S. Development is at a scale and type that conforms to historical patterns and does not detract
from Regional Growth Areas.

(]o¡rl.s

f'¡rlicie.s
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Goals, Policies and Recommendations: Rural Areas

g. Non-residential uses, including small service businesses, small professional offi,ces, and inns
are acceptable land uses for Rural Areas provided that such uses are located near existing
transportation infrastructure; planned at a residential scale and form; are not primary or
dominant uses in an area; would not unduly conflict with existing or planned residential,
forestry, or agricultural uses; and do not unduly affect rural character.

to. TRORC supports the right of a resident to use a minor portion of a dwelling unit for a home
occupation, which is customary in Rural Areas, provided it does not create a nuisance or have
an undue adverse effect on the values noted in this Plan as being important to sustaining the
character of Rural Areas.

rr. Major retail enterprises or service centers that draw principally on regional market shares
(including factory outlets, large grocery stores, fast food establishments, and shopping malls)
shall not be permitted in Rural Areas.

rz. Smaller non-formula retail stores aimed at local markets may be appropriate when located
where commercial development already exists, but shall not create a new node of commerce.

13. Development shall be designed to take reasonable steps to minimize accesses onto public roads,
and projects that would create traffrc demands that require the paving of rural gravel roads are
not appropriate in Rural Areas.

1. The TRORC will work with towns and developers to site housing in Rural Areas to meet housing
needs. (See also the Housing Chapter)

2. The TRORC will work to ensure that agriculture in these areas remains an important part our
economy. (see also the Working Lands Chapter)

3. The TRORC will work with towns, state and federal agencies and conservation organizations to
conserve important forest and agricultural lands.

4. The TRORC will work with member towns on town plans and bylaws to address development in
the Rural Areas so that it is meets state planning goals and the desires of towns.

Policies (contínuecl)

Reeo m nrcn ¡f r¡ t d¡rrr.s

Forest-Based Resource Areas

The lands within the Forest-based Resource

Areas-primariþ large blocks of unfragmented
forest that are needed to sustain a forestry
industry and areas that contain critical wildlife
habitat and allow safe wiidlife movement-
provide the Region with important services that
cannot be replaced on other lands. Land with
these characteristics is shrinking in both the
State and the Region. The health of many natural
communities and wildlife depend on these large,

uninterrupted areas of forestland, commonly
referred to as "forest blocks", and these must
be connected to each other through wildlife
corridors.

The main threats to such areas and their

fu nctions are fragmentation and parcelization.

Forest fragmentation is the division or
conversion offorest blocks through the clearing

of land, building structures, and other activities
associated with development (excluding

recreational trails). Even the seemingly simple act

of installing roads affects wildlife movement and

increases invasive plants and pests. Development

that causes forest fragmentation creates barriers
which limit species movement over the landscape,

interrupts ecological processes, and impacts
genetic diversity. Parcelization, which is part

of fragmentation, is the subdividing of forest
parcels to smaller lots but does not necessarily

involve further development. Parcelization makes

continuing to manage forests for forestry or
conservation more difñcult or even impossible.
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Raccoon

Small rodent

Squirrel

Red fox

Songbirds

Skunk

Amphibians

Reptiles

Hare

Porcupine

Beaver

Weasel

Mink

Turkey

Hornedow{

Barred owl

Sharp-skinned hawk

Cooper's hawk

Broad-winged hawk

Osprey

Flarrier

Deer

Vtfood frog

Ring-neck snake

Bald eagle

Goshawk

Moose

Red-tailed hawk

Co¡lote

Bobcat

Bl¿ck bear

Fisher

Raccoon

Small rodent

Sguirrel

Red fox

Songbirds

Skunk

Amphibians

Reptiles

Hare

Porcupine

Eeaver

Weasel

Mink

Turkey

Þlornedowl

Barred owl

Sharp-skinned hawk

Cooper's hawk

Broaówínged hawk

Osprey

Harrier

Deer

lVood frog

Ring-neck snake

Bald eaEle

Goshawk

Moose

Red-tailed hawk

Raccoon

Smallrodent

Squirrel

Red fox

Songbirds

Skunk

MostAmphibians

Reptiles

Hare

Porcupine

Beaver

Weasel

Mink

ïurkey

Flornedow{

Barred owl

Sharp-skinned hauuk

Cooper's hawk

Broad-wínged hawk

Osprey

Harrier

Deer

Woodfrog

Ring-neck snake

Table 3-1¡ Wilcllife Present in Forest patches

Raccoon

Smallrodent

Squirrel

Red fox

Songbirds

Skunk

fi/lost Arnphibians

Most Reptiles

Hare

Porcupine

tseaer

Weasel

Source: Aboue and Beyond. Campoll, J., Humstone, 8., & MacLean, A. aooe

Raceoon

Smallrodent

Squírrel

Red fox

SongbÍrds

Skunk

MostAmphibians

Most Reptiles
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Both fragmentation and parcelization, will impact
the important functions we now enjoy from the
large forest blocks in these Areas, but unless lands
are bought outright for conservation or have
easements on them, some development is likely.
How this development, from simple subdivision
into lots to subsequent construction of roads
and buildings, takes place is a matter of public
concern, as it can negatively affecting forestry
and the many species that depend on such areas,

as well as generate off-site impacts, such as

increased flood flows. Further development in
remote areas would also create increased costs for
towns to maintain or upgrade minor Class 3 or
4 roads and would work against regional energy
goals as such development is much more reliant
on single occupant vehicle trips.

Such landscapes need to be addressed at the
regional level. An individual landowner might
be able to conserve a wooded wetland for
salamanders or a small forest for deer habitat, but
this would not be enough to meet all the needs of
that species within the area. A large timber owner
might conserve a sizable forest, but that does

not support an industry. Even efforts at the town
scale (though very important) do not contain
enough land for many species' needs, which can

be several hundred acres per individual among
the larger animals.

The best available data on where the priorþ
interior forest blocks, as well as priority wildlife
corridors exist (see maps below) has been
produced by the Vermont Conservation Design

CVCD) joint project of the Vermont Department
of Fish and Wildlife, Vermont Department of
Forests, Parks and Recreation and the Vermont
Land Trust. Wildlife corridors are critical to
connect the large blocks so that populations
do not become inbred, species can move as

climate shifts, and isolated incidents such as

blowdowns or timber harvesting do not threaten
overall species' health. Several wildlife species

need habitat areas exceeding one square mile
for population health." As noted in the report
Vermont Conseru ation De síg n : M aintainíng

Vermont FoLiag e | @ Judith A. Brown

and Enhancíng an Ecologically Functíonal
Landscape, ifthese landscapes are conserved
on a large scale, then "most of the species they

contain . . . will also be conserved."3 There are no

doubt additional locally significant lands that are

not large enough to show up in this data that are

still important.

Whüe the Region looks well forested from the air,
there are places in the Region where forest blocks

and wildlife corridors are tenuous, particularþ in
the area that stretches from Barnard to Sharon.

However, as the maps below show, for nearþ
half of the Region's towns the entire town outside

of small developed areas along roads is either a

forest block or a wildlife corridor block.

It is not a regional goal, and certainly not a town
goal, to have nearþ entire towns developed at a

very low densþ. Consequently, the VCD map of
these areas was used as a starting poinf when

developing the Forest-based Resource Areas

regional future land use area, and then it was

modified based on town future land use maps,

infrastructure, the amount of land that performs

interior forest or habitat connector functions
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l-andscapes with (A) high and (B) low
degrees of connectivity. Corridors are

partieularly important for wide-ranging
species whose habitat needs are not

accommodated by a single patch of suitabie
habitat.

nearby, and adjacent conserved or public lands.
This resulted in the f,nal Forest-based Resource

Areas shown on the future land use map.

Allowing the lands in these Areas to remain
largely undeveloped will maintain their ability to
provide timher proriuction, outcìoor recreation,
flood storage and aquifer recharge, scenic

beauty, and wildlife habitat, and contribute to
our economic well-being and quality of life.
Allowing some careful development in them will
create income for landowners and address other
regional goals, such as outdoor recreation and
housing. It is not the intent of this Plan to create

true wilderness areas, and the policies in the Plan
reflect that. However, much of the Region's land
that once provided large-scale wildlife habitat can

no longer do so due to existing development, and
therefore the remaining lands in some tou¡ns are

more likely the mínimum needed to fulûll these

function.s rather than the optimaì amount.

Figure 3-5 shows VCD Forest Blocks, where the
dark green areas are highest priority bocks and
the light green are priorityblocks. Figure 3-6

shows VCD Connectivity Block.s, where the dark
blue are highest priority blocks and light blue are
priori¡'blocks.

{J aøateuaeggas.ø3¡ No T'r¡us¡r¿ ({N'{}
A particularly large and coherent part ofthe
region that exempliûes the Forest-based Resource

Areas is what is known as the Chateauguay
No Town (CI.ff) area. This is a remote upland
wilderness area consisting of approximately

55,ooo acres covering parts of the Towns
of Barnard, Bridgewater, Stockbridge, and
Killington. With limited exception, land parcels

are large, ranging up to several thousand acres

in size. Human settlement is sparse, year-round
public access is practically non-existent for most
ofthe area, and public services (such as electric or
telephone) are very limited. Roads are relatively
narrow and steep and are not designed to sustain
heavy vehicles or high volumes of traffic. The few
inhabitants living here mostly provide their ou'n
power and lighting and maintain and plow their
own roads. Much of the CNT is owned by timber
companies or families interested in using the
land for wood production and land is enrolled in
Vermont's Land Use Value Appraisal Program.

In late rggT,the Chateauguay No Town
Conservation Project was launched by the four
towns the CNT is located in, "to foster, through
locaþ sponsored conservation activities, the
long-term commitment to stewardship of
exceptional forest, wildlife, and recreational
lands." Since then, a localþ appointed committee,
in cooperation with the Vermont Land Trust,
The Conservation Fund, TRORC, Appalachian
Trail Conference, and the Vermont Agency of
Natural Resources, has been evaluating ways

to voluntarily conserve this area, to protect
critical habitats, to promote sustainable forestry,
and to ensure recreational opportunities. To
assist the CNT partners in the implementation
ofthe project, both a local ancl a regional
conservation fund have been established to
provide financial resources to landowners
interested in conservation of their property.
Several landowners have agreed to work with the
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VCDI o - Highest Priority lnterior Forest Blocks

VCDI b - Priority lnlerior Forest Elocks
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Figure 3-5; Highest Priority and Priority lnterior Forest Blocks in the TRO Region
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040 tVCOZo - Highest Priority Conneclivity Blocks
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project on specific plans to
voluntarily conserve their
land.

Like much of the Forest-

based Resource Areas,
in the CNI multiple
recreational activities
are present, especially
seasonal hunting camps,

snowmobiling, and hiking.
The Appalachian Trail
passes through the central
section of the CNT. The
CNT also contains the

7,988 acre Les Newell
Wildlife Management Area
and provides valuable
habitats for wildlife,
including black bear,
moose, bobcat, and deer.

The entire CNT has been
identified by the Vermont
Department of Fish and
Wildlife as bear production
habitat. The CNT serves

as a critical link between
the bear production areas

south and north of US

Route 4. The long-term
stability of black bear
depends on the retention of
this area in a predominately undeveloped state.

TaglarValleg
The Taylor Valley area straddles parts of the
towns of Vershire, Chelsea, Tunbridge, and
Strafford. This area has large stretches of
undeveloped land, wildlife habitat, unique flora
and fauna, productive timber land, productive
agricultural land, and extensive areas for hunting
and other outdoor recreational opportunities.
The privately organized Taylor Valley
Conservation Project has identiûed a core area of
19,ooo acres centered around the Taylor Valley
for special conservation attention. Approximately
4,ooo acres in the core area have been conserved

Figure 3-5: Chateauguay No Town (CNT) Conservation Area Map

through conservation easements, and landowners
have committed to the conservation of an

additional 1,7oo acres.in the core area. The
greater Taylor ValleyArea also includes extensive
forestlands stretching from the Strafford-
Tunbridge Road in a southerþ direction to the

Joseph Smith birthplace including over 1,ooo

acres protected by conservation easements held
by the Upper Valley Land Trust and the Vermont
Land Trust.

B-rushus a od Ce¡wevratuar:dtg Fares t/Wes t
Fsù'lee Taetsw FCIr"est/Fo:ìrËee Tswn Farest
In zoo9, Brushwood Community Forest was

established on approximately 475 acres of
relatively undeveloped forestland in the Towns
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of Fairlee and West Fairlee. With the help of the
Trust for Pubiic Land, an additional5Bo acres

was added in northern Fairlee that had been

owned by the Town of Bradford. The r,o55 acre

area is now owned by the Town of West Fairlee
and protected from development through a

conservation easement. It abuts the separate
West Fairlee Town Forest and the large r,5oo
acre Fairlee Town Forest. The lands in public
ownership comprise just a small section of the
greater 28,ooo-acre Brushwood Forest area
that boasts an extensive trail network, vast
undeveloped forestlands, wetlands, and wildlife
habitat,

CoolÍdge Sûaûe Foyest (CSF)/Arthur DcLuís

WíldlÍfe M ømag etnent Are s
CSF encompasses 21,5oo acres of land in
Plymouth and Woodstock, and additional lands
in Reading, Killington, Mendon and Shrewsbury.
The State Forest includes Coolidge State Park
where campsites, hiking trails, and beautiful
scenic views are abundant. CSF is the state's
third largest State Forest and is managed by the
Vermont State Parks'Department of Forests,
Parks, and Recreation (FPR). It abuts the 7,788
acre Arthur Davis \AIMAfound in Plymouth and
Reading, which is managed by the Vermont
Department of Fish andWildlife.

Land Trust and the Upper Valley Land Trust, 3r
OCH landowners have conserved 4,Soo acres.

Mr¡ch of this lanrl is forested-

Píne M aurn,tc:Åer' Wíl"dl:ife M uno'g ent ent
A"rea (WMA)
Pine Mountain is one of the larger WMAs in
the Region. It spans the towns of Topsham and
Newbury as well as Groton and Ryegate (outside

of the Region). It is 2,274 acres in size, gS% of.

which is forested. Managed by the Vermont Fish
and Wildlife Department, the Pine Mountain
\ÂIMA is home to white-tailed deer, black bear,
moose, and many other mammals, birds, fish, and
amphibians. The area is open for hiking, fishing,
trapping, and hunting.

Ather Lc:nds
The Region has other smaller state and town
owned lands, as well as privately-owned
lands that are protected through conservation
easements held by land trusts, such as the
Vermont Land Trust or Upper Valley Land Trust.

Green Moløntø:ín No,tiano,l Farest {GMNF}
With over 4oo,ooo acres, the GMNF is located
within several Two Rivers towns, including:
Woodstock, Rochester, Hancock, Pittsûeld,
Stockbridge, Granville, B ridgewater, Pomfret,
Hartford, and Norwich. The lands contain
portions of the Long Trail, Appalachian Trail, and
the Robert Frost National Recreation Trail. These

areas preserve the headwaters of the White River
and provide significant outdoor recreation and
forestry opportunities, as well as form part of the
largest north-south wildlife corridor in the state.

()r ung e Caurtty ÍI es.dw o,ters {A CH)
The OCH Project was started by landowners in
the Towns of Washington and Corinth who had
an interest in conservation. Through the Vermont
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Goals, Policies and Recommendations: Forest-Based Resource Areas

1. Healthy forests remain an important part of the Region's landscape and continue to provide
their unique functions, including recreation, forest products, and wildiife habitat.

2. Upland forests serve to retain and cleanse water and have high qualitywaters.
g. Forest blocks are connected so that species can move between them.

Gr¡als

Policfes

1. Land above z,5oo feet elevation shall be maintained predominantly in a natural wilderness
state, except in cases of wind power and/or telecommunications projects endorsed by this Plan.

2. Acquisition of lands, or conservation easements on lands, by the Federal Government, the
State of Vermont and non-proûts is encouraged between willing parties. Management plans
prepared for conserved or acquired areas must recognize the concept ofpreservation as well as
forest utilization.

3. Outdoor recreation and forestry uses are encouraged provided these uses do not unduly impact
other signiûcant resources ofthe site.

4. Timber production is encouraged in this land use area provided it is done in accordance with
best management practices and managed and harvested in ways that keep soil erosion and
sedimentation of streams to a minimum.

S. Motorized recreation must be limited to designated existing trail/road networks and new
connections between trails, and be compatible with any critical wildlife habitat and water
quality protections. Retention of snowmobile trails, many of which go over private land and
are part of the statewide VAST trail network, is a priority. Conservation plans developed for
landowners in this land use area should reflect, where practicable, the desire to retain this
network of trails and not close or cut offimportant trail routes.

6. New structures capable ofbeing occupied year-round are not appropriate in interior (greater
than 3oo feet from the forest edge) parts of these areas, but noncommercial seasonal camps
serving hunters, snowmobilers, and other outdoor recreational users are appropriate.

7. Any use deemed appropriate to elevations olrer z,5oo feet should be sensitive to slow vegetative
recovery and severe soil limitations and must avoid erosion.

B. Subdivisions and other development subject to Act 25o on lots over go acres shall minimize
impacts on forestry potential and habitat values ofundeveloped areas by concentrating
development at the forest edge near other development and roads; use small lot sizes and
shapes so that at least Bo percent of the land remains in a large undeveloped tract; minimize
clearing of forest, and avoid the creation of additional roads or power lines that would further
future development into interior areas.

9. Large subdivisions of more than ten structures are inconsistent with this Plan.

ro. Outdoor recreation is encouraged. Development of snowmobile, hiking, and cross-country
ski trails and similar recreational facilities are appropriate uses subject to meeting acceptable
management practices and applicable state law.

tt. Formal designation of Class II groundwater areas and Class Ar and Br surface waters by the
State of Vermont is encouraged within the land use area.

re. No development in its built-out state shall create more than one acre of impervious surface.

Goals, polícies, and recommendations continued on next poge
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Goals, Policies and Recommendations: Forest-Based Resource Areas

13. New developments must take reasonable steps to avoid disruption or loss of major identiûed
wildlife corridor crossings. Transportation enhancement projects should be pursued to mitigate
vehicle conflicts with wildlife, including signage and education and awareness programs along
road corridors that host signiûcant numbers of wildlife crossings. In addition, initiatives should
provide for improvements to the transportation infrastructure to reduce vehicle collisions and
wildlife fatalities.

14. Upgrading or paving gravel roads; upgrading electric distribution lines or extension of utilities
is not appropriate in this area, except as needed to serve outside areas, unless the public is
clearþ beneûted thereby and where it is determined not to compromise the land use goals and
policies for this Area.

1, es habitat data is updated, the TRORC will re-evaluate thi.s lancl u"se area to ensure that its
purposes are being met.

2. The TRORC will work to ensure that the functions of these areas are economicaþ valued so
that both the towns containing them and their owners have incentives to leave them in a largely
undeveloped state.

3. The TRORC wili work with state and federal agencies and conservation organizations
to conserve these lands in ways that also support the local economy and bring value to
landowners.

4. The TRORC will work with member towns on town plans and bylaws that will address smaller
development not subject to Act 2So so that it is done in ways that preserve the functions of
these areas while allowing compatible development.

I'r¡licíe-s ( c on t í n ue d )

Ret'r¡r¡l ¡lrtr neft¡ t ir ¡ n.s
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iypes cf Floccling

Generally speaking, there are two þpes of
flooding that impact communities in the state
of Vermont-flooding caused by inundation
and flash flooding. Inundation flooding usually
occurs slowly, but flood waters can cover a large

area. It may take days or weeks for inundation
floodwaters to subside from low areas, which
may severely damage properfy. Inundation
flooding takes place on flat and poorþ drained
land, typically along obvious floodplains. Ice or
debris jams can also create inundation flooding as

floodwaters back up behind such jams.

Flash flooding occurs when heavy precipitation
falls on the land so quickly that the soil is unable

is caused by flash flooding and fluvial erosion
(erosion of stream banks). Flooding is the
worst current natural threat to residents and

infrastructure in the TRO Region and the state.4

Significant flooding events have occurred in
the TRO Region throughout recorded weather

history. Due to the topography of the region, it
is likely that large-scale or widespread localized

flooding has been occurring for hundreds or
thousands ofyears. Please see Appendix D for
a table outlining the flooding events that have

occurred in the TRO Region over the past 1oo

years, beginning with the worst flooding event to
hit the TRORC and Vermont, the "Great Flood of
1927."

to absorb it into the ground, leading to
sur{ace runoff. Runoff can be increased
by saturated soil, extremely dry soil,
frozen ground, and impervious surfaces.
The quick-moving runoff collects in the
lowest channel in an area, turning upland
streams, small tributaries, and even dry
ditches into roaring brooks. Flash flooding
typically does not cover a large area, but
the water moves at a very high velocity and
the flooding manifests quickly, making
flash floods particularþ dangerous. Due to

the llVhole Watershed
Manage Stormwater

t

- ..':,
.. s;'\i;frþ"-

the velocity of the water, a flash flood can

move boulders, trees, cars, or even houses. :.

Heary storms can also cause fluvial
channel erosion, in which the bank erodes

and the channel migrates sideways and/
or cuts deeper. Fast-moving water in a

stream channel may undermine roads

and structures and permanently change
the channel itsell predisposing other
roads and structures to future flooding
damage. Flash floods can also mobilize
large amounts of gravel and woody debris,

depositing these in less steep areas as

well as plugging culverts and leading to
even greater damage. In Vermont and

the Region, most flood-related damage
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Causes of Flooding

Flooding in our region is caused by a small
number of distinctive types of weather, and
can be worsened by the conditions on the land
(such as saturated or frozen soils) at the time
the flooding occurs. By far the most common
type ofweather event to cause flooding in our
region is a severe thunderstorm. These storms
are usually afternoon storms in the warmer
months, but they can also be associated with
hurricanes and tropical storms, which also occur
during the summer and into the fall. By the
time most hurricanes reach Vermont, they have

been downgraded to tropical storms, but that is
not to say they are less dangerous. The speed of
the hurricane or tropical storm and pockets of
varying severþwithin the storm system have

an impact on the rainfall totals observed from
town to town. For example, Tropical Storm
Irene dropped over six inches in much of the
White River Valley (and nine inches in Rochester,
according to local reports), causing extensive
flooding damage. However, the towns in the
Region along the Connecticut River received only

3" to 5" and experienced minimal flood damage.

Storm impacts can be greatly magniûed by
previous rains. Tropical Storm Floyd in 1999 was

very similar to lrene, but it fell on dry ground and
is hardly remembered.

"ResiIience" means that an entity-a
person, neighborhood, town, state, region
or society- when faced with a particular
situatíon or event, has the ability to effectively
return to its previous state or adapt to
change(s) resuiting from the situation or
event without undue strain.

Ice jams due to the combination of melting
snow and rain leave our region vulnerable to
the impacts of flooding in the winter and earþ
spring. Ice jams typicaþ occur during the spring
when river ice begins to break up and move
dor,vnstream, but they may also occur during a

thaw period in the wínter months. These sheets

of ice then 'Jam" as they become hung up on
a narrow or shallow portion ofthe stream or
river creating a dam, and additional ice and
water rapidly back up behind them. Once the
"dam" breaks free, flash flooding may occur

downstream. Ice jams in our region typicaþ
cause minimal damage, but they can damage road
infrastructure and flood homes and businesses.

The mainstem and First and Third Branches of
the White River, the Waits River, the Connecticut
River, and several smaller brooks have all
cxpcricnccd icc jams.

Flooding is worsened by land uses that create

hard surfaces, which lead to faster runoff, and by
past stream modifications such as straightened
or dredged channels, which can create channel

instability.

lmplications of Climate Change and
Flooding

According to a white paper produced by
the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources
(VT ANR)'s Climate Change Team, climate
change will likelybring about conditions that
exacerbate flooding in Vermont. The summer
season is expected to lengthen overall, and the
total precipitation is expected to increase in all
seasons except the fall. The frequency of heavy
precipitation events

is likely to increase in
all seasons, with the
heaviest precipitation
events occurring
during the summer
months. Perhaps more
importantly, precipitation
will likely occur in
shorter, more intense

bursts and, consequently,

will produce precipitation
that runs offthe land
more than it filters
into it. An increase in
extreme precipitation is
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already documented in the Northeastern
U.S., especially after 1996. Precipitation
models currently used in designing and
building road infrastructure, informing
policy decisions, and in regulating the
location where structures and facilities
are built rely on historical data that is no
longer accurate for current conditions
and will onlybecome less accurate as

climate change continues.

Flood Damages

Floodwaters spilling over riverbanks
have given us broad and fertile
floodplains. Floods have carved
our valleys and made our hills and
mountains. Were it not for human
infrastructure and settlement in the
path of it, flooding would be a natural
occurrence but not a hazard. However,
we have built most of our towns and
villages right next to the rivers that
powered our mills, carried logs, provided
water, and took a\^ray our waste. We built our
roads along streams, as that was the easiest route,
and often used gravel mined from the adjacent
stream. When it seemed inconvenient to plow
around meandering streams or to bridge rivers,
we just moved the waterways aside. Erroneously
thinking that rivers behaved like pipes, we

straightened them thinking they would flood
less, but that actually only increased their erosive

force. Due to our actions, not nature's, flooding is
the worst current natural threat to residents and
infrastructure in the TRO Region.

Flooding in the Region causes immediate impacts

such as eroded river banks, road closures, flooded
structures, and crop damage. However, once

the stress of the initial flooding impacts has

subsided, the more long-term impacts begin to
show, especially after major flooding events.

One long-term impact is the effect of flooding on

the region's economy. Economically speaking,
Tropical Storm Irene struck at a very inopportune
time at the end of August 2011, when the year's

Route4..r"i"r:#:"#í;iîiïü:il;i6å::ii"

crops were ready for harvest or would have

been ready in a few weeks. Because many of the
region's farms and agricultural lands are located
in the floodplain, crop damage was widespread.

Approximately $z million in vegetable crops

alone were tlestroyetl or left to decompose

statewide. The economic estimate for flood
damage to farms statewide was estimated at $zo
million (this estimate includes buildings and
land, hay, corn, pasture, soybeans, vegetables,

and fruit).

Vermont is a destination for travelers, especialþ
in the fall foliage season. Due to the damaged

road infrastructure after Irene travel was difficult.
Finding an east-west route was especiaþ
difficult, as many of the major roads in the
region had been damaged at one section or
another, including US 4, VT 1oo, VT to7, and
VTrz5. With the fall season approaching, travel
to areas not directþ offthe major highways was

slow or impossible. Woodstockwas among the
most hard-hit areas in the state for room sales,

reporting a drop of 68.4 percent in September
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3-5: Example of a FIRM map in Pittsfield

zou and 2o.4 percent in October of eorr

Flood Hazard and Fluvial Erosion l-Nazard

Areas in the TRO Region

Flood. Hazard.Area¿s
There are two sets of official maps that can govern

development in the floodplain inVermont.
Though they have limitations, these maps are

the best current means of showing areas with
higher flood risk. The first of these is the Federal
Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA) Flood
Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). Every town in
our region has these areas of flood risk mapped

by FEMA. The FIRMs show the floodplain
(the Special Flood Hazard Area or SFIIA) that
FEMA has calculated would be covered by
water in at%o chance annual inundation event,

also referred to as the "loo-year flood" orbase
flood. It is important to understand that the r
percent chance flood was calculated with limited
historical rainfall data on a relatively rough
topographic scale. Many parts of the region have
had several "loo-year" floods in the last 20 years

and there is now evidence that extreme rainfall
increased starting in the mid-r99os.

Most of the FIRMs used

by the towns in the Region

are outdated. Most towns
have maps based drawn
up in the Lg7os. Orange

County's maps are largely
still in paper form and are

not able to be used with
modern mapping programs.

Windsor County's maps have

been converted to digital
format, but the underþing
data, cxccpt along thc
Connecticut River, is also 3o
to 40 years old. The outdated
information on these FIRMs
provides challenges for
administering a town's flood
hazard regulations. Some

towns or areas of towns
have extremely basic FIRMs
with approximate A Zones

(labeled "Zone A"). In these areas, the base flood
elevation has not el'en been determined and
the map is drawn at a rough scale. As a result,
a map like this does not provide the elevation
to which a structure must be raised, leading to
more expense by landovrners who must ûnd
out that information. Such maps also do not
showwhere the "floodway" is. The floodwayis
an extremely risþ part of the floodplain where

the current is strong. Since special restrictions
apply to floodways, not having these mapped is

cumbersome for owners and towns as these areas

must first be determined on a case by case basis.

Lastþ, no special flood hazard areas or floodways

are mapped at all for smaller streams, leaving
out these risþ areas and creating a false sense of
safety.

A signiûcant portion of flood damage in Vermont
occurs outside of the FEMAmapped areas along

these smaller upland streams, as well as along
road drainage systems that fail to convey the
amount of watertheyare receiving. Since FEMA
maps in the region are concerned only with
inundation and also assume that river channels
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never move, they are poor at showing that these
other areas along small streams or alongside
channels are at risk from flash flooding and
lateral erosion. This leads to these areas often
not being recognized as flood-prone or to the risk
being identiûed simply as high water. Property
owners in such areas outside of SFHAs are not
required to have flood insurance.

To remedy this lack of accurate risk information
and to create a tool that would allow towns to
regulate development in these additional areas
with flood erosion risk (but that are not shown on
FIRMs), VT ANR has developed the second kind
of flood risk map we have: a "river corridor" map.
Initial river corridor maps have been produced
for the entire state, and the agency is reûning
these as additional data is available. Maps of
river corridors depict where the lateral movement
of the river and the associated erosion is more
of a threat than inundation by floodwaters.
Elevation or floodproofing alone is often not
protective ofstructures in these areas as erosion
can undermine them.

It should be noted that some lands within
developed areas or next to existing structures,
though mapped as river corridors and potentialþ
subject to erosion risk, may be removed from this
area during permitting, as the channel's edge

has already been reinforced so that erosion does

not occur or will be repaired. In recognition of
this, the river corridor maps already stop at state
highways and railroads, as it is assumed that
these will be protected from erosion or replaced
post-disaster by the government. TRORC is
working with VT ANR on having the maps in

{ ûtö^-

developed areas adjusted to reflect this reality.

Fla od" I{ razsrd Regudøfions
In order to enable property owners to be eligible
for federal flood insurance though the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), municipalities
must adopt and enforce flood hazard area

regulations either through their regular
zoning bylaws or through a separate bylaw. A
community's flood hazard regulations must
apply to at least the Special Flood Hazard Areas
(SFIIA) identified by FEMA and contain certain
minimum standards. The regulations deal with
the permitting of new structures in the floodplain
and place restrictions on other types of activities
within the floodplain. They also speciff land,
area, and structural requirements to be adhered
to within the SFHA. Paradoxically, using only
the minimum required FEMA regulations can

increase flood risk, as these allow the placement
of tll in areas that could have stored flood waters,
permit development to flood heights that are

outdated and too low, and also fail to take erosion
into account at all.

Municipalities can seek to reduce the threat of
flood damage within their jurisdiction by not
allowing new structures in the floodplain and
through enacting stricter standards than the
minimum required by the NFIP, such as elevating
structures one to two feet above the base flood
level and regulating development in river
corridor areas as well. Lax enforcement of flood
regulations can place people at risk ofinjury or
death, place infrastructure and property at risk
of damage or destruction, and can even create
liability on the part of the community.

924

1982 '1994
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A home in Rochester that was bought out ín the buyout program.

Lands That Help Pnevent Fiooding

Wetdø:r.ds
Wetlands are a vital component for maintaining
the ecological integrity of land and water,

N otrae / Pr op ert g ts"etg owts
Following the flood damage caused by the zou
spring floorìing and Trnpical Storm lrenc, a

number of property owners in Vermont applied
for properby buyouts, which were funded by
FEMA's Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
(HMGP) and HUD's Communþ Development
Block Grants for Disaster Recovery (CDBG-

DR) administered through TRORC. Roughly

7o properties in the TRO Region, and r5o in
the state, were involved in the buyout process.

The towns in our region with buyout properties
include Bethel, Braintree, Bridgewater, Granville,
Hartforrl, Pitt.sfi el r1, Plym outh, R och e.ster,

Royalton, Sharon, and Stockbridge. Most of
these towns are located on the White River and
its tributaries. Buyouts are an effective way to
reduce a community's vulnerability to flooding
and therefore improve the community's overall
resilience to flooding. Homes are no longer
potential objects that will wash downriver and
clog a bridge, and buyout sites (once cleared)
provide floodwaters more room to release energy.
As a result, a number of communities in our
Region have been made safer.

and they provide an array of functions and
values that support environmental health and
provide hcnefits to humans, inclurling floocl

and stormwater control. Draining, ûlling, and
development have resulted in the loss of more

than 35 percent of Vermont's original wetland
acreage, primarily due to agricultural and large-

scale development projects, and this loss has

increased flood risk.

The Vermont Wetlands Rules "identiff and
protect significant wetlands and the values and
functions which they serve in such a manner that
the goal ofno netloss ofsuch wetlands andtheir
functions is achieved." Although only wetlands
designated as "signiûcant" are protected under
the Wetlands Rules, the Rules state, "Wetlands

not designated as significant under these rules

should be assumed to have public value, and

therefore may merit protection under other
statutory or regulatory authority."

In the Region, just over 1 percent ofthe land area

has been identified by the State of Vermont as

"significant" wetlands, eligible for state protection
under the Vermont Wetlands Rules. However,
there are a large number of smaller wetlands

that may qualiff for protection. Examples of
larger wetlands that heìp to attenuate flc¡oclwaters

and reduce flooding damage in the TRO Region

include the Class z wetlands through the
Killington Flats area and along Swamp Road

in Newbury. However, there are a number of
smaller wetlands in all of the towns that also
provide flood mitigation, water quality benefits,
and wüdlife habitat.

The Regional Commission recognizes the critical
value of wetlands in relation to the health of
the water, wildlife, and plant resources in the
region and to the ecosystem as a whole. The
Regional Commission supports and encourages

communities to identifu and inventorywetlands
within the region and to adopt mechanisms for
their increased protection. This information can

increase the effectiveness of the state and federal

regulatory process. Towns and communities have
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the ability to adopt mechanisms that provide
stricter protections than are required by the state
For more on wetlands, please see the Natural
Resources chapter.

I{dpcrdan lTr4¡fer.s r¡nd lk¿nds AQjccent to
Stres¡ns
Naturally vegetated riparian zones (vegetated

buffer strips next to surface waters) are essential
for healthy and resilient river corridors.
Vegetated riparian buffers provide a number
of "ecosystem seryices" including aüenuating
floodwaters; providing river bank support and
stabilization; reducing flood and ice damage

to adjacent lands and structures; and slowing
surface water runoff.

Moving outside of the riparian buffer, lands
adjacent to streams also provide benefits,
especially during flooding events. Once water
overtops the river or stream channel, these areas

help slow the velocity of the water by allowing
the water to expand laterally over the land area

instead of moving down the river or stream
channel. Because of their tendency to flood
and the consequent deposition of nutrients on
the land, these areas tend to be very productive
agricultural lands. They also serve to collect
ice or debris during floods, helping river or
stream channels to stay clear. The importance
of these lands was demonstrated during the
flooding caused by Tropical Storm lrene, as the
\,Vhite River was able to dissipate along fields
between towns, helping to attenuate some of the
floodwater.

Uplø:nd Fo¡"esfs
Upland forests are distinguished by having a

nearþ continuous canopy cover of 6o percent or
more. They also contain many small unnamed
streams that make up the headwaters of a
watershed. These headwater streams are the
smallest yet most abundant streams draining the
state of Vermont and the TRO Region. Therefore,
the activities occurring in the headwaters can

impact an entire watershed.

Healthy and well-managed upland forests

reduce flooding by intercepting rainfall so that
the force ofrain is less erosive, increasing the
infiltration and storage of rainwater into rich
soils, and soaking up massive amounts of water
during the growing season. The TRO Region is
home to many different kinds of forested areas.

For instance, the region contains some of the
vast unbroken forested ridgelines of the Green

Mountain National Forest, as well as several

large blocks of conserved forested areas, like the
Chateauguay No Town Conservation Project,
which stretches across the towns of Barnard,
Bridgewater, Stockbridge, and Killington.
These and other forested lands not only provide
ecological, scenic, and economic benefits but also

help mitigate flood damage.

S tar¡rnw c,te'¡" ø:rl.d. lrrrqt eruåows Sr.eryfcces

Impervious surfaces prevent the infiltration
of water into the soil. Man-made impervious
surfaces include parking lots, rooftops, roads
(even gravel roads), and severely compacted
soils, all of which exacerbate flooding events by
increasing the amount and velocity of stormwater
runoff, especially in heavy rain events. The
percentage ofimpervious surfaces can be reduced
by limiting the number of rooftops and amount
of pavement, by using permeable surfacing
materials, by cmploying disconncction practices,

and by implementing Low Impact Development
(LID) principles. Low Impact Development refers

to the process of designing and implementing
practices at the site level to minimize the creation
of stormwater and to replicate conditions present

before the development of an area by managing
stormwater runoffthe way a healthy and intact
environment would-by slowing it, spreading it,
and/or sinking the runoffinto the ground.

While widespread impervious surfaces are

detrimental to water qualþ, and even as little as

10 percent impervious cover in a watershed can

destabilize rivers, impervious surfaces in village
centers and downtowns are the desired result
of dense development and are important in the
fabric of the Vermont landscape. It is critical
to maintain the dense development of village
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centers and downtowns for their outright benefits
to their community. However, it is also important
to understand the stormwater nlnoffissr¡cs
that exist and the various ways to mitigate their
effects.

The Site-5pecifie Nature of FloodinE

The risk of flooding in Vermont varies site by site,
to the point that even adjacent parcels may be

impacted differently in a flooding event.

Generally speaking, floodways are extremely
dangerous places and the Special Flood Hazard
Area and river corridors are high risk, but each

site presents specific issues and a unique set of
circumstanccs. For example, on a site only in
the Special Flood Hazard Area, the risk may be

solely from inundation, so the speciûc elevation
is a major factor in flood damage. On a site in
the river corridor, the risk may be due to lateral
erosion, so elevation is less important than
whether you are sitting on bedrock. On other
sites, the risk may be from both inundation
flooding and erosion. The site-specif.c nature
of flooding complicates assessing and planning

Low lmBact Development (LlD) refers to the process
of deslgning and innplementing practices at the
site-levei to control stonmu¡ater. LID attennpts to
replieate the pre-develCIpment conditions at a site.

for flood risks. It is important to understand the
specific risks that are present at each site before
attnm¡ting to mitigatc flood rìamage on fhat sitn.

The late Gilbert White, considered the father of
floodplain management in the United States,

wrote, "Floods are 'acts of God,' but flood losses

are largely acts of man." By this he meant that
flooding is a hazard not simply because it rains
hard, but that we have put things in the way that
will suffer from that rain. Historically, Vermont
tor.t'n and village centers were established around
water power, which created the densely developed
village and tor,vn centers we value. Today, the
desire to maintain and continue this settlement
pattern still holds true-even if the downtown
or village center is vulnerable to flood risks. As

such, it is important to recognize that there are

trade-offs between flood risk and having compact
development. Keeping these areas of compact

settlement as safe from flooding as possible,
given their location, may require elevation and
floodprooûng efforts, but will largeþ depend
upon natural flood storage and surface runoff
retention in upstream areas.

LDIL) {rit.ï}'.aeî. {)e.ve!øpntent I Source: deeproat
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Goals, Policies and Recommendations: Flood Resilience

1. The citizens, properry, and economy of the TRO Region and the qualþ of the region's rivers as
natural and recreational resources are protected by using sound planning practices to address
flood risks.

2. The Region is able to recover from flooding quickly and in a manner that improves flood
resilience.

S. The creation of impervious surfaces and development in wetlands or upland forests is lessened,
and where it does occur, is done in a manner that does not worsen flooding.

Gol¡.Ls

Polfcies

1. All new fill and construction of buildings in FEMA-mapped Special Flood Hazard A¡eas
increases flood risk and is discouraged, and at a minimum must comply with the Association of
State Floodplain Managers' No Adverse Impact policy.

2. All new buildings, other than accessory structures, in FEMA-mapped flood areas must have the
lowest floor elevated or floodproofed at least one foot above base flood elevation.

3. Natural areas, non-structural outdoor recreational, and agricultural uses are the preferred
land uses within river corridor areas due to the dangerous erosive nature ofthese areas.
Commercial, industrial, and residential uses within river corridors are strongly discouraged
outside of village and town centers.

4. New buildings within FEMA-mapped floodways shall be prohibited.

S. In order to lessen the conflict between roads and streams, towns and the state should consider
moving or abandoning roads when there are more cost-effective solutions or other routes.

6. The state and municipalities should only rebuild/install culverts and bridges that are designed
at least to VTrans' Hydraulics Manual and ANR's Stream Alteration Standards, and are
encouraged to adopt road and bridge standards to the 5o or 1oo-year storm level for identified
critical transportation routes.

T. Critical facilities such as emergency services, wastewater treatment plants, power substations,
and municipal buildings shall not be built in Special Flood Hazard Areas unless floodproofed or
elevated to at least e feet above the base flood elevation, designed to withstand erosion risk, and
must have dry access above the base flood.

B. To reduce flood flows and be more protective of existing development, the current one-acre
threshold in Vermont's Stormwater Management Rule should be reduced to one-half acre.

9. Rock rip-rap and retaining walls should onlybe used to the extent necessary and when
bioengineering techniques may not be adequate to prevent significant loss of land or property.

ro. Upland forests and watersheds should be maintained predominately in forest use to ensure
high-qualityvalley streams and to ensure that flood flows are absorbed.

rr. Outside of areas of existing compact development, new development must preserve vegetated
riparian buffer zones that are consistent with state riparian buffer guidelines.

rz. All wetlands that provide flood storage functions shall remain undeveloped or have
compensatory storage constructed so as to achieve no net loss of such wetland function.

13. In the long term, restoration and enhancement of additional wetlands should be pursued in
order to improve the region's flood resilience.

14. Structural development or intensive land uses shall not occur in Class I and Class II wetlands
unless there is an overriding public interest.

15. The purchase of flood easements is encouraged to both reduce flood risk to structures and to
support owners who leave lands open.

16. Emergency planning for flood response and recovery is encouraged.

Goals, policies, and recommendati.ons continued on nert pag e
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Goals, Policies and Recommendations: Flood Resilience

Rcr:r¡l¡r rnend<r t ions

1. TRORC will work with towns to strengthen their Flood Hazard Bylaws in order to mitigate risks
to public safety, critical infrastructure, historic structures, and municipal investments from
inundation and erosion.

2. TRORC will work with VTrans on advocating for and improving the flood capabilities of state-
or town-owned transportation infrastructure.

3. TRORC should continue working with the Emergency Coordinators, response agencies, and
Selectboards from each town to develop mitigation plans and emergency preparedness and
recovery procedures from flooding.

4. Existing homes and businesses at serious risk of flood damage should be identiûed and
prioritizecl by towns in concert with the VT ANR River Management Section and TRORC for
mitigation actions such as elevation/relocation or purchase and demolition.

5. To fuþ address flood risks, towns should add areas not designated in either FEMA's maps or in
VTANR's maps but that are flooded during a weather event to local flood regulations.

6. Watershed-level planning should be done by towns with assistance from TRORC to evaluate
natural and constructed flood storage options upstream of existing areas of concentrated
development that are at risk of flooding.

7. TRORC will work with VT ANR, towns, and landowners to lessen flood risk by restoring natural
channel functions through berm or dam removal or intentional lowering of streambanks.

B. TRORC will work with towns to understand the impact stormwater runoffhas on the region
and on speciûc towns, and then work to address impacts from impervious surfaces through
increased retention and infiltration.

g. The state should institute a permanent buyout program to continue to lessen flood risk.
ro. TRORC will work with VT ANR to adjust the boundaries of river corridors in developed areas

per the Vermont Flood Hazard Area and River Corridor Protection Procedure.
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Land Use Endnotes

r. See Vermont Natural Resources Board for "existing settlement" test.

2. Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife

3. Vermont Conservation Design: Maintaining and Enhancing and Ecologically Functional landscape, Eric Sorenson, Robert

Zaino, Jens Hilke - Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department and Elizabeth Thompson -Vermont Land Trust
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15DEFINITIONS

Accxvrn¡ M¡rv¡cnrrnNt Pnecrrcns (AMP).-Methods of activity generally approved by regulatory authorities
and practitioners as acceptable and common to that t'¡pe of operation. AMPs may not be the best methods, but
are acceptable. Agriculture has AMPs typically documented in agency regulations. Other industries may also have
AMPs, documented in regulation or not. Professional associations often list AMPs or similarly named methods of
conduct for their members.

AcrrvE LrwNc.-Active living is a way of life that integrates physical activity in daily routines.

Acrrvn Tn¿Nsponrntrox.-Active transportation refers to any form of human-powered transportation:
walking, cycling, using a wheelchair, in-line skating or skateboarding. There are many ways to engage in active
transportation, whether it is walking to the bus stop, or cycling to school/work.

An¡.ptrve R¡usn.-The development of a new use for an older building or for a building originally designed for a
special or specific purpose.

A¡r'onoesr,r HousrNc.*Accordingto 24VSA g4Sog, affordable housing means either of the following, based on
tenure:

a. Housing that is owned by its inhabitants whose gross annual household income does not exceed eighty
percent of the county median income, or eighty percent of the standard metropolitan statistical area income if
the municipalþ is located in such an area, as deûned by the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the total annual cost of the housing, including principal, interest, taxes, insurance, and
condominium association fees is not more than thirty percent of the household's gross annual income.

b. Housing that is rented by its inhabitants whose gross annual household income does not exceed eighty
percent of the county median income, or eighty percent of the standard metropolitan statistical area income if
the municipality is located in such an area, as defined by the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and the total annual cost of the housing, including rent, utilities, and condominium association
fees, is not more than thirty percent of the household's gross annual income.

AcrNe rr Pr-¡'cn.-Allows individuals to remain at home or within a supportive living community as they age,
without requiring the need to move as their needs increase over time.

Acnrcur-runp.-The production, keeping or maintenance, for sale, lease or personal use, of plants and animals
useful to man, including but not limited to: forages and sod crops; grains and seed crops; dairy animals and dairy
products, poultry and poultry products; livestock, including beef cattle, sheep, swine, horses, ponies, mules, or
goats, or any mutations or hybrids thereof, including the breeding and grazing of any or all of such animals; bees
and apiary products; fur animals; trees and forest products; fruits of all kinds, including grapes, nuts and berries;
vegetables; nursery, floral, ornamental and greenhouse products; or lands devoted to a soil conservation or forestry
management program.

Ancrr¡sor-ocrcar- Srrr.-Land or water areas which show evidence or artifacts of human, plant or animal activity,
usually dating from periods of which onlyvestiges remain.

Aqurrun PnorscrroN AREA (APA).-The surface and subsurface area contributing signiûcantlyto the surface



and/or subsurface recharge and maintenance of an aquifer. APAs can often include upland watersheds of surface

waters contributing significantþ to the maintenance and operation of aquifers below the surface or downstream.

Assrivrrr^rrrvn Ceeecrrv Sruov.-Scientificallyvalid research documenting the physical, cultural, economic,

ecological or other charactcristics and of an arca or sitc and that ûrca's or sitc's ability to host diffcrcnt changcs to its
characteristics before significant alterations in its function or character are created.

B.c.st' Fr,ooo Er,¡vnrrow (BFE).-The elevation of the water surface elevation resulting from a flood that has a r
percent chance ofequaling or exceeding that level in any given year. On the Flood Insurance Rate Map the elevation
is usually in feet, in relation to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of tgzg, the North American Vertical Datum of
1988, or other datum referenced in the Flood Insurance Study report, or the average depth of the base flood, usually
in feet, above the ground surface.

Bnsr Avlrr¿pr,u TncuNor.oev (BAT).-Methods and products for design, operation, maintenance, retroût and
function of activities which will result in the best reduction of undesired byproducts or effects currently achievable.

BAT achievabilþis based upon owner/operator's ability to implement the methods or products within their
economic means. This type of technology is usually considered to be the "state-of-the-art" and achieves the best
performance available.

EXAMPLES: Woodstoves achieving best EPA particulate standard performance, highest efficiency factory stack
scrubbers, weter treatment systems producing'øater cf same or higher qualþ as the receiving water body.

Bnsr Merv¿ctrrlrr.NT Pn¡.crrcns (BMP).-Methods of activity generally established by regulatory authorities and
practitioners as the best manner of operation. BMPs are generaþ more stringent than AMPs. BMPs may not be

established for all industries or in agency regulations, but are often listed by professional associations and regulatory
agencies as the best manner of operation for a particular industry practice.

Brsr Pnecfican, Tncrrxolocv (BPT).-Methods and products for design, operation, maintenance, retrofit and
function of activities which will result in the best reduction of undesired byproducts or effects within the practical

means of the owners/operators while providing a practical costþenefit ratio. For example, removing ninety-eight
percent of a pollutant from a waste stream may be practical, but removing the last two percent may be impractical
for the cost required and the relativeþ insigniûcant gain in cleanliness.

EXAMPLES: Woodstove operation schedule rotations, catalytic converter retrofits for woodstoves versus

mandatory stove upgrades, artificial wetland pretreatment of agricultural runoffversus onsite treatment plant
investment or storage/hauling.

Bunr Ervrnowvrnrvr.-The buüt environment includes all of the physical parts of where we live and work (e.g.,

homes, buildings, streets, open spaces, and infrastructure).

Burr.o-ou:r.-An estimate of the projected population, employment, traffic, utilities, and types/sizes of land uses in
a project area or other designated area in accordance with the current zoning and other applicable regulations.

Ceprr¡r. fupnovrunurs Pnocuru (CIP).-A proposed timetable or schedule of all future capital improvements
to be carried out during a specific period and listed in order of priority, together with cost estimates and the
anticipated means of financing each project.

Cr¿ss A ¡rvo B Wernns.-Class A waters are managed for enjoyment of water in its natural condition, as public
drinking water supplies (with disinfection and filtration) or as high quality waters which have significant ecological
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values. Class B waters are managed for aesthetic values, recreation on and in the water, public water supply with
disinfection and filhation, high qualþ habitat for aquatic biota, fish and wildlife, irrigation and other agricultural
uses. The Secretary of the Agency of Natural Resources may designate by permit porrions of Class B waters as
"Mixing Zones" , or "W'aste Management 7-ones" , for any waste that has been properþ treated to comply with federal
and state effluent requirements.

Crus:rnn.-A development design technique that concentrates building in specific areas on the site to allow the
remaining land to be used for recreation, common open space, and preservation of environmentally sensitive
features.

Culrunar F¡,crr.rrrns.-Establishments such as museums, art galleries, botanical and zoological gardens of a
historic, educational or cultural interest which are not operated commercially.

Drsrcwrruo Gnowur CnNrrns.-As definedbyAct r8g:AnActRelatíng To Creatí.onof DesignatedGrotath
Centers and Dou;ntotun Tax Credit Program.

Dwtr,r,¡¡¡e, Cotvtrvrnncr¿l,.-A commercial residential building, including but not limited to, a nursing home,
group home, residential care facility, or dormitory, which traditionally has common space, staffon site and in
which rooms may not have all of the components of a dwelling unit and are not meant for transient occupation. An
apartment building is a multi-family dwelling.

Dwnllxc, Slwclr F¡rvrrr,y.-A detached building used as a single dwelling unit.

Dwurllrvc, T\nro-Fllvrrrv.-A building containing two dwelling units. "Duplex" is synonymous with this definition.

Dwu¡.lrxc, Mulrr-Farvrrrv.-Abuilding containing three or more dwelling units that is not a commercial
dwelling.

Dwtr,r,rrc Uwrr.-One or more rooms, connected together, constituting a separate independent housekeeping
establishment that is physically separate from other dwelling units that may be in the same structure, and
containing facilities for its own independent living, including a toilet, lavatory, food preparation/kitchen facilities
and one or more bedrooms. The term shall not include rooms with such provisions intended for transient
occupation in boarding houses, dormitories, hotels, or other similar buildings.

Dwr¡llxc lJxtt, Accnssonv (ADu).-Efficiency or one-bedroom apartments that are clearly subordinate to a
single-family dwelling, with facilities and provisions for independent living (e.g., sleeping, food preparation, and
sanitation). These units must comply with the following:

a. Have sufficient wastewater capacþ.

b. Do not exceed 3o percent of the total habitable floor area of the single-family dweiling they are subordinate to.

EwwnorturNrarr.rr SrcNrFrcA¡\IT \¡l/rrr.rNo.-Those wetlands designated by the Vermont Water Resources
Panel as "Significant Wetlands", and those other wetlands designated as "significant" according to the wetlands
designation rules are included in this category. As of February 2g, tggo the Water Resources Panel classified
wetlands into three (3) groups. Classes r and z are "significant Wetlands." Most of those wetlands designated on
the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) Maps are identified as Class z wetlands. Those wetlands contiguous to
the mapped NWI wetlands are also included as Class z wetlands. Anywetland meeting the minimum criteria for
significance established by the Water Resources Panel or a Town may be included in this category.

Est¡.errsrrnanm.-A commercial business that operates within a building or structure. A single building or
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structure can contain more than one distinct establishment.

Exp¡,rsrorv Anx¡s.-Land that extends the cohesive core of Regional Growth Areas or Designated Downtowns,
Villages, or Growth Centers, with or without the presence of municþal sewer or water service. The land should be
adjacent, as defined in z4 VSA }z7gt,to the cohesive core.

Frxro Routn Srnvrct.-Atransportation service that travels along a predetermined route, with known stops,
according to an established time schedule.

Froon [Nsu*.¡,lvcs Rerr M¡p (FIRJVI).-Official map of a communþ, on which the Federal Insurance
Administrator has delineated both the special flood hazard areas and the risk premium zones applicable to the
community. In some communities the hazardboundaries are available in paper, pdf, or Geographic Information
System formats as a Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map (DFIRM).

Fr,ooopr.tr¡v.-A¡eas where excessive water flows over river banks, and beyond shorelines, temporarily dispersing
water, sediment and enelgy.

Fr,oonmv.-A portion of the Special Flood Hazard Area, as mapped for the National Flood Insurance Program,
that has protections for the movement of flood waters. Floodway means the channel of a river or other watercourse
and the adjacent land areas that must be reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively
increasing the water surface elevation more than one foot at any point.

Fr-urr¡er. EnosroN.-Erosion caused by streams and rivers. Fluvial erosion can be catastrophic when a flood event
causes a rapid adjustment ofthe stream channel size and/or location.

Fonsst Br-ocx.-A contiguous area of forest in any stage of succession and not currentþ developed for non-forest
use. A forest block may include recreational trails, wetlands, or other natural features that do not themselves possess

tree cover, and uses exempt from regulation under subsection 449(d) of Title 24.

Fonrsr Fn¡cunxretrorv.-The division or conversion of a forest block by land development other than by a
recreational trail or use exempt from regulation under subsection 449(d) of Title 24.

Fonrwure R¡:r¿,rr.. - A type of retail store that is part of a chain of stores (more than z) where the establishment
maintains two or more of the following features: a standardized array of merchandise, a standardized facade, a
standardized decor and color scheme, a uniform apparel, standardized signage, or a trademaker or a seryicemark.

Iupnnwrous SURFAcE.-Any hard-surfaced, man-made area that does not readily absorb or retain water,
including but not limited to building roofs, roadways, parking and driveway areas, graveled areas, sitlewalks, and
paved recreation areas.

fwcr-usrowanr¡ ZorrNc.-fnclusionary zoning bylaws require a specified percentage of housing units in new
planned unit development or subdivision to meet certain affordabilþ standards, and comply with the following:

a. Conform with municipal plan housing policies.

b. Be determinedbased on municþal affordable housing needs, both rental andfor sale.

c. Include development incentives that contribute toward the economic feasibilþ of providing affordable
housing units (ex: densitybonuses and waivers).

d. Require that, once built, affordable housing availabilþ will be maintained through income qualification for
residents, the promotion of affirmative marketing, and rent and resale pricing that remains affordable for a
specified period of time on designated affordable units, as written in municipal bylaws.
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Irousrm¡.L AREA.- As used in this Plan, "Industrial Area'means a regional land use are designation of land that
is appropraite due to plans, designs, and zoning as a location for one or more industrial buildings, that amy include
adequate access roads, utilities, water, sewer, and other services necessary for the uses ofthe industrial buildings,
and include no principal retail use except that which is incidental to an industrial use, and no office use except that
which is incidental or secondary to an industrial use.

Inousrnrlr. - The manufacture, processing, assembl¡ distribution, or packaging of natural or man-made
materials or products where such activity generally results in off-site impacts, such as noise, and where such activity
and storage of materials or products are typically not fully enclosed inside a building or screened from the abutting
properties.

EXAMPLES: junk yards; rail and truck terminals; concrete, asphalt or brick plants; bulk storage and
distribution facilities; solid waste facilities; foundry; power plant, sawmill, slaughterhouse, and biofuels/
wood pellet production. Industrial also includes all light industrial uses.

INrrncrr¡r*cr.-A grade separated system of access to and from major highways.

frvlnx¡¡ooer,.-Transportation by more than one means of conveyance: as by foot, bike, car, truck, rail, air, etc.

L.eNo-IwENsrvn CourutRcrar- Usns.-Commercial operations that rely on large amounts of indoor or outdoor
storage as the dominant use of space, and include sales lots and warehouses.

Lnvsl oF Srnvrcn (LOS).-Level of service is a qualitative measure defined as the ability of a maximum number
of vehicles to pass over a given section of roadway or through an intersection during a specified time period, while
maintaining a given operating condition.

1. LOS A.-Highest LOS which describes primarilyfree-flowtraffi.c operations at average travel speeds. Vehicles
are completely unimpeded in their ability to maneuver within the traffi.c stream. Stopped delay at intersections
is minimal.

2. LOS B.-Represents reasonably unimpeded traffic flow operations at average travel speeds. The ability to
maneuver within the traffi.c stream is only slightly restricted and stopped delays are not bothersome. Drivers
are not generally subjected to appreciable tensions.

3. LOS C.-Represents stable traffic flow operations. However, ability to m¿meuver and change lanes may be
more restricted than in LOS B, and longer queues and/or adverse signal coordination may contribute to lower
average travel speeds. Motorists will experience an appreciable tension while driving.

4. LOS D.-Borders on a range in which small increases in traffic flow may cause substantial increases in
approach delay and, hence, decreases in speed. This may be due to adverse signal progression, inappropriate
signal timing, high volumes or some combinations of these.

5. LOS E.-This represents traffic flow characterized by significant delays and lower operating speeds. Such
operations are caused by some combination ofadverse progression, high signal density, extensive queuing at
critical intersections, and inappropriate signal timing.

6. LOS F.-This represents traffic flow characterized by extremely low speeds. Intersection congestion is likely
at critical signalized locations, with high approach delays resulting. Adverse signal progression is frequently a
contributor to this condition.

Lrcrrr fNpusrnrer,.-The manufacture, fabrication, assembly, distribution or packaging of natural or man-made
products where such activity takes place entirely inside of a building and results in off-site impacts, other than
traffic, as those similar to offices.
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EXAMPLES: cabinetry or woodworking shop, food processing, electronics high-tech manufacturing or
assembly, machine shop, sewing, printing, research and testing laboratory, warehousing, and similar uses.

Me¡on DrvnloprvtsNr.-Development that meets any one of the eight specific criteria that qualiff a development

as resulting in substantial regional impact (see Chapter 15, section A) according to this Plan.

M¡xrn¡uu PSAK Houn Snnvrcr Vor,uun.-The maximum number of vehicles which have a reasonable

expectation ofpassing over a given roadway section or through a given intersection under prevailing road and traffic
conditions during a specified hour of time.

Mrxno Usn An¡¡. - As used in this Plan, "Mixed Use A¡ea" means a regional land use area designation of land
that recognizes existing uses, is served by state highways, is adjacent to regional growth areas, and is appropiate for
recreational facilities, higher intensity residential, lgith industrial/manufacturing and commercial uses that are land
intensive and not appropriate for the core of d<-¡wntowns a¡rd villages, such as lumberyalds, nurselies, warehouses

and kennels. Principal Retail establishments are not ¿llowetl in Llús Alea.

Nrw TowN Cxxrsn.-As defined in z+ VSA gz79r(rr): the area planned for, or developing as, a community's
central business district. Composed of compact, pedestrian-friendly, multistory, and mixed use development that
is characteristic of a traditional downtown and supported by planned or existing urban infrastructure, including
curbed streets with sidewalks and on-street parking, stormwater treatment, sanitary sewers and public water supply.

NFIP.-National Flood Insurance Program.

No AnvsRsE InfleA.cr.-No Adverse Impact floodplain management is where the action of one property owner does

not adversely impact the rights of other property owners, as measured by increased flood peaks, flood stage, flood
velocity, and erosion and sedimentation.

Opt¡t Srecr.-Any parcel or area of land or water essentially unimproved and set aside, dedicated, designated

or reserved fur public or private use or enjoyment, or for the use and enjoyment of owners and occupants ofland
adjoining or neighboring such open space.

Pr¡x Houn.-As it is used in describing traffic volumes, it represents the hour of a twenty-four hour period in
which the highest traffic volumes occur on a segment of roadway or at an intersection.

Pesswr Outooon Rncn¡arroN.-Leisure time activities which use an outdoor public or private space that are

not dependent upon structural facilities such as swimming pools, ball courts, etc.

Pr¿rvw¡o UNrr DrvnLopMENT (PUD).-Planned unit development is a design approach thatl¡alances iulensive
settlement with open land. AIso known as "clustered housing", developments can be designed to conserve energy;

depending on the nature of construction, savings can be accrued on construction costs. PUDs facilitate efficient
provision of municipal services such as fire protection, school transportation, road construction or maintenance.

The undeveloped open space reserved in PUDs is an asset forthe landowners and municipalities. PUD design

strategies should be employed in planning for development or subdivision of rural land in the region.

Pmwcrpan.-Means foremost or chief.

Pnrxcrper (Pn¡u¡nv) Rnr¡n.-A business whose primary use is the supply of merchandise or wares to the end

consumer. Examples include ftut are not limited to), supermarkets, hardware stores, dry-goods stores, pharmacies,

big box stores, etc.

PnrsrrNr Wemns.-Those waters having Class A status and those waters predominantly in their natural state
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relatively unaffected by human activity physically or aesthetically. Undeveloped lakes and ponds maybe included in
this category, as would streams and rivers unaffected by human activity. Pristine waters are generally accepted to be
the finest unspoiled natural water bodies or other waters with Class A qualities.

R¡cn¡,ltrox¡l Tnen .-A corridor that is not paved and that is used for hiking, walking, bicycling, cross-country
skiing, snowmobiling, all-terrain vehicle riding, horseback riding, and other similar recreational activity.

Rncroxer, Gnowtrr AREA.-As used in this plan, regional growth areas include the Regional Center, Town
Centers, Village Settlements, Hamlet Areas, Designated Growth Centers, Designated Downtowns, and Designated
Village Centers.

Rrcro¡r¡l.lr¡ Src¡¡rrrca.llr Tn¡rvspoRrATroN Facrrrrns.-Any facility primarily designed to rapidly and
efficiently transport goods and passengers between towns and/or regions.

R¡snrarvcr.-The ability of a system, community, region or society erposed to hazards to resist, absorb,
accommodate to and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through the
preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and functions.

Rrpanr¡N Burrtn.-A vegetated area (a "buffer strip") near a stream, usually forested, which helps shade and
partially protect a stream from the impact of adjacent land uses. It plays a key role in increasing water quality in
associated streams, rivers, and lakes, thus providing environmental benefits. With the decline of many aquatic
ecosystems due to agricultural production, riparian buffers have become a very common conservation practice
aimed at increasing water qualþ and reducing pollution.

Rrvrn Connroon.-The land area adjacent to a river that is required to accommodate the dimensions, slope,
planform, andbuffer of the naturally stable channel, and necessaryto maintain or restore fluvial equilibrium
conditions and minimize fluvial erosion hazards, as delineatedbytheAgency of Natural Resources in accordance
with river corridor protection procedure.

Stcor¡env on A¡crrr-enn Rn:ranr..-A business whose primary use is not retail sales, but contains a retail
component that is clearly secondary to the primary use. Examples include (but are not limited to), eye doctor's
offices, veterinarian's offices, small engine repair shop, manufacturer's with a small showroom, etc.

Snnv¡cn Busrwuss.-Any establishment whose primary activity is the provision of assistance, as opposed to
products, to individuals, business, industry, government, and other enterprises.

Srranr Gnowrrr PruNcrpns.-Growth that:

a. Maintains the historic development pattern of compact village and urban centers separated by rural
countryside;

b. Develops compact mixed-use centers at a scale appropriate for the community and the region;

c. Enables choice in modes of transportation;

d. Protects the state's important environmental, natural and historic features, including natural areas, water
quality, scenic resources, and historic sites and districts;

e. Serves to strengthen agricultural and forest industries and minimizes conflicts of development with these

industries;

f. Balances growth with the availability of economic and efficient public utilities and services;

g. Supports a diversity of viable businesses in downtowns and villages;

h. Provides for housing that meets the needs of a diversity of social and income groups in each community;
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i. Reflects a settlement pattern that, at full build-out, is not characterized by:

. Scattered development located outside of compact urban and village centers that is excessively land
consumptive;

. Development that limits transportation options, especiaþ for pedestrians;

. The fragmentation of farm and forest land;

. Development that is not serviced by municipal infrastructure or that requires the extension of municipal
infrastructure across undeveloped lands in a manner that would extend service to lands located outside
compact village and urban centers;

. Linear development along well-traveled roads and highways that lacks depth, as measured from the
highway.

Sorr.s, Pn¡unnv AcRTcIILTURAL.-A farmland soils map unit that the Natural Resources Conservation Service
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (NRCS) has identified and dotormined to have a rating of prime or statewide
significance. For the purpose of this Plan Prime Agricultural Land is slmonymous with this definition.

Sons, Pnooucrrvn Fonrsr.-Those soils which are not primary agricultural soils but which have a reasonable
potential for commercial forestry and which have not been developed. In order to qualify as productive forest soils,
the land containing such soils shall be of a size and location, relative to adjoining land uses, natural condition,
and ownership pattems so that those soiis wili be capable of supporting or contributing to a commercial forestry
operation. Land use on those soils may include commercial timber hai-vesting and specialized forest uses such as

maple sug¿r or Christmas tree production.

Souncr PnorncrroN ARra (SPA).-The surface and subsurface area surrounding a public water source system,
through which contaminants are likely to move toward and reach the water well or well-field during normal
pumping activity. Synonymous with "Wellhead Protection Area" (WHPA). Most often delineated by the Vermont
Department of Health.

Sprcr¡r Fr.ooo Hrzenn Anra.-Synon]¡rnous with "area of special flood hazard". The floodplain within a

community subject to a r percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year. This area is usually labeled Zone
A, AO, AH, AE, or Ar-3o in the most current flood insurance studies and on the maps published by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency. Please note, where floodways have been d.etermined they may be shown on
separate map panels from the Flood Insurance Rate Maps.

Spnewr.-Dispersed auto-dependent development occurring outside of compact urban andvillage centers, along
highways, and in rural countryside. Sprawl is typically characterized by:

a. Excessive land consumption;

b. Low densities in comparison with older centers;

c. Lackof choice inwaysto travel;

d. Fragmented open space, wide gaps between development and a scattered appearance;

e. Lack of choice in housing types and prices;

f. Separation ofuses into distinct areas;

g. Repetitiveone-storydevelopment;

h. Commercial buildings surroundedby acres of parking;

i. Lack of public spaces and community centers.

Srnrp DpwsloplvtnNr.-Linear commercial development along an arterial highway leading from an urban or
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village center or connecting two centers. Strip development has many characteristics, not all of which need to occur
for strip development to be present. The characteristics of strip development include, but are not limited to, the
following:

a. Use of individual curb cuts for each project along the highway;

b. Lack of connections between the projects, except for the highway connection;

c. One-storybuildings containing a single type of use;

d. Little to no pedestrian circulation between projects on the strip;

e. Accessibility of individual projects primarily to automobiles;

f. Separation ofprojects byparking lots;

g. Individual project design, signage, lighting, parking, and landscaping; lack of coordination between projects
concerning these items, causing cluttered appearance;

h. Narrow depth and broad street frontage of project parcels to take advantage of elçosure on the arterial
highway.

Sussrelvtr¡l R¡crowan In¡pacr.-A threshold for review under Act 2So and precedence of this Regional Plan as

defined in Section XIV(A) of this Plan under the authority of V.S.A Title 24, Chapter nZ S+gq,Sa(ry).

Stnucruns.-An assembly of materials for occupancy or use.

Thx INcnrMËNT Fnvervcrrvc (TlF).-Provides authorityfor municipalities to bond for indebtedness due to
infrastructure improvements within a TIF District.

Tn¡rvsn Drvnropurlvr Pr.aN (TDP).-A regionally developed transit plan approved by the Agency of
Transportation which outlines passenger transportation needs and quality of service in the region. The TDP's
goals are to be incorporated into the Transportation Elements of Regional Plans prepared by regional planning
commissions.

Tn¡NsponrerroN fupnovrurNT Pnoenarw (TIP).-A staged, multi-year, intermodal program of
transportation projects, funded by the Federal Highway Administration or Federal Transit Administration, which
are consistent with the Statewide Long Range Transportation Plan and its planning processes.

Tnevrrun Sunwrcrs.-Establishments whose primary purpose is to assist road travelers. These establishments
would provide easy access to fuel, prepared food, restroom facilities, commuter parking, lodging or travel
information. Establishments that fall under this definition do not include primary or principal retail establishments
such as supermarkets, hardware stores, dry-goods stores, pharmacies or big box stores.

Rnsouncn-B¡snn Couu¡ncul Usrs.-Such things as sawmills, quarries, and sandpits, outdoor recreation,
nurseries, and agricultural product processing. These are dependent on resources at the site or coming from Rural
Areas of Forest-based Resource Areas and may include retail ofproducts produced on site.

Uurvr,ns¡l Dxsrcr.-Universal design is the design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to
the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design

UtvNarun¡r. Couvrnsrow.-Man-made successional changes inphysical orbiologic communities such as logging,
development, mining, reduction of habitat continuþ or composition or other actions altering the natural process of
ecological change normally occurring in an area.

Wttr-¡xo.-Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration
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sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence ofvegetation typically adapted
for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.

Womroncs ffousr¡ùc.-Affordable housing that is in close proximþ to employment centers, and is typically
associated with members of t'he cornmunity who are gainfuþ employed in roles that may require advanced
certification or degrees, including police officers, nurses anti other medical staff, and school teachers.
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NORWICH Changes to: US 5 South
Current Area 12017 ADOPTED): lnterchange
NewArea (2019 PROPOSED): Mixed Use
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NCRWIùH Changes to: US 5 South
Gurrent Area (2017 ADOPTED): lnterchange
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Towr'¡ o¡' NoRWtcH

PLANNING & ZONING

TO: Herb Durfee, Town Manager
FROM: Rod Francis, Planning Director
RE: Draft TRORC Town Plan
DATE: 0612012019

KEY POINTS

The 2019 Drafr Regional Plan:
o Deletes the mapped interchange area (l-C Area) and specific text describing the Nonrrrich interchange area. Converts the Lewiston neighborhood from l-C Area to Rural
. Adds a Mixed Use Area along Rte. 5 S
o Relies on definitions and policies for Rural and Mixed Use Areas to provide development parameters.

Neither of these regional land use categories correspond closely with existing Nonrich zoning
. lncreases potential for residential development

INTRODUCTION

In Vermont a Regional Planning Commission (RPC) has the statutory authority to make regional land use policy.
They create this policy in a similar way to towns when they draft town plans, Statute requirãs both bodies to usä
essentially the same planning process which meets specified mÍnimum standards of data collection and analysis, and
public and stakeholder outreach, including the opportunity to comment on a draft of the plan in duly wamed public
hearings. The Town of Noruvich has an interest in how the proposed changes to the TRORC Regional Plan effect
potential development in the subject areas. As a stakeholdet the Town of Non¡vich can comment on the proposed
2019 TRORC Regional Plan (TRORC Plan) by Juty 1 1.

The focus of this memorandum is on the Land Use chapter of the proposed plan, specifically Mixed Use (see TRORC
Plan p35) and Rural Areas (see TRORC Plan, p42). The key difference between the current plan and the proposed
plan is that Nonrich, along with some other towns previously covered by the interchange policy are no longer
covered by the interchange policy (see TRORC Plan, p36). ln Norwich these two regional land use designations
replace the'interchange policy'of the previous plan, The new plan contains policies and definitions of terms (such as
'rural area', 'mixed use' and 'principal retail'). Broadly speaking there is now more scope for housing development in
the subject area than the existing plan provided for.

Exrsrlruc Poucy
Noruvich has a mapped lnterchange area with a prescribed range of land uses. This policy is applied to some, but not
all, interstate interchanges in the TRORC region, The policy describes land uses focused on transportation/travel
services (although a town could be more restrictive in terms of specific uses), Key is the exclusion of 'principal retail'
as a use. The purpose of this policy is to direct most retail to other land use districts such as designated village
centers and growth centers (Hartford is a designated growth center).

Pnoposeo Pottcy'

llere is no longer specific language or a mapped "interchange area" for Nonuich. Rather, the approach in the 201g
TRORC Plan is to identify a new "Mixed Use" district running south from Route 10 along Route 5 (see attached map).
The Lewiston neighborhood is re-assigned to "RuralArea" as is the land on the western side of Route 5 South from 

'

approximately King Arthur Flour to just south of Hopson Rd. Of note is that Foggs lumberyard and hardware (the
most southerly parcel in Nonryich on the eastern side of Route 5) has been added to Hartford Growth Center Area
(see map), although as a lumberyard it is a type of commercial establishment permitted in a mixed use area.

P.O. BOX 376 NORWICH, W 05055 I 802 649-1419 x4 I ptanner@norwich.vt.us



The TRORC Plan contains the following definitions:
MIXED usE AREA - the future land use area ... with a mixture of existing uses that is served by state
highways, and is appropriate for recreational facilities, higher intensity residential, light
industrial/manufacturing, land intensive commercial uses and use not appropriate for the core of downtowns
and villages, such as lumberyards, nurseries, warehouses and kennels. Principal retail is not allowed in this
area.
RURAL AREA - future land use area identified as such in the Regional Land Area map and is a regional land
use designation.
PRINCIPAL (eruunnv) RETAIL - the supply of merchandise or wares to the end consumer for use off site.
Examples include (but are not limited to) supermarkets, hardware stores (without lumberyards), dry good
stores, pharmacies, big box stores etc. Principal retail does not include online sales with no product òn site,
land intensive and resource based commercial uses, restaurants, retail as a home occupation, or secondary
retail.

Existing Nonryich Zoning Districts have not corresponded closely to these definitions, or the associated policies, The
Lewiston neighborhood is zoned village Residential. Lands to the east of Rte. 5 S are zoned Commercial/lndustrial.
Lands to the west are zoned Rural Residential. Under statute towns mayhave more restrictive development controls
(i.e. a nanower set of permitted and conditional uses) than regional future land use areas but cannotbe more
permissive.

ln larger-scale projects where there is a statutorily defined regional impact RPCs have party status to Act 250
proceedings. Under Act 250 the future land use policies, map and definitions prevail over local plans and zoning
regulations when there is a substantial regional impact. TRORC uses eight criteria that are reviewed to determine if a
development will result in substantial regional impact (see TRORC plan p213-2ls).

NoRwrcx Respo¡¡se
The Town could pursue one or more of the following possible options:

No comment

Limited comment in support of removing the interchange area in Noruvich

Suggest more clarity about scale of residential development in rural areas
Suggest more flexibility around retail uses in the mixed use district when combined with residential
development

Suggest more attention to neighborhood amenity (including retail) in mixed use development
Request a review of regional future land use area designations for Nonuich to better reflect existing land use
development pattems, and align with the Town's ongoing planning efforts

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

I will be available at the Selectboard meeting in June 26 to answer questions from the Board.
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May 24,2019 William J. Dodge
Tel: (802) 864-8395
wdodge@drm.com

Parties Entitled to Notice Pursuant to 30 V.S.A. $ 2a8a(e) and Procedures Order
AT&T Mobilþ: Attachment on Replacement Utility Pole

Lary Lane, Norwich, Vermont 0505 5

AT&T Site Name: Small Cell RCTB-00077:Lary Lane, Norwich, Vermont
6O-DAY ADVAI\CE NOTICE

Dear Recipients:

Our firm represents New Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC dlbla AT&T Mobility (*AT&T") in connection

with a proposal to replace an existing utilþ pole owned by Green Mountain Power ("GNæ"¡ located in

the right-of-way along Lary Lane, Norwich, Vermont with a new taller utility pole (the "Pole"), and

install wireless communications equipment on the Pole (the "Facilþ" or "Project"). The Pole has the

following coordinates: latitude 43.714818"N and longitude 72.307754'W. AT&T refers to this project as

RCTB_00077 (the "Propert¡/" or "Site"). The Pole sits in a parking lot area off of Carpenter Street lLary
Lane, and is located just outside the limits of the Norwich Village Historic District where most of the

municipal civic buildings and several shops are located (see map from the Agency of Commerce and

Community Development atlas, below).
' 

,- 1\'u, Pursuant to 30 V.S.A. $ 248a, this letter is intended to provide 60 days advance

I i notice to Town of Norwich Selectboard and Planning Commission (the'oTown"),

; i._.*,.,, Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission (the "RPC"), and adjoining
i) - J landowners, that AT&T intends to submit a petition to the Vermont Public Utility

;-: 4!rch'r Commission ("PUC') for approval to install the Facilþ at the Site. Attached as
''' rt i Exhibit A to tiris notice is astatement that itemizes the rights and opportunities
t , i available to the Town and RPC pursuant to $$ 248a(c)(2), (e)(2), (m), (n) and (o).

-.-_ -) This letter is also being f,rled electronically with the PUC via its ePUC system, which

will provide notice to the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, the Vermont Department of Public

Service, the Vermont Division for Historic Preservation, and the Vermont Agency of Transportation
(collectively, the "Advance Notice Parties").

This notice provides a description of the Facility and its anticipated impacts. This notice also describes

the process for PUC review of petitions submitted under $ 248a, in addition to the rights of the regional

and local planning commissions, municipal legislative bodies, and adjoining landowners to comment on

the Project.

AT&T's petition will be filed pursuant to the PUC's "Sixth Amended Order implementing standards and

procedures for issuance of a certificate of public good for communications facilities pursuant to 30 V.S.A.

$248a," dated September2l,2018 (the "Procedures Order"). The Procedures Order, as well as more

information concerning review of communications projects under 30 V.S.A. $ 248a, is available at the

PUC's office in Montpelier and on its website: http://puc,vermont.gov/.



Al'&'l'Small Cell
Lary Lane, Norwich, Vermont (RCTB-00077)
IN4.ay 24,2019
Page2

il. Proicct l)escrintion

,r. . t ir.'1

,i,''1 ¡.

AT&T is licensed by the Federal Communications Commission to provide multiple technologies in

Vermont, including long-term evolution wireless broadband internet service. AT&T is improving and

enhancing its voice and data network in the state through deployment of technology generally known as

"small cells," used to address capacity issues at specific locations. Small cell technology is especially

helpful to remedy connectivity issues experienced in more heavily populated areas or during certain high

network traffic periods. The Project will improve capacity in and around Williston Road in South

Burlington and the surrounding areas.

The proposed Facility will consist of the following components:

A. Replacement of the existing 32' 4" aboveground level ("AGL") utility pole with a new 38' ó" utility
pole;

B. Install one (1) canister antenna, measuring approximately 2' 1" in height and 10", to be

mounted on top of the Pole, with the top of the antenna extending to 4T' 7" AGL;

C. lnstall a Pole-mounted equipment cabinet measuring approximately 3' 3" in height and 1' 11"

in width at a height of 12' 9"AGL; and

D. Appropriate grounding and utility connections under the Pole to be used in connection with operation

of the wireless facility.

Each feature of the Facility is described and depicted in more detail on the Site Plan attached as Exhibit

B. The Project will result in less than 10,000 square feet of permanent earth disturbance. The width of
the Pole will not be more than}}'wider than the existing pole, and will have an overall height less than

200' AGL. Consequently, the Project qualifies as a "Project of Limited Size and Scope," as defined in 30

v.S.A. $ 2a8a@)(3).

In selecting to undertake the Project, AT&T has analyzed whether there are existing structures in the area

to be served that could be used for the antennas and equipment without replacing the existing pole. For

various reasons, none of the existing telecorntnurications facilities in the area will allow AT&T to meet

its objectives of meeting its customers' needs and planning for future growth of the network in the area to

be served by the Project.

m. Process for Review of Communications Facilities under 30 V.S.A. $ 248a

Pursuant to 30 V.S.A. $ 248a, the PUC may grant a certificate of public good for construction or

installation of one or more telecommunications facilities that are to be interconnected with other

telecommunications facilities proposed or already in existence if, after review of the project, the PUC

finds that the facilities will promote the general good of the state consistent with the policies relating to

providing improved telecommunications technology to all Vermonters articulated by 30 V.S.A. $

202c(b\.

]r:io¡r:s
iì¡¡hiin

ivlariir ,'r ,
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AT&T Small Cell
Lary Lane, Norwich, Vermont (RCTB-00077)
May24,2019
Page 3

Among the criteria considered by the PUC in evaluating each facilþ under 30 V.S.A. $ 248a is whether

the project is consistent with the recommendations of selectboa¡ds, municipal planning commissions and

regional planning commissions. In turn, those recommendations can be based on town / regional plans, as

well as telecommunications provisions in local zoning bylaws or a stand-alone ordinance. 30 V.S.A. $

2aSa@)(2). Based on a review of the relevant municipal and regional planning documents, AT&T
believes that the Project is consistent with the applicable substantive criteria.

a. Norwich Town Plan

The Norwich Town Plan, adopted July 11, 2018, recognizes that cell phone service and high-speed

internet access have become a necessity in our lives, just as electricþ and the telephone were in the early
part ofthe last century. Town Plan at 8-7. "The availabilþ of cell service (which often also delivers
Internet access) and broadband intemet access are services providing important benefits to residents

including safety and security, education, economic, health monitoring, entertainment, etc." Town Plan at

8-7. The Town Plan indicates that the Town should continue to support these services while minimizing
the adverse visual impact of the towers, antennas and wires to the extent possible.

To that end, the Project furthers these goals and objectives insofar as the Facilþ will enhance the

availability and quality of AT&T wireless coverage in the Town. The use of a slightly taller utility pole

within the existing parking lot as the support structure achieves the Plan's goal of locating additional
telecommunications infrastructure while minimizing the aesthetic and environmental impact of such new

development.

b. Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regíonal PIan

The Project is consistent with the Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Plan, adopted July 26,2017 and
eflective August 31,2017 (the "Regional Plan"). The Regional Plan recognizes that wired and wireless

telecommunications have become increasingly important to the economic needs of the residents and

businesses in the region. Regional Plan at 287. The Regional Planning Commission states that "[it] is

highly supportive of efforts to expand broadband access provided that the infrastructure required does not
have an undue adverse impact on the rural character of our communications." Regional Plan at290. The
Regional Plan sets forth policies that focus on reducing the impacts of siting in the region, and identifies
co-location on existing structures as an important tool. Regional Plan at290-293.

The Project advances these goals by improving public access to reliable, high quality broadband internet

service without adversely impacting the County's scenic and environmental qualities. The small cell
Facilþ will improve connectivþ for AT&T userso and "densifr" AT&T's network service by bringing it
"closef'to its users, in particular along the civic building area of the town (i.e., Main and Church streets).

The Project also allows AT&T to prepare for implementation of newer technologies-including 5G

capabilities, 'osmart cities" and new developments in the Internet of Things ("IoT").

VI. Opportunit],to Comment Contact for More Information

As a recipient of this notice, you will be notified when the petition is filed with the PUC, which will be at

least 60 days from the above date. Once AT&T's petition has been accepted for filing by with the PUC,
any interested person may submit comments and seek to intervene in the proceeding within 30 days of the

receipt of the notification that the petition has been filed.

Dowi'ls
Rachlin
Marlitr i'r ,-

Business Sense .Legol lngenuity



AT&T Small Cell
Lary Lane, Norwich, Vermont (RCTB_00077)
IÙ[ay24,2019
Page 4

Should you have any questions relating to the Project, please direct all inquiries and/or comments to

Nicole Caplan-Mason at (978) 284-3906, or email to ncaplan@empiretelecomm.com. I can be reached

at the telephone number and/or email provided in the letterhead above.

We look forward to your review and recommendation, and thank you in advance for your attention to this

important project.

Sincerely,

Willil*rn-l-Ðodg€-,Esq-

Enclosures

cc: Service List

¿f
-,- l,". ./

Green Mountain Power Corporation, Athr: Kate McClallen (via electronic mail)
Nicole Caplan-Mason and Rossana Ferrante, Empire Telecom (via electronic mail)

Ðowns
Rachlin
Mar'¡n;¡

Bus¡ness Sense. Legol lngenuity



AT&T Small Cell
Lary Lane, Norwich, Vermont (RCTB_00077)
l:Ù'fay 24,2019
Page 5

MI]NICIPAL A¡iD REGIONAL REPRESENTATTVES / OFFICIALS

ADJOIT\TING LAI\II)OTVI\TERS ('A4 T/.S. ¡¿41¿ ON¿I¡I

ViaUS Maíløndemail
Norwich Selectboard
Attn: John Pepper, Chair
300 Main Street, PO Box 376
Norwich VT 05055
Selectboard@norwich.vt.us

Vìa US Maíl and emøíI
Norwich Planning Commission
Attn: Jaci Allen, Chair
300 Main Street, PO Box 376
Norwich VT 05055
manager-assistant@norwich.vt. us

Via US Møíl and emaíl
Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission
Attn: Kevin W. Geiger, AICP, CFM, Senior
Planner
128 King Farm Road
Woodstock, VT 05091
kgeiger@trorc.org

Parcel ID:20-223-000

8 Carpenter LLC
PO Box 621
Norwich, VT 05055-0621

Parcel ID: 20-214-0 I 0 Condo

Katzenj ammer Properties LLC
c/o Bruce D. Macleod
PO Box 1623
Norwich, VT 05055-1623

Parcel ID 20-21 4-020 Condo

Janet Flanders
317 Hopson Road
Norwich, VT 05055

Parcel ID: 20-214-030 Condo

1820 House-Norwich LLC
Po Box 1439
Norwich, VT 05055-1439

Parcel D: 20-214-040 Condo

William H. Bender
1190 Turnpike Road
Norwich, VT 05055

Parcel ID:20-228-000

Ledyard National Bank
38 South Main Street
Hanover, NH 03755

Parcel D:20-229-000

Sudlow LLC
PO Box 111

Hanover, NH 03755

Parcel D:20-224-000

Happy Hill Partners LLC
5 Happy Hill Road
Norwich, VT 05055

Ðowns
Fachl!n
lvlarlin '',....'

Bus¡ness Sense .Legql lngenuily



AT&T Small Cell
Lary Lane,Norwich, Vermont (RCTB_00077)
M;ay24,2019
Page 6

STATE OFFICIALS

Vcrmont Public Utility Commission
tuíaePACl

Vermont Agency of Transporüation
$ìa ePUA

Vermont Agency of Natural Resources
(vía ePUC)

Vermont Division for Historic Preservation
(víaePUA

Vermont Department of Public Service
(vta ePUA
t9289527.2

Downs
Rachlin
fi,4at'tin ,', i.,--

Business Sense. Legol lngenuily



Exhibit A

30 V.S.A. $ 248a(e) Statement of Riehts ¿nd Opnortunities

Pursuant to $g 248a(c)(2), (e)(2), (m), (n), (o), and (p), for the municipality and planning
region in which the proposed facility is located, municipal legislative bodies and municipal
/ regional planning commissions have the rights and opportunities listed below.

o Substantial deference will be given to duly adopted municipal or regional plans,
and any recommendations conceming those plans.

o With respect to municipal legislative bodies and municipal planning commissions,
nothing shall prevent you from basing your recommendation(s) on an ordinance
adopted pursuant to 24 V.S.A., ç 2291(19) or a bylaw adopted under 24 V.S.A.,
chapter l17.

o A letter from your entity I organization will create a rebuttable presumption with
the Vermont Public Utility Commission ("PUC') respecting compliance with the
applicable plans.

o Municipal officials may request that the Petitioner attend a public meeting within
the 60-day notice period, before the Petitioner submits its Petition.

o Municipal officials may also request that an official from the Vermont Departrnent
of Public Service ("Department") attend a public hearing during the 60-day notice
period. The Departrnent, if in attendance, shall consider any comments made and
information obtained at the meeting in making its recommendation to the PUC on
the petition, and on whether to retain additional personnel to evaluate the project.

o Municipal legislative bodies and municipal planning commissions may, at the
commencement of the 60-day notice process, request that the Department, at

'Petitioner's expense, retain experts and other personnel tu provide information
essential to full consideration of the petition.

o Municipal legislative bodies and municipal planning commissions have the right to
appear and participate on any petition seeking a certificate of public good.

r The PUC is required to consider your comments or recommendation(s) when
deciding to issue or deny a certificate of public good for the project and shall
include a detailed written response to each of recommendation.

o You may learn more about the $ 248a process from the Guide to the 248a process
þr Sitíng and Construction of Telecommunícations Fqcilítíes, published pursuant
ta 248afft), at the Vermont Department of Public Service, I 12 State Street,
Monþelier, VT, or by visiting http://publicservice.vermont.gov/telecom/. You may
request a copy by mail by calling the Department at (802) 823-281l.

o Additional documents available on the PUC's website to agsist you with this
prccess include the following: r,,

o A Citizen's Guide to the Public Utíltty Commission, available at:
ht4rs://puc.vermont.gov/documenfcitizen-guide-public-utilit)¡-eommission.

o Public Particípation and Interventíon in Proceedings Beþre the Publíc
Utílity Commission, available at:

o https://puc.vermont.gov/documenVpublic-participation-and-intervention-
proceedin gs-public-utility-commission.

o http : //puc.vermont. gov/document/s ection-2 4 I a-pro c edures

188s7778.1
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SCOPE OFWORK
IHI$ ¡S NO I AÑ ÀLL INCLUS¡W LISI CONÌMÔTOR SHAL 1]T¡IIÆ SPÊC¡Fl€O ECIIPTE NI PAI
OR €NGINEER ÀPPROV€Ð €OUIVÀENI CONMCÍOR S4LI GRIFY AL NEEOEO EOIJIPMÊN'
TOPROVDÊÀ FUNCTO& SIIE frE PRO]E6TGENEWIY CONSISISOF IHE FOLLOWNG

PROPOSEONOOE WOR
. AÐ0 (1)PRoPOSEDNTÊNMMOUN¡NG 8tuC(EI. 400 (1)PROPoSEDGAtRONICS Go2412-t63t3NreNM
' 400 (1)PROPOSEoERCSSON39]ñCHMÀCROSHROUo
. 400(1)PROPOSED&úP?-POLEoISCONNECIWn{3)?OSP2+OLEB*AÉRS. A0O(1)PROPOSEDMEERWIHMAINEYPASS
. Â00{2)PRôPOSÉo2]NCHU6!ÂruS
. A0Ð (1)PROPOSEoUv&80 1-t{MlN SGEo|jLE4)Þrc CONOTJ|I

' trMOW EX|SÎNG P&E ANo ruPUCE WIH {l ) PRæOgÉD POLE

DO NOT SCALE DRAWINGS
CONNACIOR SHAL VERFY ÀL PLANó & EXSIING OiM€NSIONS ¿ CdÞITIONS ON ft€
JOB SIE ¿ SIAL IMMEO¡AÎEIY NONFY ftE ARCHIIECT OR ÉNGINÊÉA ¡N WRITING OF NY
DISCREPANOES BÉFORE PROCÊËDINGWB ÈE WOR( OR BE RESPONS'BLE FORS&Ë
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTON

1 FOR IHE PJRPSÊ f CftSIRUCTION DRAWNGS, rt€ FOLL'JWre OIFIN]T '}S SH&L

. CONÍRACTOTCM-AT&TWRELESS

. GENERALqJNnACTÕR- TBD

. .JWER.AI&TWreL€Ss
2 ALL S E WORK SHALL BE CälPLEÎÊD AS ]NOICATO ON IHE DilWNGS NO AI&I

SPEC]F]CAIONS PROJECI
3 CùRACÎOR SilALL VISIÍ 'frÊ SITE ANO SH&L FAMILIÆ ZE THEMSEIF WTH ALL

CfrOl'N'JNS AFFÊCIING fHE PROP'JSEO WMK ND SHAL ffiKE PRÔVISIONS
CilNACIOR SIALL 8E RESPùSl8IÉ FON FMIIÆIZNG THEMSELF WTH fL DONTMCI
OOCUMÉNTS, F¡ELO ÇONOIII'AS, DIMENSIONS, NO CONF]RM NG frAT TSE WqRKMAY BE
ACCOMPLISHEO AS SflOWN PRIOR TO PROCËEOING WTH CONSTRUCIION ANY
OISCREPANøES SNAIL BE EROUGHT TO THEATÊNÍION 

'J 
IHE ENGINEER PROR T'J fr€

CWMENCÊMENI S WONK
4 ALL MAftRI{S FIRN]SI€ONO INSIALLEO SHALL A€ IN SIRICÍACCOROANCE WA ÀL

ÆPLICÆLE CT,ES. REGULATIdS. NÐ.JRDINNCES ccJNfRAcfoR SHALL ISSUE Æ.1
APPROPRIAE NOTICES ND COMPLY W Tll ALL LAWS,.TRD|NANCÉS_ RULES. fficULATtONS.
ANÐ IAWFUL ORDEAS q ANY PUSLIC AJIHÔRIry REGÆOING THE PENFüMANCE G

5 ALT WffiK CARNIÊD OUT SH&L ÇÊUPLY W]Tts ÀL ÆPLICAELE M ]NICIPAL AND UIILI fl
CdPAW SPECIF|CAN'}S ANÐ Lü& J!RSOICTIONAI C')OES, ffiÛINNCES. ND
ÆPLICÆLE REGULATSS

6 UNLE SS NOTED OIHERW SE. THE WORK SIALL INCLUD€ F URNI SH] NG MATER1 ALS,
E.lllPMENT.ÆPTJREWCES.No LÆ.JR NEcESSÆy TOCOMPLETE ÈL tSl{LAnùS
AS 1NOICAIED ON THE ORAWNGS

/ PLNS Æ€ NOl lrJ BE SCALED THESE PLNS ÆE tNl€NOEÞ lO BE À D|AGMMMI|C
ÙTL¡N€ ONIY UNLESS OfrERWIS€ NOTED D MÊNSI$S SHOWN ARE T'JFIN]SH
SURFACÉs UNIESS 

'Jfr€RW]SE 
N'JTEÓ SPACING BEMEN EOU]PMÊNTIS THE MINIMUM

RÉQI]REOCLEMCE frEËF.JRÊ,IIIS cRLTICA IoFIELovËEFY DIMENSIqNS,
SHOI]LO THERE BENY ÙESTIONSFEGArc NÊ ftEC!}TMCTDOCUMENIS THË
CCNRACT'JR SH{L BE RESFfrSIBLE FTJR OBIAINING A CLÑIF¡CAT1ù FROM frE
ENG¡NE€R PRIÚR IO PROC€€ÐING WIH ft€ WORK OEfAILS ÆE ] NTENOEO TO SHOW
OESIGN INTENÌ MOOIFICATONS MAY BÊ NE'NIñED IOS'JII JO8 OIMÊNSIONS OR
C'}OIIONS NO SUCH MOO¡F¡CAIIONS $!AL 8E INCLUOEO Æ PÆT OF W'NK NO
PREPAreO 8Y IHE ENGINEÊRPRIOR TÛPRÚCEEDING WTH WffiK

, ftÊ CONTMCTOR SHALL IÑSIAL AIL EQJIPMENT ANO MATENITS ¡N ACCORÛANCE W Ih
MANUFACT¡JRER'5 RECOMMENOAT¡'JNS UNL€SS SPECIFICALLY SIATEO Of HERW SE

9 IF ]HE SPECIF]ED EqLIÊMENTCANNoTBE INST&LÉD As SH.JWN oN ÊEsE oRAw NGs.
IHÊ CONIMCTOR StsALL PROP'$E N ALIERNA1IVE IÑSTALAÍIOÑ SPACE FM
APPROV{ 8Y frE gNGINEER PRtæ T.rPR._çEÊDlN(ì

1Ù GENEñAL CONTMCIoR SHALBE ËSP.,NSI8LÊ F.-ìR THE sÆEry tr woRK AREA,
ADJACENÍAREN AND SUILD|NG.JCCUPANTS frAtARÊ LtKELy I.rBE ÆFECTEo By ÍHE
W*K IJNDER frtS CONT&CI W.JRK SHALLCONF nM TOALL OSilREOJ¡REMENTS AND
THE LODAL JURISOiCf]!IN

11 CWTRACI(IR ShAL CæRDINAru W*K ND SCIiEDULE WORKACIIVT¡ES WTH OIHER
ûlscrPLtNEs

12 ERECIION SHALL BE D'¡E N A WORKMNLIKE MNNER 8Y COMPÊTÊNI EXPER NCED
W'fKù1AN INACCORDNCE WTH APPL¡CÆIË COOES AND ÊE BESTACCÊPreD
PRACTICE {L MEMBËNS SHALL BE LAIO PLIJMB ANO IRLIE Æ INO CAT€O ù THE
DRAWNGS.

13 WORK PREVI'-USLY COMPLElEO IS REPRESENED FY LI6HÍ SHAOED LINESND NOÍES
IHE SCOPE 

'F 
WqK Fq frIS PROJECTIS REPRESENTED 8Y DARK SHÆEO IIN€S NO

NOIES CT,'NRACÍCIR SHAL NOIIFY IHE coNRcIoR oF NY ExLsTING coNDIloNs
IAATOEVIAIÊ TRd IÈE DRAWINGS FRIOR I'JBEGINNJNG CONSTRUCIIS

]4 CSIRACIOR SHALL PAOV]DE WRIÍÍEN ÑOIICE IO ft€ COÑSTRICTION MNAGER €
EOIRS PRLOR TOCOMMENCEMENfOF W'SK

15 IHE GENEru CñNACIM SHALL PR'-IIECT UISNNG IMPROV€MENTS, PAVÊMENÎS.
CUR8S, LNO*APING NÜ SIRUCruffiS ANY OAMAGÊO PÆÎS SHALL 8E REPARED AT
CSIRACIOR'S EXFENSE TO THÊ SAIISFÀCTION OF ftE OWNER

16 ßE GENEML CùRACTOF SHALL CONTACILTILtn LQCAÍNG SERVTCES PRIOR tcj THE
s1ÆT S CONSnUCÌAN

17 CSTRACTOR SHALL C'TRÐ]NATEND Ñ1AINTAN ÀæÊSS FOR[L fRÐÊS ND
CùTRACTORS IO fHE SITE ANDIOñ BUILOING

18 IHE GENEM! C.ATRACIffi SMLL 8E RESP.JNSIBLS F/jR sEcUR ry oF üE SIIE F..fi IHE
DIRAION ôF CONSIRTJCIcTN LTNItL JôB CSMPLEfteN

19 frE GEN€ilLCfiNACT* SüLL MANÎAIN IN GOOO CðOITION r-ìNÊ COWLEÍE SET OF
PLNS W]TH AL REVISIqS. ADOENDÀ, NO CHNGE GÐERS ON fHE PREMIS€SAI {L
IMES

2O fHE GENE& COTRACTG SIALL PROVIO€ PORIAELE FIRE ËXI]NGL]ISHERS Wff A
RAI]Nç OF NO¡ LESS'HN 2,AOT2,A 10.€ C ND SH{L BE Wfr]N 25 FEEI'J TNAVEL
O]STSCE TO &L PONÌIONS OF WHERÊ ÊE WORK IS 8ÊING COMPLETÊD OIJR¡NG
c4slRlc¡s.

21 &L EXISTINGACNVE SEW€R. WÀTER, GAS. ELECNC. ANO OfrER UTILIIIES SHIL 6E
PROI€CIEO AIALL ÌMES. NO WEre RE']UIRÊD F* fSE PROPÊR ÊXECUTI'JN OF BÊ
WæK. SHALL BE REL@ÀTEÐ ÀS DIRECÍED 8Y IHE ÊNGINEER EXIRÊME cÂttTlrlN
SH.JULD 8E USED ry frE GEN€RAL CONTnACTORWHEN EXCAVAI NG ffi ORLLINÊ ptERS
ffiOUÑO gR NEÆ UTILIIIES GENEML æN1RACTÕR SHAIL PROVI OE SÆEil IRANING
FOR frE WSKING CREW, fr]S SHALL INCLUOE EUTNOT BE LIM|IED IO AI F{I
PR¡rlEc¡. . B) cLTNFTNEO SPA:E. c) ELECTÎ cAL SAFEa. aND o) nrrinlr; ¿
€xcAvAr4

22 {L EXSNNG NAC1IVE SEreR. WATER, GAS. ELECIRIC. ND OIHER UfILIIIES WHICH
¡NERÊ€RE W Tts BÊ ÊXECUTON 

'JF 
fHE WORK. SHIL 8€ REMryED CAPPEÛ. PLUGGEÐ

.f OIHEÂWS€ üISCONNECIO AI PqNTS WHIÇH WLL N'Jf INERFERE Wfr TNE
EXECUÎON OF fHE WOM. N DIR€CIEO 8Y THÊ RESPflSIBLE ENG]NEER, NO SUEJECÍ
lO IHE ÆPROVA OF ÊE WNER ND/m L.TCAL UftltTrÉs

23 IHE ARÊÀS OF HE WNERS PREERry DISI]RBEÐ BY B€ WORKNO N'Jf COVERED BY
frE POLE. EQLIPMENI fr ORVEWAY. SHAL BE GruED f'JA UNIFqM SLOFE, AND
SIÆILIUD TOPREWNI EROSION

25 GENÊRALCONfMCTÚRSH&LMINIM1ZE OLSTURBNC¡ TOIHE EXIôfINGSIT€ OIJRING
CñSTRI ICTI'JN. ENOSON C'JNROL MEASURÉS. IF re'I¡]IRED DURING CONSRIJCNÔÑ
SHÁLL 8Ê lN CONFGMANCE WÌH IHE FEDEru N0 L,)cA JUntSOtCrlON F lR ER.St.rN
AND SEOIMENT æNTR'A

26 NOF]LL (A EMEAKMNT MERI{ SHALL BE PLACEO ON FRT-IæN GROUNO FROãN
MAruN]ALS. SNtrOR]CE SHALL NOf 8Ê PLACËO IN ANY FIIL OREMBNKMENT

2i IHE SUBGRÆE S&L BE BROIJGHTlO ASM@IH UNIF*M GRÐE AND C/TPACÍEO TO
95 P€RCENTSlNDffiO PRÙCÍG OÉNS]il UNDER PAV€MENTNO STRUCruRESAND OOpEncENT srANDÆo FRoctG DEñsi fl N opEN spAc€ &L ffieucuEs rr pueL¡ç Rioit
tF WAY SHAL BE 8ÀCKFILLED WTH FLOWABLE FtLL OR.JfrER MERt[ PRE,æPROVE0
8'¡ THE LarCA JUR|SD|CtON

23 &L NECESSÆY NUEBISH. STUMPS, OEBR]S, SIICKS, SÌONES, ND OTHERREFUSE SHALL
BE REMOVED TNOM frE SITÊ NO OISPT,S€O ü IN ALAWIJL MANÊR

2g {L EROCHIRES æÊMIING NO MANIENNtr MANIJruS, CATA€S. SHæ OMW¡NGS.
&0.)THËRDTCUMENTS SHALLBE T¡JmEO OV€R TôrHE ùlNÌRACÍORÀT CùpL€TION
QF CONSIR¡JCION AND PRIOR TO PAYMÊNI

30 GÊNERACONIMCIÚRSHTLSI]AMIIACOMPLETE SETff ÂS€I]¡LIREDLINES IOINÊ
GEN€RA CONIMCÍÚR UPON CftPlENON OT FROJECTAND PfiIü IO FIN4 PAYMENI31 CÉNERAL C.JNTMCTOR SHÀLLL€AVE PREM|SES lN ACLEAN C. OltON

32 TH€ PROPßEo rACLL û WLLBE TINMANNED N0 OOES NOT REetiiRE p.)tABLE WAIER
OFSEÆRSERV]CE NÐISNOTFORNUMÑ ffiITAT(NOMNDICAP ACCESSRÊ'IUIREÜ)33 OæUPNCY IS L]M]TED TOPEFIOÐlC ÑlAINENANG NT INSPECT¡]N. APFNOXIMA1ÊLY 2
IIMES P€RMaJNfr, BY ATATTECHNTC¡NS

34 N.T.TUTOOR STORAGE OR S,iLtO WASTË C.TNTA|NFRS Æ€ pnæOSÊD
35 &LMA1ERIAL SH{L BE FURNISHEO NDWORK SH{L BE PFRFORMEO ]N ACCCIRÛANCE

Wfr ÌHE LATEST REV]SION AT&TMSlLIÛ GROUNDING STNDARÚ'TECIN]CAL
SPEqFTCAIù Fr* CùSTnrJCIct .rF GSWGPRS WreLESS StlES" NÐ,TECHNIüL
SPÊOFlCAl.^ Êq f AùLtry GR¡)UNOjNG" tN CÆÉ OF A C.-NFLtCT BEruEEN ffÊ
CSSTRUÇTION SPEC FtCAltil NO lhE DMWNGS. frE ORAWNGS SHALL CCTVERN3O GENERAL C')NTMCTORS SH&L BE ffiSPONSIBLE FON OBIANINGALPERM]TS ND
INSPECTIOÑS REOUIRÊD FORCONSIRUCION IF GENERA!C'NTRACIORCANNOT r-ETAN
APERMT. ÍHEY MUSTNOÍFY ffE C(ìNTRACIqR tMMED|ATELy

37 ôENEru CONÍMCT.TRSH{L REM.rvE ALL TRASH ANO O€BRS FnOM il€ S rE ONA
OAILY BÆIS

38 INFONMAIIÕN SHMN ON TB¿SE DMWNêS WAS T]BIAINÊO FR'-ìM SIIE VIS]IS ANO/OR
ORAWNGS PRryIDEO €Y THE SIrc OMER C'ATRACIORS SBALL NIIIIFY ItsE ENGINÊER
OF NY ÐISCREPANoES PRTOR Tr_, rnO€RLNG MATER{OR pR.rCEÊDtNG WTHcùstRilcltoN

39 NqWHITE STRÔBE LIISHTS ÆË PERMITTËD LLGATNG IF RE']!ÌREÛ,WILL MEETÊM
STANONDS AND REOUIR€M€NTS

ANTENNA MOUNTING

40 DESIÊN NO CONSÍRUCI. q ANTÊNNÀ SUPPORTS SH&L CONF.TRM fO CURRENI
NSIfrIÀ.222 ORAPPLICÆLE LæÀ CODES

41 ALL SÏEEL MAruRIÀS SruL 8Ê GALVANIU O AFIER FABRICAT'¡ IN ACCORONCE W TH
ÆTM A123"ZNC (H.-'lÐtP GAVNLZEO) CôAINGS tN lRù Nû STEEL PRO!|CTS..
UNIÊSS NOEÐ OTBERWSE

4¿ ALL 8OLIS. ANfrORSAND MISC€LIANË'IS HAROWARE SFIIL FÉ CALVNI4Þ IN
AæORDNCE W]'IH ASfr A1$ '2rc.C'JAIIN': (E'JÍ.D P) úN IR'JN ANO SIEEL HÆOWÆE .
l-TNLESS NOEú iIIHERWSE

43 DAMAGED GALVAIæD SURFACES SAALL 8E REPAruD BY ÇOLD G&VANI¿NG IN
AæL]RDANCE WII ASIM A?,Ù

4 ALLNÍENNA M'JIJNIS SBÆLBE INSTÆLEÛ WIß LæK NUTS, OOUBLE NLJIS AND SHALL
BE TGtrlED T.-ì MNUFACnTRER,S RÉCLTMMENûATONS

45 GENERALCONBCfOR SHALLINST{L ANIENMPERMNUTAÇTURËF'S
RECIIMMEñDAIr^ Fffi lNsr&LAION ND GROUNDTNG

46 {L UNUSEû P.nrS. AN NÌENNÆ SHALL BC TERMINATED Wfr A5!-OHM LW r.r
EÑSURE NIÊNNAS FERF(IRM AS OES¡CN€O

47 GENERA CONIMCT.JR SH&L REC.Jre fHE SERAL { sEcIÕR. AÑo PoS]ÎoN.-IF EAcH
ÀCruATOR INSTALLED A1 fHE ANTENNAS ND FROVIOE TIE NTORMAII!N IÕATôT

COLOR/TEXT INDEX

rl
f]f enocoseo new

ALL RF C.JNNÊCIIONS,,:RoI]ÑoING HÆOWÆE AND ATeNNAHARÛWARE sH{L MvÊ ÀloRr¡lE MmK tNSTALLE! rN A C(NftNUOUS STRAtcHT r U¡ rnoM eorH slo¿s o¡ rHË
C.TNNECIù

TOROUE REOUIREMENTS

48

A RF CONNECT|.^ 8r-,Tts SIÐES OÊ fHg Ø)NNÉcroR

NOTE
6ÊNERAL NOIESAPPLY IN ÁPPIICßLE SI¡JAìONS OÑLY

GR.JIJNDING AO NIENNAHÆOWÆE oN TtsÊ
ÊREAOS TÕ frË SOL D SIJRFACE TMMPLE OF
NT€NM SNACKETMEIAL

NJTSIDE SIÆIING FROM ftsE
S'NIÐ SIJRfACE GROUND BAR

CAELE MOUNTING

49 ryPÊS ANû StæS,T rHE ANIENNA OÆLE ÆE BASEO ON ESr MAÌEú LENGTHS pRtORlO
]RDERING OABL€ JNTRACTOR SHALL VERIÊY ACTUA LENGIH BASEO ÚN
OONSIRUCTION LAYOUTANO NOT]FY IHE PROJÊCT MNÀGÊR F ACTIJAL LENGTHS EXC€€D
ESIMAIED LENGfHS

50 &L AOMIAL CÆlE SHALL BE SECUREO fOIHE DES]GNFD SIJPP'JRI SMUCTURE IN N
fPRWEO MANNÊR, AI OISTANCES NOI IOEXOEEÐ 4.Ù" CC

51 GCN€ML CONTRACTffi SULL FOLLCWALL MANUFACruRÉR'S RECOMMENOÀIONS
REGÆD NG EOIH frE INSIALLATION NO GRruNDING OF ALLCOSIAL CABLES.
C.JNNECIÔRS, ANTENNAS. NO ALLoIHER EQUIPM€NT

52 GENËML CONTRACTTS SH&L GROUNÐ AL EOJIPM€NI INÇLI]O]NGAN]'EÑNAS, Rõ1
M'JTORS. TMA'S. COU CÆLÊS. AND reI CONTR'JL CÆLES AS ACITPLETE SYSIÊM
GRùINÐ]NG SH&L 8E ÊXECUTÊD 8Y qlAL FIED WreMEN IN CdPL NOE Wfr
MNUFACÏURËR'S SPECiF]CAlON ANÛ R€CÔVMENOAlIE

OENERAL CABLE AND EOUIPMENT NOES

GENEML CSTRACT'f SMLL 8E NESPùs BlE TCìVÊRlFY ANIENNA AND CTA
CONFIGIJRAT 4N. MKE ANÛ MODELS PRIOR TOINSTII AITrN
ALL CONECTLONS F.TRHNC€RS. SUPP.JRTS. BmCtNG. Êfc SHALBE |NSr{LEO pER
POLE MAÑ]JFACTIJreR'S RÊCIMMENOAIONS
GSNEML CSIRAÇÍ'f SHAI, REFERENCE ÎHÊ POLE STRU'ruru NALYSISDESIGN
DRAWINGS F'JR DIRECTI'-NS'} CABLE OISTR]B¡JÍION/R¡)]]TLN(ì
ALL ùIIÊO'Á RF I)ONNECTqS/C'ANE'I¡ONS SHALLSÊ WÉAIHERPROSÊD, EXCEPT IHE
ÂEICONNECIÔRS. USING BUTL IÆE ÆTEN INSÍ{LAT 

'A 
ANO FINAL CONNEÇIIQNS

NE MÐÊ BU¡/L fPE SH&! HAVE A MINIMUM ü 
'JNE.HA 

IÆE W1OÍH 
'JVERLæ 

ON
EACH TURN ANÐ EACH LAYÊR SHfui. BE WRÆPED THREÊ TLMES WEATHERPROG¡Nô
SBALL 8E SMOIÏHWITHOUT€ltCKLtNG BUflL 8L€EOtN,: tS NOT ALL.TWËD
.l RFùUIREO lO PAñl AN ENNA5 AñD/[R COA

A IEMPERAI.'RE SH{LB[ ÆOVE 50'T
B PANT CùCÊ MUSIBE ÆPnOVEO By SULD|NG.TWNE&IANDL.fÐ
C FOR RÊGULAT€D IOMRS. FMFCC APPROVED PAIN]' S RE'JIJIRE'J
D DONÊf PANT',VËR COLOR CTJDING ÚR ON EQLIPMENT MODEL NIM8ERS

{L CÆLES SHIL gÊ GR.JLINOED w IH c.JdIA cÆLE GRo!No KITs FoLLiJw THE
MN ]FACIURER.S REC.)MMENoAT.)Ns

E GRr,'UNDING At rHE ANIÊNM LEVÊL
F GRT,'UNOING AI BASÊ OF P]LE PRIOR TO I]RING HOR ZONTAL

6ROUNDING NOTËS

1 THE G€NÊML CONRCI.-ìR SHALL R€V EWANo INSPECIIhE EX STING FrciL1ry
GRQNOLNG SYSIEMNO LIGHTNING PROTECITA SYSlÊM (AS ËESIGN!DNO
INSÍAILED) Fffi SMICf COMPLIAC€ W IH IHE NEC (AS ADOPTE! BY iHE AËJ). THE
SIIESPEC FIC (UL, LPI, QRNFPA) LIGHT]Nç PROIËCION CüDE, NÛ GÊNEML
COMP!]ANCEWTHERICSSONAND IIACFO]NOINGSTNOÆOS TFE SUBCOÑTUCTOR
SHALL R€POnTNYVTOLAfIOñS OR ÆVERSE FtNOTNGS tO lHÉ CONIRACT.TRFOR
RES.-trlT ¡^

¿ ALL GRÕIND ELECÍROû€ SYSTEMS (tNCLtDLNG TELE'OMMUN|CATON. MOtq LlGlrlMNrj
PR.-,EcrON. ANO AC P.rw€R GESS) SHALL BE BONÐEÐ TøfftER. AT OR BELQW
GRAOE,BY IUO.JRMORE cryPER8.,iND NG cÔolcToRsINAccmDANcË WTH THE
NEC

3 lHE GÊNERAL CONTRACToR SHALL. PERF.JRM |EEE FALL-S.POTÊNTTAL RESTSTANCE ro
EARIH tESILNG(pERtEE€ 11tùAñO 81)FOnNÊWGROUND ELECTROûE SySÌEMS lHÊ
GENEüL CilTRACT6 SHAL FURN|SH AND INSTIL SIJPPLEMENIAL GROI]NO
ELECTRODES AS NÊEOEO l.J ACH|EVgA TEST RESTJLIOr 5.,MS OR LESS

4 METÀ RACEWAY SHIL N.Jl8E USÊo Æ THE NÊc fiEAUtREO E.]L ]FMENT GRANO
CONOUCIOR STRANÛEÚ C'JPPER O]NÐLCT'JRS Wfr GREEN INS]]LATIO. SIÆO ¡N
ACCüONCE WlHIHEN€C.SNIL8E FJRNISHÉÛAÐ INSTALLEFWtrII THE PT{ER
.IRCUIlS IO B TS EQJIPM€NT

5 EÀCH 8IS CABINETFW€ SHALL BE D¡R€ÇILY CONNECTED IO fr E MAST¡R GRfuNÐ
BAR WTI GREEN INSLILAIEO SUPPLÊMÉNIAI E'IUIPMENI GROUÑD W RES,6 AWC
STRANO€D C.fPEROR LARGER F.rR tNDOÕR BTS 2 AWc SnNûEU C.rppER FOR
OUTAø-8 BTS

0 EX'iÌIERMICWELDS SH{L 8E USE0 FOR {L GROJNO1NG C.)NNECIONS BELOWGRÆr7 ÆPROVEO AN¡qIDANTC'JAIINGS (I E , CCNOUCNVE GEL ON PÀSTÊ) SHALL 8E LISED ù
4L CilPRESSIT,ìN Añ0 B.JLIEO GRoJNO CONNECTt4S

, ALIMINUM CONDI]CIOR æ æPPER CLAÚ STEEL CSOLIOIM SHALL NOf BE IJSEOFOR
GR'XIND]NG CSNEC IICINS

9 MISCELLAEOLJS ELECIRIC& AND NON€IECIRICI M€ TAL BOXES, FMMÊS ANO
SUÞPORIS 5tsALL BE ÊONOEO IO IHE GROIJND R''. IN ACCMDNCE W ]H IHE NECf] MET{ C'AD! f SH{L BE MÆÊ ELECTRICALLY CdINI]'-ÙSW'fr L]STEÛ EQNOING
FIITINGS Tf 8Y 8üDING ACR!]ss fñE DISc.JNTINUIT W TH 6 AWs coPPER WRE UL
ÆPR'-VEO GRAUNOING ryPË C&DUIT CLAMPS

53

54

55

56
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CHÊCKÊO SY:
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ÊxlsT|NG VEGËTA1 ON (N¡-ìT
lOBE OrSruR8E0)tûP )

ID:

EXISIING BUILDING

A, PARCEL ID:

EXISfING BI]ILOLNG

B, PARCEL lD: 20-214-000

AISTING FUILÚING

I

C. PARCEL lD: 20-228-000

EXISIING gIIILDIÑG

COLOR/TEXT INDEX

l" ,::, -i
I enoeoseorrw

-------. PROPERry LINES

EXIST]NG PAKING L'JI

EXISING BUILOING

D. PARCEL lD: 20-229-ooo

6D'

EXISIN6 tsUILOING

30' 20' 10'

ÆEA TOA€ ÐISIUREEO DURNG
P&E REPLACEMENT (SEE N'JI€ 5)

SITE PLAN
11 x17" SC[E: 1 =30
2413ô"SÇALE 1"=15'

0 30'

S¡ü PLAN INFORMAÎON CâTAMÞ HÊREIN IS TMEN FFÙ THE DæUMENIS PFOVLDED BYfrÊ cLtENr NowÆNw ffi c!ÆaNlÊÉ rs clvÊN By mLsoN McftN Ío tHE rcc,.rnÀcv
ORNE C'JMPLEIENESS OÊ ftE C'JPIED SLIRVEY6ITÊ PLN ¡NFffiMÀTI'JÑ

GC RESP'SSIELE FúR SUSMITIING A ¡! HOUR NôTICE PRIffi TO MOSILIZ}Nd T'J THEslE
APRE.CÒNSÌRUCIIù MEETNG SRãOUIREOPRIOR ]OC&STRUCIS SIARTI]]
REV EW SCOPE OF WARKND €XÊECTAII'JNS
. A R :GING PLAN MÀY BÊ REQIIRED ANO SHA| 8E SUBM]TTE0 WIH THE d HCUR

NOT CE
. GC RESÊôNSIBlE FarR ENSURNG THE SÆE|/CUME tS NOI TRÆPEO OR

OThERWSE 6STRIJCTEO WTN RÊAST}A8LË BIJILOING PRACTICES
GCRESP.ISIELE FOR COGDtNArtNrS OAtLy LæINND LOG.OUTWfr IHE pOLã
OMER, MERE æPLIæLE
GCWLL 8É RESPdSItslE F'JR IHE ÊOLE CIWNER EOSEOUTPACßGE WlI REDLINES
OF IhÊ CD'S OF 1B€ EOUIPMENT INSI{LEO IO 8E SL BMITTÉD WTHIN 7 DAYS OF
CONSIRUCTION C'J@LEE
GCWLL EMP'JMLY DS¡]RB 7 SOUÆ f EEI OF EARTH fO ËPLACE frÊ POLE.
frÉ PRùECÎWLL COWLY WÊ üE LOW RISK HNÜB'Jg Fü EROSIù PREVEN'NON
ANOSEOIM€NÍ CqTROLEY THEVERMONIDEPÆÎMTNTOF ENV¡RÔNMENTA
CONSERVANON
THERE ffiE NOW€ILANOSWTHIN frE ÆAOT OISruRBANCE

5
e

2

3

1.

NOTE

SITE NOTES

SIÏE PHOTO

OVERHEÄDVIEW

?

LAil LNE

.f-l ..,.
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PROPOSED G&TRONICS
Ê02412"ú661 3 ANTENNA WtH

@GALIRaJNI6 MK.06079
MOUNTÑG ARACKÊI

_Jgl2-qruiryÈaesÊEqÁ!åàfo

FALE TO €E RÊPLAOEO Wfr A+5' PROÊOSED 2' IJV RATED LI.GLIMDwoD PoLE (CLASS 3). STJNK €'-6"
LEAVE EX]SI NG EfuIP[4ËNTAI

Êxl9TtNo HEtcats

;i, , .,.r:¡

..Ì

'..:'
5

.rl,
PROP.TSEÐ ÆArHEfrEÐ

_-5 ... .---: ,..... ,-. ....i1,

- -..: *- - ,ç)It ..._. ....,. ....-..

PRôPOSED (3) ffiAWG WRES lNSlúÊ
PROPCISEÚ (1) UV RAreD 1.Û¿" MIN SCts 4Ù

PVC CS0Ulf

PRÔPOSED FIB€R FROM EXISTIN6 S'!NC€
(R.J!flNG rB0) rN PRryOSEO 2 rJV MEo

PROPOSFû (1) e AWG CDPPÊR
GROJNO WRE

o*o"o"ro {,) *o0,., 
"or'"aa @

PROÊOSED (1) ô0&p 2-pOLE DISCONNECT
WTii (3] 2MMP 2-POLE 8REÀKERS

PNOPOSED (I) MÊfER WIH MAN BYPASS

oiffirysE93Áq'qrì48]!E!-

oås+s!-rffBrersEllslcB_

PR.)P,ISEO (1) f¿AWC COPPER
GROIJND WRE INS]OE V2'UVRAreD

PVC 

'ONDUII 
{TO 8) {TO 8E USEÐ

FROM NTENNA IO MEIER)

APPROX]M]'E 12"WOIHOF
PR.rÊOS€O P*E

-. i,}

_ .- !3¡1.!ANÊ

PRCP.JSED {1) 8'GRq!ND Rö0 (5/8" ûtA)

PROPOSÊD POLE ELEVAIION , EAST
11t1t.SCALÊ 1=6

COLOR/TEXT INDEX

l, - _ -t
PßEOSED N€W

2486" SCAI-E 1!3
6' 6 12'

''- 9. ,,

-¿../ìúì\4J
1

lð
OVERH EAD VIEW

5

1ì

5 ,1 :
tl
rì
il

1ì
5

I
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Ì

t:ìt ,. . ,-.. : ...-..

,_+

ì

i.
i
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$
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c-3

PROPOSÉD G{RONICS
G@4I2-06ô13NENNA WIH
6ALlR.iNlCS MK-06¿7!
MOUNÌNG BRACKË1

@
roP oÊ PRoPosEo N .Ei.fl\4 

(Þ

Â.8!!iryeç!srÉ0l!#È*O

-____ 
j9!!ryBræÊÊ:#,F(Þ

P'JLE IO 8Ë REPLAGD WIH A45
POLE (CLASS 3). SUNK616" LEAV€
!XISTNG E'NIPMENIAT EXSIING

HÊlGHIS

PROPOSED 2" IJV RATEÛ I I.GÜÆD

rj;

o,]t
FÊoP.rSED ffiAftetuEAD

5

t: i. -.,

PRÔPOSED (3) Æ AWç WIRES INSIDÊ
PROPOSEÐ(i)UVRAID 1-1l4 MlNSCH 40

Pn.JPOSE0 FIBER FROM EltSltNG S@RCE
{R'JIJTING IBO) IN PR'?OSEO 2"IJV MTEO

PROP.-'SES (1) ÐAwc cfPPER
GRO]NO WIRE

PVC CSÚUIT

MINIMIJM SONOM OF

C"-ryryse 3 s!l*.!Ei-
pnripcìsqo 

{1) nAor.J cAB NEr 
@

o#+s!.arl89!9sesr¿Ê:ÉL

PROPOSÊÐ {1) 60&P 2-PCILE D|SC.TNNEtT
WTH (3) 2OAMP 2,PCILË BREAKEß

PROP.JSEO {1) METEN W]H MAIN BYPASS

APPROXIMA'IE 12"WOTts ÒF
PROP¿SÊO PAEPR.JPûSEO (1) trr AWc COPPER

GROUND WNE INSIOE 12 LLV RAIED
PVC CONDUI (lO ¡) {TO BE USED

FROM NTENNA TO MEIÊR) *1¡

o€åfE----!l¡L+!5

PRry'JSEO iI) 8'GRÔUNO RÛÛ (5/3" OIAÌ

PROPOSED POLE ËLËVATION . SOU-TH
ll xlT SCALE 1'=ô'

c0LoR/TErI TNDEX

t,, -i
PRæOSEÛ NÊW

24136"SCALE 1"-3

6 0 6'

ð

Æ\ J

OVERHEADVIEW

irì.

r r -'

i.,n

rìr -s

. .. .,:.1

;"}

l
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NOTES

INS1ALL ANCHORS/ÊASTENERSAW MUM OF 2'-Û'ù CEÑT€RS. WOat SITJDS- 1/4'øtAGBOLTW 1 ÊMBEOMENI¡NWØO
' CICRÊE - 1/4ø dlll KWK 8!rLT [l W 1."2' EMBEDMENT af EOivAENT
. lhRQGh EOLÍ- 1r4øÆüÆ07 fr READêD R!Ð WNTJIS NOWASHERS NCHffiS

ND JNISMJTftNNELSHÀLtsAVE HOT.OIPPED WVAN]ZEO FINISH

M"!NT RRH'S ND DC€ TO UNISTRIJTW]H A3"ø UN¡STRUTBOLÎNô HAROWARE ND
SPRING NUTS ryPlCA F.rUR P6RDEVCË SUBCÒNIMCT.TRStsALL SUppLy

SIJBC'JNTMCTOR SHALL SLIPPLY AL'-ìTHER MATERIALS AND INSÍALL ÈL MONfINO

2

?

WÊ GHT ¡ 3LBS
IWfrOIJT BRrcKET)

COMMSCOPE OUAD.PACK DIPLEXER
cBcl 923Q-43 / E1 4F 55P 1 2

f,ts

wEcnr 5 14 L8S

ANTENNA I\4OUNT DETAIL
N,T,S,

gEH i6L8S {EXÈUO|NGHÆDWARE)

ERTCSSON
RRUS 4415/26 RADIO

t.Ts_

r--to-- -l

gË]g!! s e LBs
ygllJul 2 41 cF

1 t6"NOÌ¡G DECÀ
PIACÊ frREE NOTICÊ STCKERS EO]ALY SFÆEO
AROIJNO ft€ EOTIW lIF THENENNARÐOME

GALTRONICS CANISTER ANTENNA
GO2412-0ô613

¡-rs.

WlÊHI <135 0 L.BS (ÊNCLOSTJRE.JNLY)

E¡IE8!4!@E_ 78cF

ERICSSON 39' EQUIPMENT SHROUD
IT.4.
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c-5PICO CABLE WIRING ÞIAGRAM

5150.5925

rcM

CERS

35S.3¡00

rS¡45

PSU

æRS

15ù 3r00

44U-45

LTÊ RRUS.4426

HIOH

PCS

PS!

MIN æC

HIGÈ

+451,45

LE RRUS+15
1900

608-690

NÏS

ANTENNA AND CABLING NOTE5

CùRACI]R IS TO REFÊR IOAIATS MÔSf CURRENI RÐIO FREO!€NCY ÛATA SHFEl
{RFDS) PRr0n fqtoNsTRUCnON

frE SIã, HEIGHT, ANO O RECIION 
'JF 

IH€ NTENNAS SMLL 8E ÆJUSTED TO ACILEW
NE ÆMITBS SPECIF]EO NÞ LIMf SHADOW]NG AND TO MEEf IHE SYSIEM
REQIJIREM€N1S

2

3 I)NÍRÀCIG SHALL V€RIFY THÊ HE]GBTÓÊ I¡IE ANIENNA WTH frE AI&T WruLÉSS
PROJECTMSAGÊR

WnIFY ÍPE AND Sl4 OF NüE POLÊ PRTOR T.-, ORDÊRNc ANyNI€NNAMæNT

UNLESS NOÏÊD OfrERW SE THE CONIRACTORMUSI PRd DE ALL MIERIAL
NECESSARY

ANfENNAA¿MUÍHS ffiE DEGREES OFF ff TRUE NTTfr. ËEARING CIOCKWSE, IN WHICH
ANTENNAFACË IS OIRECTÉD ALL NTENNÆ (NO SUPPLXTING STRICIURES AS
PMCTCAT)SHALL BÊ ACCUMELY CXtENI€D lN frE SPECIFtÊ0 0¡RÊCT|.Jñ

CùTRACÏM SH{LV€N¡FY ALLRF LNTI)RMATIù PRIORlOC'JNS1RLICII(\

SMEP ÍEST SHALLS€ PËRFORMED 8Y G€N€RAL CSTRACIü NO SLIEMIIIED'fOATET
WRÊ!Ês S CONS TRI]C I ù SPE CLALIS T 1ËS T SflAL 8E FERFORME D PER AT&T WIRSLISS
SlNDÆDS

CÆl-E LÉNGfrS WERE OETERI¡ NED 8ÀrED ON fHÊ DESTGN OMWNG cSIRACTTX TL]
WRIÊY ACru{ LENGTH OURING PRE-C.rNSTRUCfiù WALK

5

6

3

RF, DC, & COAX CABLE MARKING LOCATIONS TABLE
LÔGfbNS

EACH TOP.JUMPER SMLL BE COLOR CO0€D WfH (1) SEIOF 3" WDÊ BANDS

EACh MAN cOü S8ALL BE Cù,X CODËO W rH (1) SET.f 3" wtÐE 8ANüS NEAR fHE
TOP-JIMPER CONNECTONND WITH (1) SET 

'JF 
3/4"WÐÊ ÇOLOR BANDS JUSlFRIOR TO

ENreR NG IHE BTS ÓR ÍMNSMIIIER BUILÐ]NG

CÆLE ENTRY PÒR1 ON THE INTERI'JR f IItÊ SHÊLÍER

ALL BOTTOM JUMPÉRS SHIL 8€ C'{OR CÒÛED WTH { 1) SEI OF 3/4" WOE BANDS ÖN
EACH END CIÊ fh€ BOTIÕM JIJMPER

&! BOlT.rM JUMPERS sH{L BE Cq.JR COOEo W¡TH (1) SET.JF 3/4" wDE BANOS ON
ËACH ÊND OF IhE B'] 

"JM 
IÚMPER

â
\:..i

CABLE MARKING NOTES

1 IHE ANIENNA SYSEM COü SHÀL 8E LABÊLÊD WTH VINYL TAPE.

IHE SÏNOmO 1S BNED ON EIGHÌ AIORËü TAPES.REt, BLUÉ. cREeN, YELL.TW.
rfANGE. EF'JWN. ffiIÎ€. ANOVIOLET TIIESE TÆES MUSÍ 8E T4"WOE ALVRES SIANÍ
SrJcH AS SCOTCH 35vlNYL ÊLÉçmlCAL CùOR C.rOtNG TAPÊ ANO SH@LO 8E READI[y
AVAUEL€ TO THE ELECIRLCIAN G CONTRÀCTOR TA SI1€

USING æLOR ENDS ON THÉ æLES. MARKAL Rr CÆLÉ BY SECT.TR Añ0 CABTE
NUMBER ÆSH'JM ON CAELE COLCIR CHART

WHÊN N EXISTING C.rAlAL LINE rHÀl tS TNTENDEO Tó88 ÀShffiEO L|NE BEruEEN
TCHNq.JGIES IS €NCOUNÊÈ0, IHE CONTNA TOR SHALL REM.)VE IHE ExISÍING
CùqRCODING SCtsEME ANO RCPLACE IT WTH IHE æL'JRCOOING SINDÆD IN IHÊ
ÆS€NCE CIF Ñ EX STING COL'R COÛ1NG ANO TÀGGIN6 SCHEME, F WEN INSÍ{LIÑG
PRÇÊæED COU]AI. CÆLSS, BIS GIJIOELINE SHÀLL BE IMPLEMENIET AI IHATSIE
REGARDLESS S TECHNOLOGY

{L COLORC!ÐE TAPE SH&L BE 3M-35 AN SHÆ.L 8E INST{LÊD USING À MINIMUM ÔF
(3) TNREE WæS OF TAPÊ ND SHALL 8E NEAIY fRIMMEO ND SM'STHEO OUISON
fOAVOIO IJNMVELING

4L CQLOR BANDS INSI{IEO AI ÈÊ IOP OF THE Î'-ìWR SHÀL ÊE AMÌNIMUM G 3'
WDE. ANO SHÀL MVÊ AMINIMUM CIF 3/4" 'f SPACE BEMEN EACÊ COLOR

AL CCjLOR C@ÊS SH&L 8E INSf&LED SOÂS fÔ ALIGN NEAILY WÊ.]NÊ N,] BFR
FROM SIDE,TùSIDE

IF EíSNNG CA9LES AI ItsE SIIE {REÐY HAVE À'ÔLOR CúDING SCHEME NO IHÊY
ME NOIIN'ENOÊO IO BE reLISEÐ 

'R 
SHÆËDWM frE PROP']SEO TECHNOLLìGY.

frE ÊXlSTING COL¡TRCLTOING SCAeME SF|4L REMATN rJñÍ.ICHEO

2

3

5

6
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5HEÊIINE
ELECTRICAL AND GROUNDING

DË-fAILS

$
od

SHÊETNUMSÉR

G-1

(1) PROPOSÉD ANTENNA

ANfENNA MOUNTING BRACKET

x'
EÙIflffSE

warffirrem
(8æ þC 3)

!^reruowruwEGR.ry.
MrMTffimBÆx,reÆ
rur@ryffiE(ruÞto
roDffi){ffimalra
ÑBDKdWM,Fffiæil
m[[ÀTmruffim

SÉCONDARY POWER LINES

2'UV RATED U.GIJARD
FOR FIBER ÒAALES

AND AISG CÆLE

WEATI-I€R HÊAD (LEAVE
10'coNoucToRs FoR
IJTILIIY CO, TIE INS)

CoNNECTTON OF CABLE GROUND KtT OT ANTENNA CABLE
rr'"rlsc*É-îJì-
24X36"SCALE NTS

F¡BER

(1) FIBER DEMARC
IN SHROUD

(3) #6 AWc WIRE tN
't-'t/4'MtN. scH. 40
IJV RAIÊD PVC

(ô) 1/2'coAX CABLÊSRRHS
(rYP.)

FIBER IN 2'PVC
coNDUrf(fYP.) DIPLEXERS

39'MACRO SHROUD

5/¿"GRCUNO RtD
CLMP TO 9HEÆ HAD

RRH
(IF RÊQIJIRED) 5¡S"GROLJND ROO

12 AWG COPPER
GRÔUND (IYP,) CONNECTION TO GROUND ROD

il.T.S

(1) 60A 2-pOLE DTSCONNECT SWTTGH FUSËS AND
(3) 20A 2-POLE CTRCUtT BREAKÊRS
(sEE ÊLECfRTCAL ñOTES)

#2 AWG COPPËR
GROUND INSIOE 1/2'
UV RATED PVC

WEAI HER PROOF SQUARÉ D CAI NO.: SDSAI 175
SECONÛARY SIJRGE ARRËSfOR ON 2OA
2P CIRCUü BRXER

MEIÊR MAIN WITH BYPÆS

5/B'øx8'COPPER
CL,AD GROUND ROD #6 ÀWG SPLII BOLI GROÙND

COMPRÉSSIÔN CÕNNECTOR WIIH
cRorJNorNGsmæ r21ì¡ FROM
TC}P OF POLE OR ÉOI.IAL

Plco
GENERALWIRING DIAGRAM

N.ta.

(rYP ) ,6AWJ SPI.II SOLT GROUND

NOTES

BùÐING ND ÊROUNOING T(I MEETAPPI]CAALE NESC RE'JDIREMENTS

.OMPR€ÊS]OÑ CONÑECTOR Wû
6ROUNÐINGSNæ I"'FROM
NI)OE

NOTEs

2

Ð.,' NOT INSI&L CABLE GR.JUNO KI I AI À BENO NO ALWAYS DIRECT GRIUND WIRE Dom T.-I GRoUND BÆ

GROUNOING Kll SH&L 8E tPE ND PSINWBER As SUPPL|ÉA fr FEC.TMNIENDED By cÆL€ MANIFACruRER

WEAfrERPRO]FING SHALL BE {TPE NOPARfNUMBER)AS SUPPLIEO OR R€C'JMMENOEO fl CAELE
MANUFACIJRER ANo APPR.TVEO BY CONRcfóR

3

5/¿,r8 LONG (DPER-O Ð
5EÉL GRruND R@ AUREÐ
MINIMUM 2ff qF P4E
WIfrN 24}S"HNDHEE
ANO SE@RËD W¡H f8'
GRONO øMP @PtrSS¡il
CNNÉCÌOR

GROUNDING ONE LINE DIAGRAM
tts.



Rod Francis

From:
Sent:
lo:

Ern ie Ciccotel I i < ern ieciccotel I i@gmail.com >

Wednesday, June 1 9, 2019 10:05 AM
Jaci Allen; Jeff Goodrich; Melissa Horwitz; susan Brink; Brian Loeb; Jeff Lubell; steve
Thoms (steve@steventhoms.com); Leah Romano; Rod Francis
Agenda RequestSubject:

Hí, AII,

I would like to request an addition to the agenda for the upcoming meeting. My request is to add some time for
consideration of a survey of why people moved to Norwich and to Vermont, and what they want for their future in
Norwich and Vermont. This is different from what they expect to happen and will have expect as the Town and State
change.

Thanks.

Ernie

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG.
https://www.avs.com

1



Date Name(s) Organization(s) Town plan chapter(s) Outreach type PC members
Location (esp. for public
meetings) Next steps

7 t11
Facilitated Workshop 6:
15-8pm Pubic Land Use and Energy Public outreach Allen, Horwitz, Brink + Tracy Hall meeting room

Outine content and exercises.
Coordinate with library movie night.
Tracy Hall is reserved. Publicize

7t15
Conference Call12-
1pm Public Land Use and Energy Public outreach Allen + Tracy Hall meeting room

Ouline content and exercises. Set up Go
to Meeting calland pubicize.

8t1
Facilitated Workshop 6:
1Spm Pubic Land Use and Energy Public outreach Allen + Tracy Hall meeting room

Outine content and exercises.
Coordinate with library movie night.
Reserve Tracy Hall. Publicize

8/5
Conference Call12-
1pm Public Lane Use and Energy Public outreach Allen + Tracy Hall meeting roorn

Ouline content and exercises. Set up Go
to Meeting calland pubicize.

818119 Public Public outreach Tracy Hall meeting room

9t12t19 Public Public outreach Tracy Hallmeeting room

Town Facilities and Services TBD- Public Outreach

Housing TBD- Public Outreach

Transportation TBD- Pr¡blic Outreach

Resilience TBD- Public Outreach



Date Name(s) Organization(s) Town plan chapter(s) Outreach type PC members
Location (esp. for public
meetings) Next steps

4t11 Nancy LaRowe Vital Communities Economic Development Subject matter expert interview Allen
Send Economic Development draft
chapter for comment

4t12

CherylLindberg,
Charles Taylor, Jill and
Joe Lavin, plus 5 others Norwich Business Council Economic Development Subject matter experts Allen

Attend June 7th or July 12th meeting to
discuss draft chapter

4117
Allison Colburn and
Sara Kobylenski

Child Care Center in
Norwich Utilities, Facilities and Services Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Thoms

Meet with town recreation director,
school board, schooladmin., and explore
options for parent outreach

4t18 Andrew \Mnter Twin Pines Housing Trust Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb Follow-up conversations as needed

4t23 Herb Durfee Town Manager Utilities, Facilities and Services Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Thoms, Lubell Meet with fire district and public works

4t23 Beth Hunstome Consultant Land Use Subject matter expert Brink, Ciccotelli

4t25 MíchaelGoodrich Fire District Utilities, Facilities and Services Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Thoms Follow up during drafting

4t25 Douglas Kennedy Consultant Land Use Subject matter expert Brink, Ciccotelli

4t26 Troy McBride Energy Business Energy Subject matter expert Horowitz, Brink
Share infor with commission, write an
action item?

4t29
Tom Candon and
Lauren Rhim Norwich School Board Utilities, Facilities and Services Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Allen

Follow-up conversations during the
summer as the board's plannning gets
underway

5t1
Joan Goldstein and
Josh Hanford W Dept. of Econ. Dev Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb Follow up with recommended contacts

5t7 Berna Rexford
Four Seasons Southeby's
Realty Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Romano Follow up with recommended contacts

5t8 Brie Swenson Recreation Director Utilities, Facilities and Services Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Thoms Follow-up conversations as needed

5t10 BillHammond MCS Utilities, Facilities and Services Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Thoms
Review requested data regarding needs
survey and incoming families

5115 Tom Goins DHMC Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb
Follow-up conversations during the
summer as they analyze survey data

5120 Brenda Torpy Champlain Housing Trust Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb

5121 Craig and Commission
Norwich Conservation
Commission Land Use Subject matter expert Brink, Ciccotelli

5123
Peter Brink and
Commission

Norwich Historic
Preservation Commission Land Use Subject matter expert Allen, Ciccotelli

5123 Jolin Kish Kish Consulting Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb Follow-up with recommended contacts

5/30 Buff Mclaughry
Fou r Seasons Southeby's
Realty Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Romano Follow-up with recommended contacts

5131 Nancy Bloomfield The Family Place Utilities, Facilities and Services Subject matter expert interview Loeb Follow-up with recommended contacts

614
Mike Kiess and Tom
Roberts Vital Communities Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb Follow-up with recommended contacts

6t13
Childcare forum for
parents Public Utilities, Facilities and Services Public outreach

Thoms, Loeb
(+Romano, Allen) Tracy Hallmeeting room

6t14 John Langhus Norwich Solar Technologies Energy Subject matter expert Brink, Allen

6t18 Rob Adams CEO Solaflect Energy Subject matter expert Brink, Allen

6t26 Lynne LaBombard
LaBombard Peterson Realty
Group Housing Subject matter expert interview Loeb, Romano

7t10
Economic Dev Forum
12:30-1:30 Public Economic Development Public outreach Allen, Lubell The Norwich Square Publicize event with Liza and NBC


